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The Koillismaa layered igneous complex is the result of igneous
activity which occurred some 243-6.± 5 Ma ago. Crystallization took
place in three separate but connected magma chambers located partly
within the Archaean Presvecokarelidic basement com.plex and 'partly
between this basement and the Proterozoic supracrustal rocks. The
total volume of magma in these three chambers may be estimated
at over 2000 km3.

The complex consists of two exposed intrusions, the eastern, or
Narankavaara, intrusion and the western' intrusion, together with a
hidden 'dyke' connecting them, which may well be in itself a layered
intrusion. The western intrusion has been broken up by later tec
tonic events into the Pirivaara, Syote, Porttivaara, Kuusijarvi, Lipea
vaara, Kaukua and Murtolampi blocks, which all form discrete
entities at the present erosional surface. The internal structure of
the complex may be divided into three principal units: the marginal
series, the layered series and the igranophyre capping the rocks of
the western intrusion. The layered series can then be subdivided
into zones and subzones on the Ibasis of its cryptic layering.

The crystallization conditions were different in each of the
magma chambers, and this led in turn to distinct trends of differen
tiation. One feature that they all have in common, however, is that
the marginal series shows 'reversed' fractionation cornpared with the
layered series. The modified differentiation index varies over a very
wide range, from close to 0 up to about 80, in the visible part of the
Narankavaara intrusion, but the variation is much narrower, Le.
approx. 12.5-55, in the westernl intrusion. The fractionation trends
for the ferromagnesian silicates are short in both intrusions, and
favour Mg-rich compositions. The An content of the plagioclase also
varies over a relatively narrow range, except in the dioritic rocks at
Narankavaara,

The most significant ore deposit in the Koillisrnaa complex in
economic terms is the vanadium ore of Mustavaara, which has been
mined since 1976. Other potential objects of economic interest are
the low grade, disseminated platinum-bearing Ni-Cu sulphide occur
rences to be found mainly in the marginal series and in places in
certain horizons of the layered Iseries. The complex has proved a
disappointment as far as chrome ores are concerned, however, as
no chrornite-rich layers have been identified, but instead it seems
to be the case at least in the visible part of the cornplex that the
chromium is largely hidden in the lattice __of the pyroxenes.
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The KoilJlismaa layered igneous complex,
or the 'Koillismaa complex' for short, is taken
here to refer to the entity formed by 'the
extensive occurrences of layered igneous
rocks located in the Koillismaa district of
north-eastern Finland (Map 1 in Appendix).
This includes in the west those bodies of
basic intrusive rocks located in the communes

of Pudasjarvi, Taivalkoski and Posio some
times referred to earlier by the term 'Syote
type gabbros' (Enkovaara et al. 1953, Vayry

nen 1954), and in the east the Narankavaara
intrusion in the commune of Kuusamo, which
continues across the border into the Soviet
Union. In' the present surface section the
rocks of this complex cover altogether an
area of some 240 sq. km.

The rocks of the Koillismaa complex. ex
hibit certain features typical of layered in
trusions, including cryptic and rhythrnic
layering (Fig. 1) and igneous laminations.
Many of the radiometric datings ·provided by
Dr. O. Kouvo give the age of the formation
as 2436 ± 5 Ma, Le. it dates from the Early
Protetozoic (Fig.. 2, Table. 2).

The Koillismaa Iayered igneous complex is
of the world-wide platform layered intrusion
type, as represented by the Bushveld, Great
Dyke, Jimberlana, Stillwater and Duf'ek in

trusions. Of these, the Jimberlana .intrusion
in Australia, which intersects. metamorphic
rocks of age 2670 Ma, is also approximately
of the same age, with radiometric datings of
2420 ± 30 Ma (Campbell et al.1970, McClay &
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Campbell 1976). This intrusion also
many other similarities to the
complex in addition to its age. The
major layered intrusions of Northern
including the Kemi, Penikat, Suhanko
Koitelainen intrusions, also belong to
same Early Proterozoic age group.

After crystallization the Koillismaa
plex became subject to the folding and
gional metamorphism associated with
Svecokarelidic orogeny. The rocks
almost entirely in an elastic manner
the folding process, although some
failure did take place, as reflected in the
and fault system which is a
feature thoughout the complex. Some marks
of metamorphism are also visible throughout
the area, however, being clearest in the west.
The most common feature is the alteration
of the original minerals to form new, secon-

dary minerals, e.g. the replacement of plagio
clase by saussurite, olivine by serpentine,
pyroxene by uralite, magnetite by amphibole
and biotite, and ilmenite by Ieucoxene.

The present work sets out to provide a
comprehensive description of the Koillismaa
layered igneous complex, its structure and
mineralogy and the geochemistry of the rocks
and minerals contained in it. Under the last
mentioned heading the main attention will
be focused on the distribution and behaviour
of chromium. 'I'he aim has been to identify
the primary features of the rocks at the time
preceding the Svecokarelidic movements, and
this has in general proved possible, since the
metamorphic effects have been relatively
mild, even in the western parts of the com
plex, so that the original structure and tex
ture of the rocks and the original minerals
are normally always in evidence.

.............................L ............. WORK

Bedrock mapping in the area of the
Iismaa layered igneous intrusion was com
menced at the beginning of the present cen

tury, but the work was only completed in the
1950's, with the appearance of the General
Geological Maps of Finland, sheets C5-B5,
Oulu---Tornio (Enkovaara etal. 1953) and D5,
Suomussalmi (Matisto 1958).

Mention is made in the description ac
companying the Oulu-s-Tornio sheet of the
rocks of the western part of the Koillismaa
complex, which are referred to as 'Sy6te-type
gabbros' and regarded as being younger than
the other formations in. the area. Similarly
the Narankavaara intrusion is described in
connection with the Suomussalmi sheet,
where it is said to represent 'the ultrabasic

type of Karelidic igneous rocks'.

The ore-prospecting organizations began to

show an interest in the 'Sy6te-type gabbros'

in the 1950's, and Outokumpu Oy com
menced ore explorations in 196~~, by means
of geological mapping, geophysical surveys
and diamond drilling. These investigations
indicated that randomly disseminated sulph
ides at economically interesting concentra
tions existed at the bottom of the 'Sy6te-type
gabbro' bodies. Pilot plant concentration
tests were carried out by the company, but
as the results were discouraging, the work
"vas terminated in the summer of 1968.
degree dissertation was produced by V. Ohen
oja (1968) based on these investigations.

Otanmaki Oy (which amalgamated with
Rautaruukki Oy in,' 1968) carried out re

search in 1957---58 and 1967-71 into the
vanadium-bearing magnetite gabbros occur
ring in the upper parts of the 'Sy6te-type

gabbro' bodies, which led to the discovery of

economically viable vanadium ore, to the



extent that a mine was opened at Mustavaara

in 1976. The genesis of the magnetite gabbro

was studied by Piirainen and Juopperi (1968)

from material supplied by RautaruukkiOy

and Outokumpu Oy.

The Narankavaara intrusion attracted the
attention of prospectors during the 1960's,
and thus came to be re-surveyed geologically

and in places geophysically. This work led
to the construction by A.uranen (1969) of a
lithological rnap of the area and petrographi

cal descriptions of the rocks of the intrusion.

The purpose of the Koillismaa Research

Project, initiated by the University of Oulu

in 1971, was: to study basic magmatism and

related metallogeny in the Koillismaa area,
and the years of its operation, 1971-76, saw
renewed geological mapping of the whole of

the layered igneous complex and itsim
mediate surroundings. This work covered a

total of approx. 2000 sq. km. and included

observations on almost 4000 sites of exposed
bedrock. Various problems arising from this

work were studied in Masters' and Licentiate
dissertations (see Piirainen et al. 1978).

The research showed that the separate

'Syote-type gabbro' bodies had not originally

been discrete intrusions, but pieces of the

same intrusion which had become separated

in the course of subsequent movements (Pii

rainen et al. 1978). It also emerged that the

Narankavaara intrusion was organically
linked with the 'Syote-typc gabbro' bodies
and together with them formed an extensive
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layered intrusion complex. At the same tirne

radiometric datings combined with the results

of the geological mapping suggested that the

formations comprising the complex were

Early Proterozoic in origin, as thus very :much

older than had previously been assumed.

With the conclusion of the Project in 1976,
processing of the extensive body of data
which had been assembled remained in
complete. This work was continued later in
the form of separate papers, some of which
have been published. These latter include

the work of Juopperi (1977) on the magnetite

gabbro, and in particular the Mustavaara

vanadium ore and its genesis. Hjelt et al.
(1977) published interpretations of the magne
tic and gravimetric measurements carried out
in the area of the Koillismaa complex based
on combinations of dipping prisms and plates,

and also described the automatic interpreta

tion program package used in obtaining these
results. Piirainen et al. (1977) published an

account of the marginal zone of the Portti
vaara block and related sulphide dissemina

tionand its genesis, and Benderitter et al.
(1978) described magneto-telluric soundings

performed in the area and compared the

results with those of the seismic refraction
soundings carried out by the Koillismaa

Project. Separate papers have also been

produced on the structure, mineralogy and

geochemistry of the Narankavaara intrusion

(Alapieti et al. 1979 b) and of the Syote sec
tion in the western part of the complex (Ala

pieti et al. 1979 a).

METHODS OF INVESTIGATI4)N

SAMPLES

Over 3000 rock .samples were collected in

the course of the Koillismaa Project,and
boreholes were sunk, to a combined depth of

1670m..• A total of about 2000 thin sections
and polished sections were prepared from

these samples and about 800 whole-rock
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chemical analyses were .carried out. Outof
this 'wide range of available samples, 127
were selected for more detailed .• laboratory
examination for the present purposes. An
attempt was made to choose these in such a
way that they would span the whole area of
the Koillismaa layered igneous intrusion as
well as possible and would provide a clear
impression of the variations occurring in the
marginal series and layered series. A second
criterion was that each sample should con
tain the maximum possible. amount. of pri
mary minerals, in order to facilitate the
determination of its composition and thereby
the study of cryptic layering. In the western

part of. the layered igneous complex in parti
cular, the minerals have often been altered
as a .consequence of autometamorphism and
deformation caused by the Svecokarelidic
movements, and in many areas it proved
especially difficult to find any primary fer
romagnesian silicates.

The numbering, coordinates of the sites or
borehole numbers and sampling depths, esti
mated structural heights and mineral para
geneses of the type samples are presented in
Table 1, together with the relative amounts
of the minerals present and indications of

cumulus or intercumulus origin.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Whole-rock analyses

The whole-rock analyses of these 127
type samples were carried out mainly at the
Research Laboratory •of the Raahe Steel
Works of Rautaruukki Oy under the direc
tion of Mr. E. Ojaniemi. The majority of

the elements were analysed by the X-ray
fluorescence technique, except that sodium

was determined using an Atomic Absorption
Spectrometer and that .the silica content and
also the high MgO concentrations of the
ultramafic rocks were analysed by wet
chemical methods in order to achieve greater
accuracy. In addition, since the oxidation
state of iron cannot be determined by the X
ray fluorescence method, the ferrous iron

content was analysed titrimetrically, and
ferric iron was obtained as the remainder
after subtraction of the ferrous iron from the
total iron content as determined. by the X
ray technique. The determinations of silica
and ferrous iron were performed at the Geo

chemical Laboratory of the Department of

Geology, University of Oulu.
The REE analyses were performed by Dr.

R. Rosenberg at the Reactor Laboratory of
the Technical JResearch Centre of Finland.
The method involved in the instrumental
neutron activation analysis technique used
for this purpose has been decribed by Rosen
berg (1977).

Mineral analyses

The mineral analyses were carried out at
the Institute of Electron Optics, University:
of Oulu, in cooperation with the staff of that
Institute, mainly using a JEOL JXA-3SlVI]
electron microprobe. Altogether just over
400 quantitative microanalyseswerecarried

out on various rninerals. These 'were distrib
uted between the minerals in the following
manner: olivines 35 analyses, Ca-poor pyrox
enes. 86,. Ca-rich pyroxenes 91, plagioclases
80, minerals of the spinel group 61, ilmenites
43, and other m.inerals 11..• An average of 12



elements were determined for each mineral.
A detailed account of the use of the electron
microprobe technique in the study of the
Koillismaa complex is in preparation-jAle
pieti & Sivonen), so that the description below
will be restricted to those points which are
most crucial for the present research.

The low }~-ray take-off angle of the ·"JXA
3SM electron microprobe places severe de
mands upon the polishing of the surface of
the samples, since surface irregularities will
affect the matrix corrections, especially those
for X-ray absorption and electron backscat
tering (cf. Sweatrnan & Long 1969). Conse
quently a slight modification of the widely
used procedure of Moreland (1968) was em
ployed for the preparation of the polished
thin sections in order to achieve adequate
results, and the preparations thus obtained
then also proved highly suitable for normal
petrographical work. Electrical conductivity
in the thin sections, necessary for microana
lysis, was achieved by means of a thin surface
layer of vacuum-evaporated copper (rv 120 A).

The minerals to be analysed were first
examined by light microscope and pho-"
tographed with a Polaroid camera attached
to this microscope. The point for analysis
was then marked on the photograph and its
homogeneity often tested again with a 3-pen
recorder and/or scanning images of the mic
roprobe. Since most of the plagioclases were

zoned and most of the pyroxenes and iron
titanium oxides examined from the area
displayed exsolution textures typical of
slowly-cooled mafic rocks, these chemical
inhomogeneities were inevitably reflected in
the results of the analyses, in which the exso
lution lamellae in particular gave rise to dif
ficulties as the instrument available did not
permit any great defocusing of the electron
beam.

The conditions for the quantitativeanaly
ses were as follows: 15 kV acceleratingvolt
age and approx. 0.05 flA specimen current
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(measured on metallic Cu) for Si, Ti, AJ, Fe,
Mg,Ca, Na and K, and 25 kV accelerating
voltage and approximately 0.3 /-lA specimen
currentf.or the remaining elements, except
in the cases of chromite and loveringite, where
the accelerating voltage for Cr was 15 kV".The
following standards were used: quartz for Si,
TiO for Ti, synthetic sapphire for AI, hema
tite for Fe, periclase for Mg, wollastonite for
Ca, albite for Na,sanidine for K and pure
metallic standards for the remaining ele
ments. The measured intensities were cor
rected for dead time and background using
a separate data-processing routine developed
by the Institute of Electron Optics, and the
ZAF corrections · for the k ratios obtained
were calculated using the MKl computer pro
gram of Mason et ale (1969). The practical
detection limit in the .routine analyses was
0.05 0/0.

Use of a defocused beam .enabled analyses
to be obtained • from the 'Bushveld-type
orthopyroxenes', which have fine-scale exsol

ution lamellae parallel to (100), which closely
approximate to the bulk composition of the
original orthopyroxene, whereas in the case
of the augites and inverted pigeonites, which
show the coarse type of exsolution lamellae,
a focused beam had to be used, and only the
host phase could be analysed. Sometimes the
lamellae were nevertheless sufficiently broad
that their composition' could also be deter
mined. In spite of the breadth of the Iamellae,
attempts were made to perform the analyses
in the (010) plane,perpendicular to the

lamellae. This procedure admittedly exag
gerates the Ca content in augites and under
estimates it in inverted pigeonites, and also
distorts the concentrations of other elements,
largely Fe and Mg, although not to the 'same
extent as that' of Ca. These distortions in.
the results are reflected most clearly in the
pyroxene fractionation trends,which in the
case 'of augite 'and inverted pigeonite mainly
representsubsolidus trends (Nwe 1976). Ac-
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cording to Buchanan (1979), an analysis which

closely approximates to the composition of

the original homogeneous pyroxene phase

only be obtained for augite when using an

electron bearn defocused to a diameter of 200

microns.

Only partial plagioclase analyses were

performed, using the 'feldspar' method of the

above-mentioned prograrn, in which only Ca,

Na, K (and Fe) are measured and the program

then calculates the remaining elements

correction purposes on the assumption

the minerals are stoichiometric. The

partial analyses provided for in the program,

those for 'olivine' and 'pyroxene', were

only for testing the stoichiometry of

minerals. Since plagioclase crystals are

and are not homogenized in the same manner

as Ierromagnesian silicates, attempts

made to apply the plagioclase analyses
essentially unzoned inner parts or cores
discrete crystals, where the original
composition would tend to be preserved
part of the unzoned core of the
crystals may represent the original
cryst (Wager & Brown 1968).

Attempts were generally made in the
lysis of the iron-titanium oxides to use

focused beam of approx. 2 microns and to

obtain individual analyses for the host oxide

and the exsolution lamellae. When this was

not possible, the bearn was defocused to a

diameter of approx. 20 microns a.nd the bulk

composition of the two phases thus obtained

(cf. Gasparrini ~'.;c, Naldrett 1972).

The study of loveringite and of the inclu

sions in the chromites involved the use of

both the conventional electron microprobe

referred to above and also a JE~OL JSM-35

scanning electron microscope (SE:M) equipped

with a PGT DE]~TA XCEL energy-dispersive

spectrometer system (EDS). This combina

tion of equipment afforded a rapid and rela

tively accurate :means of performing such

studies (cf. Metzgcr et al. 1977) and also pro

ved to be a fairly gentle method which did

not destroy the site to be examined, e.g. the

minerals of an inclusion, as easily as would

an instrument equipped with a wavelength

dispersive spectrometer, which requires a
beam current 100 times the magnitude of that
of the SEM + EI)S.

X-ray diffraction studies were also carried
out on a few of ·the Fe-Cr-Ti oxides and on

garnet, these being performed using a Debye
Scherrer X-ray camera,

RADIOMETRIC DETERMINATIC~NS

the zircons are listed in Table ~: and a con

cordia diagram deduced from these results is

presented in Fig. 2. All the ages are cal

culated using the decay constants recom

mended by the I1JGS Subcommission ?n Geo

chronology (Steiger & Jager 1977), and the

margins of error are reported at the 95.4 o

(20) confidence level. The zircon intersection

ages with concordia are calculated according

to .York (1966).

The radiometric age determinations

carried out by Dr. O. Kouvo at the

chronological Laboratory of the

Survey of Finland using the U-Pb method

zircon. The samples were composed of

pegrnatoids from the basic layered

rocks, granodioritic late differentiate,

phyre and metapyroxenite. The

from 'which the samples were obtained

showed on the geological map

The results of the U-Pb isotope analyses
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KOILLISMAA COMPLEX
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Fig. 2. U-Pb concordia diagram for zircons from
vaara in the Porttivaara block (A713), Kuusikarr y
a granodioritic late differentiate from Narankavaara
metapyroxenite from Soukeli (A610). The numbers

by O.

1.n"'E:::I~~~'U.IJ'V~~"::> of Lipeavaara (A698), Musta
(A919) and Narankavaara (.1\.700),

rrY'':llnf"\Y'\h'tTY'O from Valkealehto (A564) and
in Table 2. Diagram compiled

DATA

and. written rnainly in FORTRPlr\T 77,

..... .....' ...... 'V....... s;o. ...... with a few programs in FOR~r]RA:N

The majority of these programs were con-

with the graphical presentation aspect

the work, and were used to produce the

included here, while the others

constructed for the processing of the

of the mineral microanalyses. 'These
include the programs for calculating

numbers of ions in the structural
the minerals, the FeO/Fl e2( )3

oxides, based of the
.L.L.L,-l,I.L.L",'\A ofCharmichael (1967), and the equi-

The data were processed on the Univac
1100/22 computer of the University of Oulu.
The data required for graphical presentation
were assembled on this same computer and"
then plotted using a CalComp 936 drum
plotter systern driven by a Hewlett-Packard
21 MX minicomputer. The step .size of this
plotter is 0,05 mm, enabling the diagrams
presented here to be constructed with a high
degree of accuracy.

The computer programs employed consist
primarily of the PROGRA package of pro
grams and subroutines produced by. the
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libration temperatures for the orthopyroxene
augite pairs following the methods of Wells
(1977) and Wood and Banno (1973).

A number of existing programs were also
used in addition to the PROGRA package
described above. The numbers of ions in the
chemical formulae of the micas wereical
culated using the program of Rieder (1977),

the normative minerals were calculated using
the H ..ARDROCK package of programs (Till

1977), modified slightly for the Univac 1100

computer system and to allow the calcula
tion of certain new parameters, e.g. the
modified differentiation index (JMDI) of von
Gruenewaldt (1973), and the statistical multi
variate analyses were performed using the
HYLPS statistical and mathematical program
package developed by the Computing Centre
of the University of Helsinki.

GENERAL ·GEOLOGICAL SETTINr<i

The western part of the Koillismaa icom

plex is com.posed of basic intrusive rocks
exposed at a number of separate stratigraphic
sections, together with conformable capping
granophyres, while the eastern part. consists
of the Narankavaara intrusion, connected to
the rwestern part by a hidden 'dyke'rwhich
takes the form of a major gravity anomaly]

The principal geological framework for this
complex of age 2436 ± 5 Ma is formed by the
Archaean Presvecokarelidic basement. com
plex, which is over 2EiOO Ma old, through
which the basic magm.as have passed and
within which they have crystallized in part]
and in the west the younger supracrustal
rocks forming the hanging wall to the grano
phyre, variously interpreted as either Pro
terozoic or Archaean in age.

The Presvecokarelidic basement complex
comprises both paragneisses and ·orthogneis
ses, often containing' basic. and ultrabasid,

metamorphic extrusive and intrusive rocks ..
The interstitial zircon of the Soukeli meta
pyroxenite belonging to the last-mentioned
group. has been dated by the U'-Pb method
to 2699 ± 49 Ma (Map 1, Fig. 2, Table 2). Close
to the contact the influence of the Koillismaa
complex has led to thermometamorphic and
metasomaticalterations (Piirainen et al. 1977),

giving rise to a zone of 'albite-quartz rock'
of·.varying thickness in which the original
gneissic texture is usually always distin
guishable, even in the immediate vicinity of
the contact itself.

The supracrustal rocks of the hanging wall
consist .of polymictic conglomerate, green
stone and sericite quartzite, in this order from
bottom to top. 'Various of the rocks making
up the basement complex are encountered as
fragments in the conglomerate, but no in
stances of the in trusive rocks of the Koillis
maa complex' have been observed.

FORM .OF··.·THE·.· KOILLISMAA

The present surface sections of. the Koillis..
maa layered complex, which has been ·.• ex
posed by a long-term process of.erosion.tshow

a relatively scattered distribution, and the

original continuous form of the complex has:
evidently been greatly altered in later tec

tonic events in the course of the Svecokareli

die orogeny. Consequently it is impossible
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Fig. 3. Perspective block diagrams of the gravity field (above) and the Koillismaa complex (below)
seen from the east. The effects of the heavy basic igneous rocks causing the gravity anomaly, together
with the rock masses lying above these, are. depicted negatively in the lower plot, which thus repre
sents, in fact, the present-day basement- of the Koillismaa complex. This three-dimensional geologi
cal computer plot is based on the geological map and in the vertical direction on the geophysical in-

terpretations of Ruotsalainen (19;77).

to provide any very detailed account of its

primary structure. The present structure,on
the other hand, is fairly well known, .. by

virtue of the detailed geological mapping and

wide range of geophysical measurements car

ried out by the Koillismaa Project and the

interpretations provided for them. These

results have enabled the construction of. a

three-dimensional geological computer. plot

depicting the form of the complex at .• the

present time (Fig. 3). A perspective block

diagram of the gravity field is also supplied
for comparison. purposes.

As may be seen from the block diagram

~Fig.. 3) and the geological map (Map 1), the
present-day Koillismaa complex is a forma

tion of over 100 km in length which is divided

~R~nt9Ji~umber of smaller. parts. The
western part comprises a number of occur-

rences of hasic layered intrusive rocks over-
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lain by granophyre, and. the eastern part the
Narankavaara intrusion, joined to the former
by 2L hidden connecting 'dyke'.

The occurrences of intrusive rocks in the

west take the form of tilted blocks having

more or less the configuration of a sheet and

varying in their vertical dimensions from a

few hundred metres to 2.5 km below the

present erosional surface. The blocks con

cerned, from south to north, are those of Pi
rivaara, Syote, Porttivaara, Kuusijarvi, Li

peavaara, Kaukua and Murtolampi (Map 1),

designated after significant landmarks in

their respective areas, Le. the hills of Pir:i.

vaara (310 m a.s.l.), Syotetunturi (431 m),

Porttivaara (345 m) and Lipeavaara (337 m)

and the lakes Kuusijarvi, Kaukuanjarvi and

Murtolampi. These blocks vary in their dip

of layering, with the four southernmostones

showing a dip of 30-'40° approximatelytp

the north and the more northerly ones dip

ping to the south or south-west, so that the

overall form is that of a broad, interrupted

synclinal formation.

The Narankavaara intrusion, which re

ceives its name from the hill of Narankavaara

(380 rn) which dominates the landscape of the
area concerned, is an elongated layered body

with a triangular cross-section and extending

in a downwards direction for something qf

the order of six kilometres, The contacts

with the surrounding rocks are steep, but th~

layering dips only very gently, at least in the
part of the intrusion visible at present.

Magnetic interpretations suggest a steeper

layering at greater depths, however.

The hidden connecting 'dyke' is exposed

only at its western end, and there only in one

branch, so that for the most part only geor

physical data are available on it. Its strike

is indicated on the surface by a narrow 'vein.'

of conglomerate, which can be followed for
as much as 25 km. This suggests that the

original fracture extended at least to the

level of the present bedrock surface. .The

interpretations of the gravimetric and magne

tic measurements, verified by seismic and
magneto-telluric soundings (Hjelt et al. 1977),

show the upper surface of the 'dyke' to lie

at an average depth of about 1.4 km below

the present erosional surface, and the

anomalous mass to be about 3 km wide and

very deep, going down almost vertically and

becoming narrower at the same time. In ad

dition the interpretations suggest that it rises

at its western end to reach the surface at

Kostonj arvi, after which it bifurcates into

two 'dykes', the more southerly of which is

exposed at the :fell of Pyhitys (Map 1).

The above information on the present struc

ture of the complex and .analogies with other

better exposed layered intrusions permit us

to construct a rnodel for the original struc

ture, although it is admittedly difficult to

take those parts already removed by erosion

into account in such an interpretation. The

resulting reconstruction is the hypothetical

three-dimensional model for the Koillismaa

layered igneous intrusion in its original guise

presented in Fig. 4.

According to this model the various bodies

of layered igneous rocks comprising the

western part originally formed a more or less

sheet-like uiesterti intrusion of thickness 1-3

km, a hypothetical cross-section for which is

presented in Fig. 5. In the course of the
Svecokarelidic orogeny this western intrusion

became broken up into a number of blocks,

which also tilted, some to dip towards the

north and some towards the south. The con

sequence of this tilting is that they lie some

distance apart one from another at the point

where they reach the present surface, with

rocks which belonged to the original base

ment of the complex visible in between. Sep

arate research is in progress to study these

movements in detail.
Gravimetric interpretations suggest that

the deep feeders from the east do not extend

very far below the western intrusion, or else
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional model of the Koillismaa complex in its original form,
cut off at the level which corresponds approximately to the present ground surface.

they must be so narrow that they have no

influence on the gravity field. Thus this in

trusion must have filled up chiefly from the

side. The magma must have opened up a sub
horizontal crack between the Presvecokarel

idic basement complex and the supracrustal
rocks overlying it, to form a thick sequence
of basic igneous rocks capped by a thinner

layer of granophyre. It is on account of this

mode of formation that the western intru

sion is of sheet form and lacks the funnel

shaped structure so typical of many layered

intrusions. In addition, the lower contact with

the wall rocks and the layering of the intru

sion were both originally practically horizon
tal and almost conformable. Thus the layered
rocks bordering on the inner lower contact
between the marginal and layered series rep

resent stratigraphically only slightly higher

members in the area close to the margin than
do the rocks of the central part bordering on

the same contact. This is particularly true in

a north-south direction, 'whereas the base
ment of the intrusion would appear to rise

more steeply from east to west.

The easterii intrusion, or N iiriinkiioaara

uitrueum, would seem to have retained prac

tically its original form, having been, as it is

now, an elongated, roughly V-shaped layered

intrusion (Figs. 3-5). Its outer contacts were

steep and its layering subhorizontal, at least

in the upper parts, but apparently steeper at

greater depths, and particularly near the con

tacts. In totality it represents the type of

layered intrusion which has formed directly
on top of its feeder channel, with the closing
of the feeder after intrusion presurnably
having been the result of crystallization in
the feeder itself, possibly together with tec

tonic movements. In view of the thick ultra

mafic cumulates in the intrusion, the original

magma chamber must have been larger than

that depicted in Fig. 4, where the upper sur

face represents approximately the present

land surface (cf. Alapieti et al. 1979 b).

The connecting 'dyke' was presumably simi
larly a strongly elongated V-shaped layered
intrusion. Hence the use of the term 'dyke',
by analogy with the corresponding formation
in the Jimberlana intrusion (McClay ,&

Campbell 1976), is m.isleading in that this is

not a customary tabular dyke but an actual
layered intrusion, which once had below it,
and extending beneath the Narankavaara in

trusion at one end and some way beneath the

western intrusion at the other, the feeder

which 'supplied' all three of these magma
chambers.

The Nararikavaara intrusion and the con
necting'dyke' together form an entity. which
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shows clear analogies .with the. Jimberlana

and Muskox intrusions on the one hand (cf.

McClay & Campbell 1B76, Campbell ·•• 1977,

Irvine
f

& Smith 1967) and with the Great

Dyke intrusion on the other (cf .. Podmore
1970), while the western intrusion possesses

similar-ities in shape with the extensive sheet

form Dufek intrusion in Antarctica (cf. Ford

1970)"
The total volume of the basic magma which

went to make up the Koillismaa complex may

be estimated at over 2000 km", a figure more

than four times larger than that of the Skaer

gaard intrusion (Wager & Brown 1968), and

practically twice as large as that of Jimber

lanae . Since the Koillismaa complex may at

times ·have conformed to the open-system

type of layered intrusion (Alapieti et al.

1979 a), the volume of magma rnust in fact

have .been still greater than this, as mobile

rock material would have been discharged

onto the land surface of the time through

overlying surface volcanoes.

STRucr.rURALUNITS.OFTHE KOILLISMAA COM[PLEX
AND. THEIR ROCK TYPES

STRATIGRAPHICSECTIONS

As'· explained in the previous chapter, the
Koillismaa complex consists of: two separate

intrusions, the eastern, or Narankavaara in.~

trusion and the western .intrusion, together

with the 'dyke' connecting these.rOriaccount
of the gentle dip of its layering, only about

one kilometre of stratigraphic section oftl1e

Narankavaara intrusion is visiblevi.e.: about

one sixth of the whole vertical. extent of the

intrusion. The location of this N iiriinkiivaara
stratigraphic section with respect to the orig!"

inal form of the intrusion is indicated in Figl
5. The only part of the connecting 'dyke' to

be exposed at the surface is the Pyhitysstratif

graphic section (Map 1), on themore south!"

erly of the branches at the western end. This

section represents in a vertical direction only

a few hundred rnetres of the upper part of
the whole connecting 'dyke'.

In contrast to the above, good stratigraphic

sections are available for the western intru
sion,which has been dissected into the Piri

vaara, Syote, Portiioaara, Kuusijiirvi, Lipeii
oaarac.Kaukua and Murtolampiblocks on ac

count of the tilting of these blocks. This per

mits cross-sections to be constructed to depict

the nature of the original intrusion from its

basement through. to the roof. Only the
largest of the blocks, those of ~iyote, Portti
vaara, KuusijiiY'vi and Lipeiiotuua, are exam

ined. in detail here, however. The location of

these with respect to the western intrusion

in its original' form is indicated on the hypo

thetical cross-section (Fig. 5).

INTERNAL UNITS, ZONES AND SUBZONES

The internal structure of the .Koillismaa

complex may be divided on the 'basis()fth~

stratigraphic sections into three "principai

units: the. rnarginal series, the layered.• series

and the granophyre. The layered series may
then .•.• be subdivided into zones and subzones

with reference to its cryptic layering. The

term 'series' is retained in this division in ac-
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cordance with the convention for layered in- it would really be better to use the term
trusions, even though in order to conform 'group'.

with the standard stratigraphicnomenclature

Marginal series

The marginal series (MGS) is. a gradational

series of rock types which paralled the mar

gins of the complex and' are generally dis

cordant with respect to the layered series.

The unit shows 'reversed' fractionation, grad

ing inward from gabbroic rocks, 'contact

gabbros' (Gb), at the outer contact to ultra
mafitolites (Urn), usually through pyroxenites

to peridotites, which are then followed by

the rocks of the layered series. In other

words, the proportion of plagioclase decreases

and that of mafic minerals increases in an

inwa.rd direction. This change. in the. abun

dance of the minerals is accompanied by Cl.

change in mi.neral composition, with the maf]

ic minerals becoming more magnesian and

the plagioclase more calcic in an inward di

rection, in the same manner .as in the .Iim]

berlana and Muskox intrusions (McClay &
Campbell 1976, Smith 1962).

The MGS borders on thermally •..and meta

somatically altered gneisses, 'albite-quartz

rocks', which form a breccia with the contact

gabbro. The chilled margin is not encountered

anywhere in its original position, Le. at the

contact with the albite-quartz rock, probably

as a consequence of magmatic erosion,but

remnants of it are to be found in the contact

gabbro, often in the form of elongated auto

liths, and sometimes even in the ultramafito

lite.

Marginal se:ries of the Narankavaara

intrusion

The rocks of the MGS are exposed at .the
northern border of the north-western tip of

the Narankavaara intrusion (Map 1). The

main rock type here is a heterogenic, meta

morphic contact gabbro, which borders onto

albite-quartz rock to the north .. In the light

of the considerable vertical dimensions of the

Narankavaara intrusion and its analogies

with the better exposed Jimberlana intrusion,

the proportion of the hidden MC~S possessing
'reversed' fractionation must be very much

larger' at greater depths than it is in the part
visible at present.

Marginal series of the -Pyhitys section

Only the peridotitic ultramafitolite layer of
the MGS is exposed in the Pyhitys section.
There are nevertheless erratic blocks which

indicate that contact gabbro must also occur

in this series, and just as in the Narankavaara

intrusion, the proportion of the MGS must

evidently be considerable in other parts of

the connecting 'dyke'.

Marginal series of the western intrusion

The MGS in the western intrusion varies

in thickness from 50 to 200 m. The rock types

aregenerally heterogeneous, containing hazy

streaks and veinlets of albite--quartz rock.

Even' so, the striking features of this unit

are frequently the originally almost hori

zontallayering: and various 'cumulate' tex

tures, which cannot have formed by normal

gravity settling, since their fractionation is

the. reverse of that in the layered series. Cop
per-nickel-iron sulphides occur sporadically

in the MGS, rnainly in the contact gabbro

(Piirainen et al. 1977).
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Layered series

The layered series (LS) which forms the
major part of the Koillismaa complex,
characterized by cryptic and rhythmic layer
ing and igneous lamination, where the
rhythmic layering can vary in scale from the
order of less than one centimetre up to mac
ro-rhythmic layering of some hundreds of
metres. The individual rock types of the se
ries can generally be conveniently classified
using the curnulate terminology of Wager and
Brown (1968), since regardless of whether the
genetic concepts from which this terminology
is derived are valid ones, it is usually poss
ible to distinguish in these rocks both 'cu
mulus' minerals and'postcumulus' minerals
which are either interstitial to or reaction
products of former phases.

The LS may ·be further .divided into zones

and subzones in order to facilitate the dis
cussion. This subdivision is based on the cryp
tic layering, according to the entry and exit
of certain minerals as cumulus crystals. The
decision as to which zone a given rock falls
into requires a clear distinction to be made
between the cumulus and intercumulus min
erals, and this can often be difficult. At the
same time, local variations may be found in
the occurrence of the minerals, so that the
zone boundaries may fluctuate. This is also
frequently difficult to observe in the field,
and it is for this reason that not all zone
boundaries are indicated on the map {Map 1).
The subdivision of theLS and the occurrence
of the principal cumulus and intercumulus
minerals in the various zones and subzones
are indicated in Fig. 5.

Layered series of the Narankavaara
intrusion

'The subdivision of the JLS of the Nararika
vaara intrusion in terms of the rock type des-

ignations remains broadly similar to that
proposed earlier (see Alapieti et al. 1979 b).
Even though different criteria were used ear
lier, the results correspond fairly well with
the present division based on cryptic layer
ing.

Ultramafic zone (Pe 1, Bra I, Web, jgTO 11
and Pe 11)

The visible part of the Narankavaara intru
sion begins with a zone of ultramafic cumu
lates, which covers the major part of the area
of the whole intrusion (Map 1). This corn
prises the following subzones, from bottom

to top: peridotite I (Pe I), pyroxenites, and
peridotite 11 (Pe 11) (Fig. 5). On account of
the rhythmic layering, the peridotites do not
by any means always fulfil the requirement
of an. olivine content of over 40 % (Strcckei
sen 1976), but instead the term must be taken
here to refer simply to ultramafic rocks con
taining olivine as an essential cumulus min
eral.

The vertical extent of the subzone Pe I is
not known, but in view .of the high .Mg/Fe

ratio in the mafic minerals of the Iowerrnost

cumulates exposed, one might expect distinct

changes to take place with depth in the

lower .:parts .of •the · hidden layered series,

probably involving'reversed'fractionation of

the type found in the Jimberlana and l\lIus

kox •intrusions.Subzone ·Pe I is composed

principally of harzburgites. Its visible part

begins with olivine(-chrome spinel) ortho

cumulates, which are thenoverlain by alter

nate layers of olivine(-chrome spinel) heter

adcumulates and olivine-bronzite(-chrome

spinel) .. adcumulates.· Bronzite occurs in the

heteradcumulates in the form of large poiki

litic crystals enclosing cumulus olivlne and
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chrome spinel grains. Ernploying the abbre

viation technique proposed by Todd et al.
(1979), the olivine(-chrorne spinel). cumulates
may be denoted by o(s)C and the olivine
bronzite(-chrome spinel) cumulates by ob(s)C.

In each case the cumulus phase indicated
in parentheses is present in subordinate

amounts.

Pe I is followed in the series by the pyrex

enites, which are bronzitites in the upper and

lower parts of the subzone and websterites

(Web) in the middle part, the transitions be

tween these often being marked by a clear

magmatic layering. The rocks of the lower

bronzitite layer (Bro I) are virtually mono

mineralic bronzite adcurnulates (bC) (Fig. 6),

whereas the upper bronzitites (Bro 11) have

a much higher proportion of augite and pla

gioclase intercumulus material, so that they

are in effect bronzite orthocumulatesor meso

cumulates, and frequently also possess a typi

cal distinct igneous lamination. In the

vre bs terites the augite began to crystallize

temporarily to form a cumulus mineral
alongside the bronzite, thus making these

rocks bronzite-augite adcumulates (baC) with
roughly even proportions of orthopyroxenes
and clinopyroxenes (see Alapieti et al. 1979 b,

Fig. 7).

The pyroxenites are overlain in the series

by the subzone Pe 11, the rocks of which

are largely olivine-bronzite(-chrome spinel)

cumulates with augite and often also plagio

clase as their intercumulus minerals (ob(s)C),

in other words lherzolites, This rock type is

now 'taken to refer only to those peridotitie

rocks which occur between the pyroxenites

and gabbroids and border on both (cf. Ala

pieti et al. 1979 b). This subzone is poorly

exposed, and apparently consists of a number

of separate lensoid bodies, a mode of occur

rencepresumably attributable to magmatic

erosion, at the time of accumulation. This

view is also supported by the presence of

flow. structures in the gabbronorite I subzone

immediately above the upper Pe 11 contact,
suggesting strong magmatic currents which
swept across the then floor of the magma
chamber and which may possibly have been
associated with a fresh influx of basic magma.

Fig. 6. Monomineralic bronzite adcumulate
of the Narankavaara intrusion.

analyzer.
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of a single, virtually unzoned poi
enclosma several cumulus bronzite (br)

Hr(')n'j~ltf~-;:l1]Qrlte heteradcumulate (Gbno I)
39Na. Magn, 23x. Crossed

Fig. 7. Photomicrograph of
kilitic plagioclase crystal
and augite (aug) crystals.
from the Narankavaara intrusion.

Plagioclase makes its appearance as a

".., ............... 'L .........L'- ....LU cumulus mineral in the stratigra

in the subzone Gbno 11, the rocks of

subzone being plagioclase-hypersthene

mesocumulates or orthocumulates

(see Alapieti et al. 1979 b, Fig. SI).

accounts for about a half of the

mineral content.

The later differentiates or dioritic rocks do

differ greatly from the Gbno 11 rock

in their external appearance, but are

a mineral composition which places them

the transitional area. between the quartz

tonalites and, quartz

in the classification of Streck-

gabbronorite (Ogbno), or using the

cumulate terminology, olivine-bronz

heteradcumulates (obaC), which

does not differ from the sur
",,...,,""',..... , ..... r(' rock other than in the presenee of

and is therefore not set aside as a

subzone.

The ultramafic cumulates are followed in

the stratigraphy by gabbroic rocks and later

differentiates. The following subzones are

recognized, from bottom to top: gabbronorite

I (Gbno I), gabbronorite 11 (Gbno 11), and

quartz diorite and granodiorite (Dior) (Map 1,

Fig. 5). All these rock types are massive,

with no layered structures or igneous lamina

tion, with the exception of the basal part of

the gabbronorite I subzone bordering on

Pe 11.

Augite reappears as a cumulus mineral in

Gbno I, and at the same time the amount of

intercumulus plagioclase increases consider

ably. These rocks are bronzite-augite

heteradcumulates (baC) containing extensive

fields of virtually unzoned poikilitic pla-

gioclase enclosing a number of .....

ite and augite crystals (Fig. 7). This UVJ,.I""~~'..........

also features a poorly exposed interlayer of

Gabbroic and dioritic zone (Gbno 1, Gbno 11

and Dior)
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Layered series .ofthe> Pyhitys section

The LS( of the. poorly exposed. Pyhityssec

tion rnay be divided. into twozones,alower

zone (J~Z) and an iupper zone ·(UZ) (Map .·1,

Fig. 5). This is based on variations in mineral

abundances, 'which are> associated •• here. with

a clear macro-rhythmic layering..•.The lower

zone rnay then be subdivided on the basis of

the occurrence of olivine as-.a cumulus

mineral to give the. subzones •LZa, LZb. and
LZc.

Lower zone I(LZa, LZb and

The rocks of subzone J~Za are mela-olivine

norites, or in the cumulate terminology,

olivine-plagioclase heteradcumulates •. (ope),

with bronzite as .the poikilitic intercumulus

mineral. The occurrence of cumulus olivine

is then interrupted in subzone ·LZb, ·wher~

the rocks are bronzite-plagioclasecumulates

(bpC) with rnainly augite as an intercumulus
phase. These are characterized by-pronounced

rhythmic. layering and leucocratic plagioclase

rich varieties indicative of igneous lamina

tion.• Here-plagioclaseis frequently found in

glomerophyric clusters (Fig. 8). In subzone

LZcolivine •is again found as a cumulus

mineral; together with plagioclase, bronzite

and ilmenomagnetite, the last-mentioned

phase being present in subordinate amounts

(Qpb(m)C).

Upper zone

Olivine is no longer present in the upper

zoneand granophyric intergrowths of quartz

and alkali feldspar now constitute the typi

caFpore material. Ca-poor pyroxene is rep

resented by cumulus bronzite in the lower

part of this zone, which then gives way in

the upper part to poikilitic inverted pigeonite,

which. shows homogeneous extension due to

heteradcumulate growth. Only plagioclase

andTlmenomagnetite are found as cumulus

minerals in this upper part. of the zone.

Fig. 8. Photomicrographiof-a glomerophyric cluster (plagioclase ad
cumulate) in bpC from subzone LZb in the Pyhitys layered series,
showing igneous lamination.· Sample 4Py.Magn. 23x. Crossed nicols.
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layers of the Porttivaara sec
are olivine norites, or in the

olivine-plagioclase
mesocumuiates (opC), in the lower part of LZa
and olivine-plagioclase-bronzite adcumu

in the upper part. The inter
cumulusbronzite in the former rock type is

have extended by virtue of heterad
growth.
the subzone ,which overlies :LZa at

and begins the layered series in
Kuusijarvi and Lipeavaara sections. Its

are characterized by layering on
a scale of 0.5-5· cm and its uppermost parts

of 5-15 cm, while the central
have no layering structures at all. The

are bronzite-plagioclase cumulates
which may be interpreted as either

or gabbros according to the
.............. '-' ......... JJ.'" of augite occurring as an intercumu

phase. At Porttivaara, where LZlb is at
greatest observed thickness, the macro

layering may temporarily give rise
a small amount of cumulus olivine in

in which case the bronzite becornes
intercumulus mineral (opC).

Olivine resumes its role as a major curnulus
in subzone I-.JZc, which is now taken

account for the whole of the lower zone
the Sy6te block (cf. Alapieti et al. 1979 a),

subzones LZa and LZb absent entirely
a consequence of an angular discordance

.....n1-,.TTL~n"V\ the MGS and LS. The rocks of LZc

principally olivine gabbronorites with
and plagioclase as the cumulus luiner-'

and poikilitic bronziteand augite as inter
minerals. In the Porttivaara and

sections bronzite is nevertheless en
'-''-',Vf,....... ''''-.L'-'-''" as a cumulus phase in some layers

± be).

I....ayered series of the Wfl~stf~lrn ...........JL "'-.:lIJI.'U' ... .IJ.

The LS of the extensive sh~eet;-f()rno.,.~~~§)~~~~P.

intrusion is to a sufficient degree
consistent unit that practically identical
zonations are observed at all the stratigraphic
sections. The differences appearing in the
lower parts of the intrusion would seem
be due to an angular ,discordance between the
marginal and layered series, causing the suc
cession at the margins of the intrusion to
begin with higher members than that in the
central parts. Since this angular discordance
is nevertheless relatively small" it does not
give rise to any very appreciable differences.
The differences found in the upper part of
the layered series are most probably due to
depressions in the hanging wall of the intru

sion, and it seems to be for this reason that
the upper part of the Lipeavaara block in
particular crystallized in a quite different
manner from that of the other blocks.

The layered series of this intrusion is
divided into three zones: a lower zone (LZ),
middle zone (MZ) and upper zone (UZ). The
lower and upper zones are then each sub
divided into three parts, to give the subzones
LZa, LZb, L,Zc, UZa, UZb and UZc (Map 1,
Fig. 5). These divisions are based on the
presence or absence of olivine, plagioclase,
Ca-poor and Ca-rich pyroxene and. ilmeno
magnetite as cumulus minerals. Geophysical
observations suggest, however, that rocks of
the hidden layered series, increasing in thick
ness towards the east, are to be found under
lying subzone LZa in the Porttivaara block,
so that this series should be taken as rep
resenting a fourth zone.

Lower zone (LZa, LZb and LZc)

Subzone LZa, with its typical 'Y'\".'f"\"V\.i""l."I' .."'nr"·...

fine-scale layering, is visible only
lowest exposed parts of the intrusion,

zone (MZ)

a mineral typical of the LZ," ceases
mineral in the M:Z,
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Fig. 9. Photomicrograph of 'a relativelyteoarse-grained plagioclase
rich layer in phaC from the middle zone of the Porttivaara layered
series, showing igneous lamination. Sample' 12Po. Magn, 23x. Crossed

nicols.

while Ca-poor pyroxene takes its place as a
cumulus mineral alongside plagioclase. This
Ca-poor pyroxene may still be bronzitic in
composition in the very lowest layers in this
zone, in which case augite is found as an
intercumulus mineral (pbC), but at the same
time as bronzite gives 'way to hypersthene,
augite appears as a cumulus mineral (phaC).

Quartz and granophyric intergrowths of:

quartz and alkali feldspar now emerge as a.
major pore material. One striking and typi"l
cal feature of the rocks of the MZ. is fre
quently their coarse-scale layering, ·inwhich
the layers can vary in thickness from one
metre to as much as ten metres or more:
Igneous lamination is also quite common (Fig.
9).

Fractionation in the Lipeavaara block

obviously began to follow a pattern of its
own after the deposition of the lowermost
cumulates of the MZ. Firstly the crystalli
zation of hypersthene ceased entirely at this
site, and a little later on the augite reverted
to an intercumulus phase. From this point
on the rocks of the Lipeavaara block-are

plagioclase cumulates (pC), in which the pla
gioclase frequently assumes the form of
glomerophyric clusters. Ilmenomagnetite
richgabbropegmatcids are often encountered
in, the lower parts of these plagioclase cumu
lates. This idiosyncratic fractionation trend
is. apparently attributable to the depression
in the hanging wall of the magma chamber
referred to above (Fig. 5), which must have
cut off the connection with the principal
magma chamber to the south.

Upper zone (UZa, UZb and UZe)

The boundaries between the MZ and UZ
and 'between the subzones of the UZ are so
readily discernible in the field that they have
in most cases been included in geological
maps of the area. The one exception con
cerns subzones lJZa and UZc in the Kuusi
jarvi block, which are so narrow that they
have been impossible to draw on a map of
thatvscale (Map 1), the latter subzone also
failing to appear in the cross-section diagram
(Fig. 5). The narrowness in this latter case



must also be due to the above-mentioned
depression in the hanging wall.

Hypersthene, a mineral characteristic .. of

the middle zone, no longer occurs at allIn the
UZa, whereas the proportion of plagioclase,

which appears as a cumulus mineral along

side augite, increases steeply, allowing this

mineral to achieve dominance over the latter.
The rocks are leucogabbros or anorthosites

(p ± aC) . .Granophyric intergrowths are usu

ally found in abundance.
Pronounced accumulation of titaniferous

magnetite began in subzone UZb, and the
amount of cumulus augite also increased

again in relation to the third cumulus

mineral, plagioclase. The resulting rocks are

magnetite gabbros, or in the cumulate termi
nology plagioclase-augite-magnetite adcu

mulates or mesocumulates (pamC), in which

the amount of pore material is fairly small.

This subzone contains the only ore deposit
in the Koillismaa complex to be mined to

date, the Mustavaara vanadium-bearing
iron-s-titanium oxide deposit at the eastern

end of the Porttivaara block (Map 1).
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The rocks of subzone UZc no longer have

any mafic mineral as cumulus crystals, being

simplyplagioclase cumulates (pC). On the

other hand, the granophyric intergrowths

which form the pore material reach their

maximum for the whole layered series in this

subzone. Small amounts of augite and

ilmenomagnetite are found as intercumulus

minerals. No layering has been observed,

and laminations are rare and very poorly

developed. At the top of the zone one finds

coarse-grained pyrite-bearing plagioclase cu

mulates in which the lath-like plagioclase

grains may be up to 2 cm in length and

enclosed within poikilitic augite of grain size

up to almost 5 cm. The corresponding posi

tion in the Lipeavaara section is occupied

by highly altered anorthosite with augite,

ilmenomagnetite and biotite as intercumulus

minerals. This is set apart as an upper zone

of its own at this site, to distinguish it from

the plagioclase cumulates of the MZ, which

are gabbros, their poikilitic intercumulus

augite amounting to almost 50 0/0.

Granophyre

Granophyric intergrowths of quartz and

alkali feldspar form a typical pore material

in the middle and upper zones of the layered

series everywhere except for the Naranka

vaara intrusion, in amounts which increase

towards the top of the sequences. The only

exception to the latter pattern is found in

the magnetite gabbro, which in any case has

very small quantities of pore material. These

intergrowths are usually irregular in texture,

although regular micrographic textures are

present locally.

Of greater significance quantitatively is the

true granophyre (Map 1, Fig. 5), which forms
a grey-coloured, relatively homogeneous

layer about one kilometre thick which con-

stitutes a conformable cap to the layered
series of the western intrusion. Its lower
contact zone is exposed at only four sites,
and in each case it is separated from the

layered series proper by a bed 20-30 In thick

composed of basic volcanic conglomerate,

which may well represent an older al

lochthonous non-fused relict. The grano

phyres correspond in their composition to

alkali-feldspar granites and have no layered
structures or laminations. The rocks are
commonly porphyritic or microphyric, show
ing subhedral phenocrysts of albite with
granophyric intergrowths of quartz and alkali

felds:par
ii
,i I1i the matrix. Biotite and horn

blcnder-.probably of metamorphic origin, oc

cur as mafic minerals.
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MINERALS . AND MINERAI,CHEMIS~rRY

The chief constituent minerals of the Koil-'

Iismaa complex are olivine, Ca-poor and Ca-1
rich pyroxene and plagioclase, with spinellids

also encountered frequently, but only locally
as main components. With the exception of
olivine, which only occurs as a cumulus
phase, all the above have been found both.
as cumulus and as intcrcumulusvminerals,
whereas independent ilmenite, mica and
quartz have only been encountered as' miner
als of intercumulusorigin. Sulphides OCCUlT

in traces throughout the complex, and
enric:hed deposits .of varying metal ••• content
can occur locally. The accessorytminerals

include loveringite, garnet, apatite and zircon.
Secondary minerals such as uralite, serpen

tine and epidote can be very COITlmOn locally,
but -: these are not discussed in any great
depth •..• in the present connection. Some ac
count of the occurrence of the most irn

portant minerals in the various rock types
has been provided on a general level in ·the
above; and the intention in this section of the
work. is to expand this description for each
of the minerals separately, with particular
attention being paid to their chemistry and
the changes in their composition taking place
in the course of fractionation.

OUIVINE

Olivine is a typical mineral of the peridoti
tic rocks of the marginal series of the corn
plex a.nd of the cumulates in the lower parts
of the layered series, although in the former
case it has been almost entirely altered to
serpentine, so that it has been possible to
analyse it only from one sample.

It is characteristic of the olivine of the
layered series that it is restricted in occur
rence to certain layers and subzones, i.e,
interruptions must have taken place in it~

accumulation, These interruptions are also
manifested in the form of compositional
breaks, which serve as typical idiosyncratic
features of individual parts of the. complex
and the fractionation trends detectable in.

these.

Taken all in all, the olivine of .the Koillis

maa complex varies in composition within a.
relatively narrow range, approximately-from

F'088 to F0 68 (Table 3, Fig. 10). The Iayalitie
olivines typical of the upper parts of.th~

Bushveld and Skaergaard layered intrusions
(Wager & Brown 1968) are absent entirely in

this. case, a fact which would suggest a much

lower level of :.E~e2+ enrichment during the

final stages of fractionation.

Narankavaara layered series. Within the

Narankavaara intrusion, olivine occurs as a

chief mineral in the peridotites of the ul tra

mafic zone of the layered series and in the

obaC layer of subzone Gbno 1. In the almost

dunitic orthocumulates of the lower parts of

subzone Pe I it appears as highly euhedral

crystals. In the case of the pyroxenites an

interruption in olivine accumulation is ob

served, but it is encountered sporadically in

the very lowest be layers, close to the Pe I

contact and sometimes as an accessory

mineral in the upper be layer. The eight

samples analysed suggest that the olivine of

subzone Pe I varies in composition in the

range F087.6-FoS4.4, with a mean value of

F0 86.2• That found in subzone Pe 11 is slightly

richer in iron, with a mean of FOS4.3, while

theolivine in the gabbroids is fairly rich in

magnesium and has a Fo value higher than
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Fig. 10. Forsterite content of olivines in the Koillismaa complex plotted against height. The symbols
used in this and subsequent diagrams are explained in the lower part of the figure. C = cumulate:
p = plagioclase; 0 = olivine; b = bronzite; h.= hypersthene; a =augite; s chrome spinel; m = mag
netite. The cumulus phases listed in parentheses occur in .subordinate amounts. The zone and subzone

abbreviations are explained in the text.
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78. No more fayalitic compositions than this
are recorded.

Layered series of Pyhitys and
intrusion. The occurrence of olivine as
principal mineral in the layered series of
Pyhitys and the western intrusion is restric
ted to two subzones, LZa and which are
distinguished precisely on the criterion of
olivine accum.ulation. The richest in forsterite
are the olivines of subzone LZa at Porttivaa

ra (J~e076.8-:Fo75.0)' which represents the
Iowerrnost visible part of the western intru
sion. The forsterite content of the rocks
lying below this in the m.arginal series is also
of the same order. Olivine compositions in
subzone LZc of the western intrusion show
irregular fluctuations with height (Fig. 10),

the range being F0 73-Fo68, with a mean for
twelve samples of Fo 7o.9:, showing .a distinct
discrepancy in olivine composition between
LZa and LZc, just as there was obviously
also an interruption in accumulation. Only
two determinations of olivine composition are
available for the Pyhitys section, and
show the forsterite values of both of the
olivine-rich subzones to be of the same order
as in LZc in the western intrusion, so

any discrepancy in composition between them
would be a very :minor one.

One feature typical of the mesocumulates
of subzone LZa in the 'western intrusion, and
sometimes of those of LZc, is the replacement
of the cumulus olivine by interstitial bronzite
or augite, as shown by the presence of resorp
tion textures. This occurs as a result of a
reaction between the settled crystals and the
pore liquid (Jackson 1961). This event, like
the corresponding replacement of cumulus.
bronzite by augite (Fig. 16), can often be made
use of to decide which minerals are of cumu
lus and which of intercumulus origin in diffi
cult cases.

It is typical of the olivine in the Naranka
vaara intrusion and at Pyhitys that its nickel
content does not diminish along with the
decline in the Mg/Fe ratio (Table 3, Fig. 11),

a feature also observed in the Stillwater
complex (Todd et at 1979). The Fo and l\Ti

values in the Porttivaara layered series vary
in broadly similar directions, whereas in the
Syote section they show opposing trends, Le.
Fa values increase from the lower parts of
the layered series towards the upper parts
while Ni values decrease.

Marginal series. Ca-poor pyroxene is

in both the mafic and the ultramafic

of the marginal series, possessing

'cumulus' features in the former, but

poikilitic in texture in the harzburgitic rocks

of the latter group. Only a few \A'-''-''-'.l..L.L.L.ll.L.LU

tions of the composition of the

roxenes in the marginal series could be
ried out an a.ccount of pronounced
tion (Table 4), the results obtained suezestma
that the orthopyroxene of the .L.LU.l.,,",~,J""".I.~.Ll.I'-"""

bronzite, with a composition of Mg81Fe19.

pyroxene

Mg/Fe ratio of the mineral then decreases
from the ultrarnafic rocks towards the ex
ternal contact with the mafic rocks (Fig. 12),

as mentioned above, so that the pyroxenes
have the composition of bronzite, Mg74Fe26, at
first, and later that of hypersthene, Mg69Fe31.

Narankavaara layered series. Ca-poor py

roxene is encountered throughout the ultra
mafic and mafic sequence of the Narankavaa
ra intrusion as :Ear as subzone Gbno 11. The
only pyroxene present in the dioritic rocks

can be assumed on the basis of the pseudo-
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morphs to have been augite. Ca-poor

pyroxene is always found as a cumulus phase,

except in subzone Pe I, the earliest orthopy
roxenes of which are of intercumulus origin
and the later ones, according to petrographic
evidence, are alternatively either of heterad-

orrgm or of cumulus origin with

'-.L.L.1.\A. ... ~'- ... .L.L'"~.L.L1.I by adcumulus growth, the latter
being dominant in the upper part of the

C'lll'"\'7r>'Y'\r"\ referred to here. No clear difference

composition emerges between these ortho
of differing origin.
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The earliest Ca-poor pyroxenes from the

ultramaf'ic zone at Narankavaara to be ana

lysed are bronzites, with a composition of

MgggFe12' thus corresponding in composition
to those of the lowest cumulates in the

Bushveld and Jimberlana intrusions, for

example (Atkins 1969, Campbell & Borley

1974). Higher En values than this are indeed

rare in layered intrusions. The Mg/Fe ratio

then begins to fall towards the upper parts

of the layered series (Fig. 12), although iron

enrichment is not entirely progressive in

nature, for the iron content decreases slightly

in subzone Pe 11 and abruptly at the base

of subzone Gbno 11, before increasing again

in the last part of the sequence. After this

last jump, bronzite is replaced as the Ca-poor

pyroxene by hypersthene.

Exsolution lamellae of augite parallel to

the (100) plane of the main Ca-poor pyroxene

crystal are dominant throughout the sequence

at Narankavaara, although hypersthenes

more iron-rich than Mg61Fe39 also show a
second set of thin lamellae arranged obliquely

to the (100) set, indicating these minerals to

be inverted pigeonites which have crystal

lized above the orthorhombic-monoclinic

inversion temperature (Brown 1957). For

most mafic magmas the changeover from

orthopyroxene topigeonite takes place at a

ratio of about Mg7oFeso, although Mg6oF e40

has also been recorded (Phillpots 1966). The

most iron-rich hypersthene found here,

Mg60.3Fe39.7, represents as far as Ca-poor
pyroxene is concerned the extreme .limit of

the compositionalfield in which two pyroxene

phases will crystallize together, termed. the

'two-pyroxene boundary'. This is reflected

here at Narankavaara in an exceptionally

high En value by comparison with other

layered intrusions with the exception of those

of Jimberlana and Sudbury (cf. Campbell&

Nolan 1974).

Pyhitys layered series, The Ca-poor py
roxene occurring in subzone LZa of the
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layered series in the Pyhitys section is a

bronzite, with a composition ofMg79.3]~e20.7'

It is of heteradcumulus origin and forms

pcikilitic grains of size approx. 1 cm.,;Vhen

Ca-poor pyroxene becomes a cumulus phase,

in subzone L,Zb, its En value begins to fall

markedly (Fig. 12), dropping into the hyper

sthenic composition area temporarily in the

uppermost part of this subzone (Mg69.2Feso.g).
In subzone LZc olivine resumes its role as a

cumulus phase and the composition of the

Ca-poor pyroxene shows a simultaneous jump

towards a higher Mg concentration. Beyond

this point the iron content then begins to rise

again, and approximately 70 m above the base

of the: UZ the cumulus orthopyroxene gives

way to inverted pigeonite of heteradcurnulus

origin. This shift to a monoclinic phase is

reflected in the subsolidus exsolution tex

tures, Le. the (100)-oriented lamellae typical

of the Ca-poor pyroxenes of the lower layers

are now replaced by coarser augite Iamellae

oriented approximately parallel to the relict

(001) plane of the original pigeonite. 'Very

thin lamellae parallel to the (100) plane of

the orthopyroxene, which were exsolved after

inversion, may also be found, however. The

subsolidus composition of the hypersthenic
orthopyroxene formed upon inversion is

Mg66.5FesS.5·
Layered series of the western intrusion. Ca...

poor pyroxene is .encountered in the lower

and middle zones .of the layered series in the

western intrusion. The earliest orthopy

roxenes in subzone LZa are bronzites, with a

composition of MggOFe20, and are either of

intercumulus primary origin and extended

through •heteradcumulate growth or else of
intercumulus secondary origin and generated

through olivine replacement. The later

orthopyroxenes inLZa are cumulus minerals

extended . through .adcumulate growth and

enclosing small grains of plagioclase. Ca-poor

pyroxene is usually a cumulus mineral in

subzoneLZb, except in the thick cumulates
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representing this subzone at Porttivaara,
where olivine occurs temporarily as a cumu

Ius phase in the ope layers and bronzite is

present as large poikilitic grains. In the

olivine-rich subzone L2~c bronzite occurs as

an intercumulus mineral, with the exception

of a few layers/ at Syote and Porttivaara,
where it is obviously of cumulus origin. Ca

poor pyroxene becomes permanently estab

lished as a cumulus phase in the middle

zone, at the same time as its iron enrichment

becomes more pronounced and bronzite is

replaced by hypersthene. With advancing

fractionation the Mg/Fe ratio of this hyper

sthene then declines to 'within the range 66.41/

33.6---63.3/36.7, and the orthopyroxene gives
way to inverted pigeonite, according to tex

tural evidence, in the other words the Ca

poor pyroxene phase has now crystallized in

the form of a monoclinic pigeonite (Fig. 13).

The lower boundary value for the Mg/Fe ra

tio was obtained for the calculated composi

tion of the original pigeonite of sample 13Sy

(Alapieti et al. 1979 a, Table 4). The first

hypersthenes formed via the subsolidus inver-

sion of pigeonite at Pyhitys and in the west
ern intrusion are slightly richer in the ensta

tite molecule than those at Narankavaara,
With further crystallization and iron enric:h

ment of the Ca-poor pyroxene, pigeonite con

tinues to accumulate until the two-pyroxene

boundary on the Ca-Mg-Fe diagram is

reached (Fig. 18), for pigeonite ceased to be

precipitated by the top of the middle zone

and the rocks of the upper zone contain only

one pyroxene, augite, Since only the sub

solidus trend is available in the case of Ca...

rich pyroxene (Fig, 18), making it impossible

to determine with accuracy which is the

augite with the minimum Wo content,

thus the pigeonite with a composition of

(lVIg56.1Fe43.9), the richest in the ferrosilite
molecule found, provides only an extreme

value for the two-pyroxene boundary, as was

also the case at Narankavaara,

The Cr203 content of Ca-poor pyroxene
(Table 4, Figs. 12 and 14) also varies in a

manner which rnay reasonably be attributed
to fractional crystallization. The highest con

tent, about 0.5 % by weight, is found in the

Fig. 13. Inverted pigeonite in IphaC1 from the middle zone of the
Syote layered series (sample 13Sy) showing broad exsolution lamellae
of augite approximately parallel: to the .relict (001) plane of the origi
nal pigeonite. pig =y= inverted pigeonite; aug = augite; pl = plagio-

clase. Magn, 23x. Crossed nicols.
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early py:roxenes of the ultramafic cumulates,

after which the figure falls sympathetically

with the Mg/Fe ratio towards the end of frac

tionation. There are. nevertheless a few

ceptions to this mutual trend. The Cr203 con-

tent of the orthopyroxenes in the websterites

is on average lower than that of the ortho

pyroxenes in the other rocks of the ultra

mafic zone,.the Cr203 content of the ortho

pyroxene at the base of subzone Gbno 11 is

3
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low in spite of a relatively high En value,

and there is a distinct jump in the Cr203 con
tent of the orthopyroxenes in the middle zone

at Porttivaara and Sy6te which is not reflect
ed in the Mg/F'e ratio.

Ca-ricb pyroxene

Marginal series. Ca-rich pyroxene occurs

as a poikilitic mineral throughout the ultra

mafi.c and mafic rocks of the marginal series.

The small amount of clinopyroxene found in

the harzburgite of this series takes the form
of ei.ther endiopside or augite, having an ap...

proximate composition of Ca44Mg46Felo (Tar
ble 5, sample 4Li, Figs. 15 and 18). The
amount of clinopyroxene then increases in

the gabbroids, while its En value falls con
siderably below that observed in the harz

burgites. It 'was not possible to study in de

tail the variation in the Mg/Fe ratio for au

gite in the gabbroids, however, on account of

pronounced uralitization, entirely unaltered
augite being: found only in sample 2Li (Tar
ble ,5).

N~irankavaara Iayered series. Ca-rich py

roxene has been precipitated throughout the

visible part of the layered series in the Na

rankavaara intrusion, although it has sub

sequently undergone complete uralitization

in the dioritic rocks. The clinopyroxene

in the ultramafic cumulates follows an al

most constant composition conforming to

chromium-rich endiopside or diopside. Ex

cept in the websterites, this is found as an

intercumulus phase, either in the form of
poikilitic, net-like grains of heteradcumulus

origin, or else with textural features which

show the clinopyroxene to be of intercumu

Ius secondary origin and generated through
the replacement of bronzite. Above the ultra

mafic zone iron enrichment begins to show
a progressive increase towards the top of the
layered series (Fig. 15), although the detailed

clinopyroxene composition exhibits irregular

fluctuations with height in the sequence, the

most obvious deviation from the progressive

trend being the sudden drop in Fe content in

the base of the gabbronorite IT subzone, as

was also observed in the case of the Ca-poor
pyroxene. The most ferriferous member ana

lysed from the Narankavaara layered series

had the composition Ca45.6Mg36.7Fe17.7, repre
senting at the same time the extreme iron
rich value for the two-pyroxene boundary in
the case of augite (Fig. 18).

The exsolution textures of the magnesium

rich clinopyroxenes in the Narankavaara lay
ered series consist of lamellae o:f orthopyrox

ene parallel to the (100) plane of the main

crystal. The clinopyroxenes in the websterites

nevertheless feature a second, less distinct,

set of lamellae 'which may be shown by de

termination on a Universal Stage to be ap
proximately parallel to (001). The microanaly

ses of these latter, however, suggest that
they do not differ in composition from the

(100)-oriented lamellae, and they are there
fore most probably simply extensions of

these. Those augites which are more iron

rich than Ca47lVrg36Fe17 have crystallized at
temperatures above that of pigeonite-ortho

pyroxene inversion, and thus contain pigeon

ite lamellae approximately parallel to the
(001) plane of the augite host. Lamellae par

allel to the (100) plane of the main crystal

are also visible in many such pyroxenes,
since the exsolved pigeonite has subsequently

inverted to orthopyroxene on cooling through
the monoclinic--orthorhombic inversion tem

perature.

Pyhitys layered series. Ca-rich pyroxene

is found as an intercumulus phase in the

whole of the exposed part of the Pyhitys
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layered series. Its Mg/Fe ratio reaches its

maximum in the lower part of subzone

LZb (Fig. 15) and then begins to drop fair

ly rapidly. The augite in the upper part

of the same subzone, which has a composi

tion of Ca43.2Mg41.3Fe15.5, contains exsolution
lamellae parallel to the (001) plane, indicat

ing that crystallization took place temporarily

above the pigeonite-orthopyroxene inversion

temperature. The composition of the augite,

like that of the orthopyroxene, returns ab

ruptly to a more Mg-rich level in subzone

LZc, however, and at the same time the (001)

oriented lamellae disappear. The iron content

begins to increase again in the upper zone,

and crystallization again moves to the area
above the inversion curve, the augite compo

si tion being Ca42.sMg43.3Fe13.9'

Layered series of the western intrusion.
Ca-rich pyroxene, augitic in composition, is
encountered throughout the layered series of
the 'western intrusion with the exception of
the pC layers of subzone UZa. Augite ap-

pears as aI,1 intercumulus phase in the lower

zone, petrographical evidence suggesting that

it is of intercurnulus secondary origin in the

earliest opC layers of subzone LZa and in

some pbC! horizons in LZb, being formed

through the replacement of olivine and

bronzite in these two subzones respectively

(Fig. T6). Augite becomes a cumulus phase at

last in the middle zone, where bronzite is

replaced as the Ca-poor pyroxene by hyper

sthene, but resurnes its role as an intercumu

Ius phase in subzone UZc, or in the case of

Lipeavaara approximately 350 :m above the

base of the middle zone.

Replacement of Mg by Fe in the layered

series of the western intrusion shows a pro

gressive increase towards the top of the se
quence, although examination of this trend
in greater detail reveals some irregular fluc
tuations (Fig. 15). The most magnesium-rich
clinopyroxene analysed had the composition

Ca45.oMg44.5Fel0.,5, and the most ferriferous
pyroxene in subzone UZb of the main magma

Fig. 16. Photomicrograph an originally single cumulus
bronzite crystal (br) embayed of being partially enclosed
by augite (aug), and the same showing an original face having
been in contact with piagroctase Plagioclase-bronzite cumulate
from the subzone .meavaara layered series (sample 5Li).

Crossed nicols.



chamber in the western intrusion the compo

sition Ca42Mg37Fe21, while a still more ferri
ferous pyroxene was obtained from the mid

dle zone at Lipeavaara, Ca40.7Mg32.sFe26.5.>1\..t
an augite composition of Ca4'2.5Mg40.sFe16.7 ex
solution lamellae parallel to the (001) plane
make their appearance, indicating crystalliza
tion at a temperature above the curve of pi
geonite--orthopyroxene inversion. Here, as in
the Pyhitys layered series, augite crystallizes
above the monoclinic-orthorhombic inver
sion ternperature in earlier cumulates than
does Ca-poor pyroxene. 1\.. clinopyroxene of

composition Ca43.2Mg37.oFe19.8 coexisting with
the m.ost ferriferous of the inverted pigeonite

provides the extreme value for the two-py-
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roxene boundary as far as augite is concerned
(Fig. 18).

The Cr203 content and Mg/Fe ratio of Ca
richpyrOxene vary in a sympathetic: manner,
as in the case of Ca-poor pyroxene, and
broadly speaking in the same direction, i.e.
both measures decrease with greater fractio
nation (Table 5, Figs. 15 and 17). Similarly the
deviations from this common trend are com
parable in the two pyroxene types, although
they are now very much clearer in the lower
layers of subzone Gbno 11 at Narankavaara,
and particularly as regards the websterites,
as a consequence of the high chromium con
tent of the clinopyroxene (max. 1.10 % Cr203
by weight).

Estimated. equilibration temperatures

Equilibration temperatures for the coexist
ing Ca-rich and lea-poor pyroxenes were cal
culated using the best-fit two-pyroxene geo
thermom.eter of Wells (1977). The numerical
results are presented in Table 6, and the vari
ations in equilibration temperature with
structural height are depicted in Fig. 19. For
comparison purposes, temperatures calculated
by the rnethod of Wood and Banno (1973),
widely accepted earlier although based on
more restricted experimental data, are' also
included in Table 6. The results obtained by
these two methods are seen ,to deviate fairly
markedly one from another in many in
stances. Both of these temperature calcula
tions are hampered to some extent here by
recrystallization at the subsolidus stage, an
effect of the method used for the microanaly
ses, and thus tend to be too low and to show
relatively large standard deviations.

1\.. clear decline in equilibration tempera
ture Irom the base of the Narankavaara lay
ered series upwards is to be seen, with mean
estimates of 1044°C for the ultramafic zone,
998°C for subzone Gbno I and 874°C for

Gbno 11. The pyroxenes of sample 47Na, rep-

resenting the base of the last-mentioned sub
zone, which also deviate in other ways from
the other pyroxenes of this subzone, as noted
earlier, give a result of 1013°C, which would
correspond better to estimates for subzone
Gbno 1.

The equilibration temperatures in the lay
ered series of Pyhitys and the western intru
sion remain surprisingly constant in spite of
the changes in structural height. 1\.. declining
trend in mean temperatures is nevertheless
found as one moves from the Pyhitys section
to those of Porttivaara and then Syote, with
values of 1018°C, 978°C and 947°C~ respec
tively. Using the calculated composition of
the original pigeonite (Alapieti et al. 1979 a,
Table 4), the lowest pigeonite-e-augite couple
in the Syote layered series is assigned equili
bration temperatures of 103a?C by the meth
od of Wells (1977) and 964°C~bythat of Wood
and Banno (1973). The Wood.and Banno tem
perature at the point whererorthopyroxene
ceases to be precipi tated and pigeonite begins
isl074°Cf()T the Dufek magma (Himmelberg
& Ford 1976) and l005°C for the JBushveld
magma (Wood & Banno 1973).
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Plagioclase is the most common mineral in

the visible part of the Koillismaa

being present as a cumulus mineral in all

gabbroic and dioritic rocks with the

tion of subzone Gbno I at Narankavaara,

where it is almost entirely of heteradcumu

Ius origin. It similarly shows features typi

cal of a cumulus phase in the gabbroic rocks
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of the marginal series, and does not differ
in microstructure from the corresponding cu
mulus minerals of the layered series. Plagio
clase also occurs in small quantities as an
intercumulus mineral in the ultramafic zone
in the Narankavaara layered series, Le. in the
upper b(~ layer, and in subzone Pe 11 above
this.

Normal zoning is typical of the intercumu
Ius plagioclase, and the pockets of plagioclase
in subzone Pe 11 in particular are character
ized by extreme zoning. On the other hand,
the plagioclase of heteradcumulus origin in
subzone Gbno I is virtually unzoned. The pla
gioclase in some of the samples representing
this rock type nevertheless possesses cumulus
features characterized by pronounced adcu
mulus growth, in which case the grains show
normal zoning. Zoning is also typical of other
plagioclases which are obviously of cumu
lus origin, and this may be of either the nor
mal or the oscillatory - normal type, the lat
ter being encountered particularly in the
lower parts of subzone Gbno 11 at Naranka
vaara and in the lower zone of the layered
series at Pyhitys and in the western intru
sion.

The compositions of the plagioclases analy

sed are given in Table 7 and Fig. 20. Varia

tions in the An and Fe concentrations with

height in the sequence are depicted in Figs.

21 and 22 respectively. The composition of

the plagioclase is seen to vary within a rela

tively narrow range, from approximately.·

An53.9 in the upper be layer at Narankavaara

to AnSO.8 in the lower zone of the Sy6te lay
ered series. One exception, however, concerns

the dioritic rocks of the Narankavaara lay
ered series and the plagioclase cumulates in
the upper zone of the Lipeavaara layered se
ries, with anorthite concentrations of An26
and An5 respectively. The latter albitic pla

gioclase is probably a product of metamor

phism.

Narankavaara series. The anor-
thite content of the plagioclase of intercumu
Ius origin in the Narankavaara intrusion re
mains practically constant, with only minor
fluctuations, in spite of changes in structural
height. Once the plagioclase becomes firmly
established as a cumulus phase, at the base
of subzone Gbno 11, however, a temporary
sharp rise in An content occurs, as also noted
in the En values of the pyroxenes (Figs. 12

and 15), after which it once more remains
constant, before, declining markedly in the
dioritic rocks.

Layered series of and the western
intrusion. The composition of the cumulus
plagioclase shows pronounced fluctuations
throughout the Pyhitys layered series and in
subzones LZa and LZb of the layered series
in the western intrusion (Fig. 21), although
the average An content remains constant or
even rises slightly with increasing structural
height. This trend is reversed from subzone
LZc onwards in the western intrusion, how
ever, Le. the plagioclase becomes more sodic
towards the top of the layered series. This
change is by no means a regular one, how
ever, and fluctuations in composition with

height are still clearly observable.

Marginal series. Contrary to the general
declining trend in the anorthite content of the

cumulus plagioclase towards the top' of the
layered series, the plagioclase in the margin
al series becomes more calcic in an inward
direction due to 'reversed' f'ractionation. Its
full range of composition is from An58 at the
base of the gabbroic rocks to An78 at the top
of the same rock type. In spite of this reversed
f'ractionation, the anorthite concentrations in
the marginal series as a whole are still of the
same order as in the layered series.

With the exception of the albite in the up
per zone at Lipeavaara, the plagioclase grains
also contain measurable quantities of iron.
This is thought to be due to iron in the crys

tal structure rather than to accidental impu-
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rities (Wager & Brown 1968), The iron

tent plots for the plagioclases (Fig. 22)

a trend which may reasonably be

to fractional crystallization (cf. Longhi et

1976), and these patterns also suggest that the

Fe content varies broadly speaking in an in

verse manner to that of An, a tendency which

is particularly obvious in the Syote section.
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IRON-CHROMIUM-TITANIUM OXIDES

Spinellids

Being members of a complex solid solution
series, viz. the spinel group, the spinellids
serve as sensiti ve indicators of the course of
fractionation in layered igneous rocks. Also,
many minerals of the spinel group are rela
tively stable under conditions of reworking
caused by later tectonic events after mag
matic crystallization, and thus chromite is of
ten found in such rocks, for example, even
though the ferromagnesian silicates have been
completely altered. The pattern of composi
tional variation is complicated, however, by
the reaction relation of the spinellids with
associated silicates, and magnesium and fer
rous iron in particular are found to have re
equilibrated during the postcumulus stage or
even. at subsolidus temperatures (Cameron
1975, Harnlyn & Keays 1979,Roeder et al.

1979).

Compositional features

The spinellids in the Koillismaa complex
represent a wide range of compositions in
termediate between the chromites and titano
magnetites (Table 8). In layered' basic intru
sions in general, the spinellids present are
either 'I'i-rich and Cr-poor or Cr-rich and Ti
poor, as in the Bushveld complex, and the
occurrence of a complete chromite - titano
magnetite series seems to be rare (Cameron
1979). Spinellids ranging from chromite to
titanomagnetite have been reported in some
lunar basalts, however, and in some terres
trial extrusive rocks (see Thompson 1973).

Graphical presentation of the composition

of spinelJlids is difficult, as so many elements

may enter the crystal structure. However, the

microanalysis method used here is such that

the titanium contents indicated for the oxide

minerals are largely controlled by subsolidus
reorganization and do not show any regular
variation with structural height, and conse
quently have to be ignored, in spite of the
fact that Ti was an important element in the
original homogeneous magnetite-sulvospinel
solid solution. This leaves chromiurn, alumin

ium, ferric and ferrous iron and magnesium
as the principal elements, and allows the ma
jor compositional features of the spinellids to
be illustrated by means of a triangular prism,
as described by Stevens (1944) and used
widely in the literature. Since this three-di
mensional diagram is difficult to comprehend,
it is customarily reduced to a presentation of
the contents of the three trivalent ions on a
chromite-s-spinel-e-rnagnetite triangular graph
(Fig. 23), the projections of the prism.perpen
dicular to this triangle being used in cases
where it is desired to include .the variations
in the bivalent ions (Figs. 24 and 2~».

It may be seen from the triangular graph
(Fig. 23) that there is a trend at Narankavaa
ra from relatively chromium-rich spinellids

which fall into the field of aluminian chro
mite in the classification of Stevens (1944),
through ferrian chrornites, towards magnet
ites with chromite and spinel components of
the order of less than one percent. The trends
at Pyhitys and in the western intrusion are
not so consistent,and chromium-rich magnet
ites are absent altogether.

The Mg/R2+ cation ratio in the spinellids is

fairly low throughout the complex {Figs. 24,

25 and 29), even though it does reach the

same' order of magnitude in the Narankavaa
ra ultramafic zone as in the chrornite-poor
silicate rocks of the critical zone in the Bush
veld complex (cf. Cameron 1977). In spite of

its low values, however, the Mg/R2+ ratio for

the. spinellids still seems to vary in a similar
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manner to the IVIg cation fractions in the fer
romagnesian silicates (Figs. 10, 1~~, 15 and 29).

The increase in ]\1g/R2+ is systernatically ae
companied by a rise in AI/R3+ (Fig. 25), and
similarly Cr/R3+ rises steeply at first with in
creasing Mg/R2+, but then reverts to a slight
decline once the Mg cation fraction reaches
a value of 0.14 (Fig. 24). A simiJlar declining
trend is reported iby Hamlyn and Keays (1979)

in the Panton Sill, Australia. The trends for
Fe3+/R3+ plotted against Mg/R2+ (Fig. 25) are
antithetic to those for Cr/R3+ and AI/R3+.

series
PYHITYS

( FE, MG)Cf~204

Fig. 23. Chromite--spinel-magnetite triangular di
agram after Stevens (1944), showing the composi
tions of the minerals of the spinel group in the
Koillismaa complex (R'20.3 content). For key to
symbols, see Fig. 10. The diagram for Naranka
vaara also contains the provinces of chromite de
posits after Weiser (19167) and G·hisler (1976):
1. Southern Europe and Asia; 2. Bushveld and
Great Dyke complexes; 3. chromites from Bush
veld I anorthosite:s; 4. Kemi; 5. Western Norway;

6. Fiskenaesset.

The Cr-rich spinellids of the Koillismaa
complex usually occur in the form of small,
idiomorphic grains 'which are optically, and
normally also compositionally, highly homo
geneous. Except in the completely serpen
tinized rocks, these grains are often coated
with 'lighter, more iron-rich secondary alter
ation product. In contrast, 'I'i-rich varieties
are 'highly heterogeneous, and as 'noted above,
they largely show subsolidus recrystallization
textures. These minerals are described here
using the terminological conventions of Bud
dington et al. (19163), Anderson (IH68) and Him
melberg and Ford (1977). Titaniferous magnet
ite: an optically hornogeneous Fe-Ti spinel
phase having an oxide stoichiometry approxi
mating to R304• Ilmenomagnetite: a regular
intergrowth of ferrian ilmenite lamellae in a

(MGMDL. 1.
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titaniferous magnetite host. The most typical

Cr-poor iron-titanium oxide mineral in the

Koillismaa. complex consists of a titaniferous
magnetite host with octahedrally oriented
ferrian ilmenite lamellae (ilmenomagnetite),

intergrown with a coarse, relatively homoge

neous ferrian ilmenite to form a composite

ilmenomagnetite-ferrian ilmenite grain (see
Alapieti et al. 1979 a, Fig. 10).

Marginal series. The 'reversed' fractiona
tion in the marginal. series is also reflected
in the composition of the minerals of the spi

nel group, in that their Cr content increases

and their Ti content decreases in an inward
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and uralite (Piirainen et al. 1977). An excep
tional occurrence of euhedral, relatively C~r

rich chromian rnagnetite is found as an inclu
sion in the orthopyroxene of the Lipeavaara
contact gabbro (Table 8, sample 2Li, Fig. 23).

Narankavaa]~2L layered series. The minerals
of the spinel group show a general tendency
for a decrease in er content and an increase
in Ti content towards the top of the strati
graphic sequence, combined with an increase
in the proportion of the ferric iron cation

fraction (Figs. 25, 2.6 and 28) and a decline in

direction. Chromite generally occurs in

cessory or trace amounts in the

rocks, with rocks containing more than
by vol. chromite restricted to the
series at Pyhitys and that below subzone
at Porttivaara. This latter chromite
richest in Cr to be found anywhere in
marginal series. The original oxide
in the gabbroic rocks of the marginal
was ilmcnomagnetite, but due to
alteration this now appears only in the
of skeletal relicts among grains of ~.1.U,s;;;..1.'-.I'-'.1.\,,4. ..."'"
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that of aluminium as fractionation advances
(Figs. 25 and 27).

The chromium-rich spinellid in subzone

Pe I takes the form of a, minor or. accessory,

but nevertheless significant, cumulus phase,

and mainly represents the aluminian chro

mites. On the other hand, the sp~~ellids in
samples 6Na and 9Na (Table. 8), samples

which contain a greater than average amount

of poikilitiS-. clinopyroxene, are located among

the ferrian chromites, and are also richer in

the ulvospinel molecule and have lower Cri

R3+ and:... Mg/R2+ ratios than the aluminian

chromites e''

4

Subzone Bro I contains very small amounts

of spinellids, and this group is absent entirely

in some samples. The minerals analysed rep

resent aluminian chromites, and some are

very rich in Cr. Since they also have a rela

tively low Mg/R2+ ratio, these minerals stand

out clearly as a separate group on the dia

gram in Fig. 24. Minerals of the spinel group

are not found at all in the websterites or the
upper bronzitite layer.

Chromite reappears as a significant cumu

Ius phase in subzone Pe 11, in amounts which

would seem to show a clear negative corre

lation with those of the Ca-rich pyroxene
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which iacts as an intercumulus mineral. The
chromites analysed fall into the aluminian
chromite field, with the exception of thefer
rian chromite from sample 32Na,. a sample
which contains exceptionally large amounts
of clinopyroxene (Table 8, Fig. 23). In corn
mon with the ferrian chromites of subzone
Pe I, this mineral is richer in titanium than
the aluminian spinellids. The spinellids off
subzone Pe II contain on average more spinel
component and less chromite component than
those found elsewhere in the ultramafic zone
(Fig. 23). Since some of these also contain
rather little magnesium, they again forma
sepa.rategroup in the diagram in. which the

Al cation fraction is plotted against the Mg
cation fraction (Fig. 25).

The Cr/R3+ ratio of the spinellids reverts
to a steep, though fluctuating, fall in sub
zone Gbno I (Fig. 26). The earliest-formed
members analysed from this rock type are
still ferrian chromites, and their normalized
Cr/Fe3+ cation ratio suggests that they prob
ably still have the structure of a normal spi....
nel (Francombe 1957). The rernainder, how
ever, lie in the chromian magnetite field and
some have an inverse structure" while others
represent an' intermediate form. between the
normal and inverse types. Once the Cr/Rv3 +
ratio falls to around 0.24 (Fig. 26), correspond-
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ing to a Cr203 content of 14.8 0/0 by wt. (Ta
ble 8, 4:21'Ta), ilmenite lamellae parallel to
{Ill} in the host appear. The normalized Cri

Fe3+ cation ratio suggests that the main crys
tal represents a composition in which the ca
tion distribution has practically reached that
of the inverse type of structure (cf. -F'ran
combe lB57). The unit-cell parameter, a 8.393

A, is nevertheless slightly higher than that
given by Francombe, 8.387 A, obtained when
studying a pure iron oxide-schromite solid
solution. PiS the chromium content of the spi
nel phase declines slightly further to Cr/R3+

<: 0.20, corresponding to 13.8 0/0 Cr203 by wt.,
composite. ilmenomagnetite--ferrian ilmenite

grains appear as the typical oxide minerals.
The normalized Cr/Fe3+ cation ratio suggests
that the chromian magnetite host. now has a
complete inverse structure.

Composite ilmenomagnetite-ilmen:ite grains
are also commonly encountered in subzone
Gbno 11, where their spinel phase has a rela
tively low chromium content and the unit
cell parameter, a 8.395 A, begins to be typi
cal, of pure magnetite. The grains generally
show a somewhat poikilitic habit, and may
well be postcumulus minerals, as are the
highly altered oxides in the dioritic rocks
occurring above them in the stratigraphic
sequence.
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Pyhitys layered series, Members of the
spinel group occur in minor or accessory
amounts throughout the Pyhitys layered se J

ries. Composite ilmenomagnetite-ilmenite
grains, which may well be postcumulus min
erals, are found sporadically in connection
with mica in subzone IJZa, while the spinel
phase at the base of L'Zb, which consists of
ferrian chrornite (Fig. 23:), is clearly of cumu
1us origin. Above this one again finds com..
posite grains, but ones in which the Cr/R3+
ratio of the spinel phase has plunged marked
ly compared with the previous layer" with a
corresponding marked rise in the proportion

of ulvospinel (Fig. 26,T'able 8).

Layered series of the western intrusion.
Ilmenomagnetite and composite grains of
ilmenomagnetite and ilmenite are typical
intercumulus rninerals occurring in minor
amounts in the lower and middle zones of
the western intrusion, containing a chromite
component of over 1 Mol. % in the lower
parts of the sequence (Table 8). The .base of
the middle zone in the Porttivaara section
also contains occasional occurrences of idio
morphic magnetite which is very much richer
in chromium than the above, containing
11.6 % Cr20g by wt. (Table 8, 12Po), as in
clusions within theorthopyroxene. The il
menomagnetites and composite grains becorne



chief m.inerals alongside augite and plagio
clase in subzone UZb, although there are sub
stantial fluctuations in the amount of mag

netite between different parts of this sub
zone, with magnetite and the vanadium bound
to it reaching such quantities at Mustavaara
(Map 1) that the latter becomes economically
exploitable.

Silicate inclusions

The chromites in the peridotites are found
on rare occasions to contain small, spherical
silicate inclusions of diameter less than 50

lim. 'These were studied in three of the pres
ent samples, two of which, 2Na and 5Na, rep
resented subzone Pe I and one, 34Na, Pe lI.
The inclusion in the chromite of sample 2Na
(Fig. 30) proved the richest in Si02 and was
shown in bulk analysis to be composed of a
mixture of quartz and albite (Ab gg) approxi
mately in the proportions Q/Ab = 35/65. The
total Na20 content measured for it, 7.8 % by
wt., is higher than would ordinarily be ex-
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for a basaltic liquid, and according to
(1975), Inclusions of this rkind, which

rich in alkali metals, would represent

droplets of a contaminant salic melt.
The inclusion in sample 5Na proved to con

of pure olivine, which is similarly a typi-
mineral in inclusions in the Stillwater

(Jackson 1961). This olivine was
to consist of 38.7 % Si02, 1H.3 % FeD

42.7 % MgO, the numbers of ions, on the

of four oxygen atoms, being Si = 1.001,

= 0.353 and Mg = 1.646. The contents of
other elements remained below the de

limit. The calculated forsterite value,
is considerably lower than that for the

cumulus olivine in the same sample, 87.6
3, 5Na). Applying the olivine-spinel

to the above olivine-schro
pairs, and using the equation of Roeder

al. (1979), equilibration temperatures were
,",\A.~L,",'-4~l.A.l/,",\.A. which amounted to 507°C for the

olivine and cumulus chromite and
for the cumulus olivinc-schromite pair.

thus represent a level well below the
temperature, showing that consider-

Fig. 30. Digital line scan for Si and er
superimposed on the secondary electron
image of an inclusion in chromite (sample
2Na). The zero level for the content of
each element is located at the bottom edge
of the figure. The centre line represents
the analysis line across the inclusion. The
curves indicating composition variations
were fitted to the points afterwards for

the sake of clarity.
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able subsolidus re-equilibration had <taken

place. Temperatures of the same order of
magnitude (400-800°C) are also given by the

coexisting olivine and chromite in the Still
water samples (Roeder et al. 1979).

The third inclusion, in the chromite of a
sample which had undergone complete meta

morphic alteration (sample 34Na), gave a re
sult in bulk analysis of 39.1 % 8i02, 10.7%

AI20 a, 5.7 %. FeO, 33.0 % MgO, 0.10 % CaO

and 0.34 % K20, the remainder, approx. 10 "l«,
presumably being water. The calculated nor
malized mineral cornposition would sug
gest that this is a composite inclusion of oli
vine, orthopyroxene and phlogopite which
has then homogenized in a later metamorphic
process. Its high A120 3 content would seeJm
to be derived from the surrounding chromite,

which is slightly altered at the edges.

Ilmenite

The term 'ilmenite' is used here to refer to
the ':Eerrian ilmenite' described by Budding
ton et al. (1963), Anderson (1968) and Him

melberg and Ford (1977), which is an optically
homogeneous Fe-Ti rhombohedral phase

having an oxide stoichiometry of about R20 3

with Fe203 less than 50rnole percent. In com

mon with the ilmenites of ~any other plu

tonic rocks, those of. the Koillismaa complex

can be divided into two types: 1e . ilmenite
which crystallized originally as discrete

grains, or 'primary ilmenite' in the terrni
nology of Mathison (1975), and 2. ilmenite

which is .intergrown with a spinel phase and

occurs either. in granules.or as Iamellae.rori
inboth. forrns.ri.e.'.' secondary ilmenite' . afteri

Mathison. The occurrence ofilrnenite in. inter

growths •• ·of.the •• above ·type· is .nowadays•• ac
cepted' as .. being.ithe. result. of an •. oxidation
'exsolution' process, •• this ••. not being a case of

exsolution in the classic sense on .account ••• of
the change.in corn position during the process'."
(Buddington •. & Lindsley 1964).

The .ilmenites analysed here •(Table 9) d4
not show anyobviouserypticvariation, al-r

though admittedly .it isdifficult to study thi~

accurately, since some of the analyses. were
carried out on> independent· grains .•• while

othersrepresent'exsolved' ilmenites. NOSysl

tematic study was made of •possiblechemicat

differences between the •• primary. and .second-l
ary ilmenitesoccurring in the •same samples]

but it nevertheless seems that the primary

ilmenites (samples 44Na, 45Na, 46Na, 5Po,
8Po,·10Po, 12Po, 4Li and 5Li) have higher re

calculated Fe3+ and R,203· contents than the
secondary ilmenites, as also reported by Mat
hison (1975).

The marginal series. Primary ilmenite is
encountered occasionally in the ultramafic

rocks of the marginal series at Lipeavaara,
As with other minerals, the ilmenite is usual
ly highly altered in the contact gabbro, and

may well be entirely of the secondary type.

Narankavaara layered series. The lowest
lying grains of ilmenite in the Narankavaara

layered series are found in a few of the

samples representing subzone Pe :I, in which

this. ilmenite of the primary type occurs as

an intercumulus mineral, usually in associa
tionwith mica. After this it reappears only

in the gabbroic rocks, where both primary
and .secondary ilmenite is found, as also in

the dioritic rocks occurring at the top of the

sequence. Where the simultaneously occur

ring spinel phase has a high chromium con

tent ..•• the samples contain only the primary
type of ilmenite, but as the C~r203 content
falls .to about 14,8 % by wt. trellis inter
growths of thin 'exsolved' ilmenite lamellae
appear, as mentioned above. With a further
slight drop in chromium content granules of

secondary ilmenite also make their appear

ance.



Pyhitys layered series, Primary Ilmenite
is rare at Pyhitys,but the secondary type-is

encountered regularly •• in •• association with
magnetite, and may' account forasmuch .as
half of the compositergraln.j in••• which-case
the Ilmenite granules frequently contain

minute exsolutionJamellae. of.'hematite.

Layered series of the .western intrusion..
Primary ilmenite is found, .•. ·along with . the
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secondary type, in most. parts of the lower

zone ofthe western intrusion, but it becomes

somewhat rarer. in the middle zone, and by

the .upper zone only the. secondary type is

found. Myrmekitic intergrowths of ortho

pyroxene and primary ilmenite are typical

of the lower cumulates of the Syote layered
series (Alapieti. et .al. 1979 a).

Loveringite

A complex, ·titanium-rich· oxide mineral

was identified in the upper bronzitite layer

at Narankavaara.vin which no other oxide

minerals were found, in connection with the

microanalyses for minerals. of the spinel

group in springJ976,at .about the same time

as minerals practically identical •••• to · this in

chemical composition/were •• being discovered

in the criticalzone of .theBushveldcomplex

(Cameron 1978, 1979).<and the bronzitc-.

cumulate layers of the Jimberlana intrusion

(Campbell & K.elly1978,Gatehouse. eti al;

1978, Kelly et ale · 1979). The mineral de

scribed at. the latter site was ·given the. name

loveringite.

The loveringite at Narankavaara ·occurs

together with pyrrhotite •in .the interstitial

spaces between the intercumulus clino

pyroxene grains, and. presumably represents

the last phases to have. crystallized from the

residual intercumulus Iiquid;' asin Jimberlana

(Kelly et al.. 1979). chemical composition

based on the elements detected in qualitative

analysis .• is presented in. Table 10. Iron is

calculated entirely In terms of FeO, although

Fe203 is probably also present, and this may

in ••. part .explain the. low .total. ·• The formula,

normalized to 38 oxygen atoms, is:

(Ca, REEh.o (Ti, Fe, Cl', Mg, Zr:1 AI, Mn,

pi)21.4°3S'
which is very close to the. general formula

ofAM21038, in which M = small cations and

A= large cations. The grain of loveringite

analysed was covered by a shell of thickness

approx.• 5. usx: and obviously. richer in man

ganese (Fig. 31),. which appears in polarized

light to. be clearly more anisotropic than the

core. This shell layer also deviates chemi

cally from the core in that its iron content

is higher and its concentrations of zirconium,

chromium, . titanium and calcium are cor

respondingly lower.

SULPHIDES •AND· PLATINUM-GROUP MINERALS

Enrichments of sulphide minerals are large

ly concentrated in the marginal series of the

western intrusion. (Piirainen et. al. 1977, 1978),

although two .types· of enrichment are •• also

to be found in the layered series, one in the

middle zone of the western intrusion at the

western ends of the Porttivaara and Syote
blocks (Piirainen et al. 1978) and the other

in the contact zone. between •• the. ·ultramafic

andgabbroic rocks in the northwestern part

of the Narankavaara intrusion. Both types

also contain' platinum-group minerals.
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Fig. 3,1. (a) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectra for the core (histogram) and margin (dotted line) of a
loveringite grain. (b) Secondary electron image 01£ loveringite (10 = loveringite; ma = Mn-rich margin
of loveringite; po = pyrrhotite). (c-e) X-ray scans showing the distribution of elements in loveringite:

(c) manganese, (d) chromium, (e) calcium,



The sulphides in the marginal series of the

western intrusion occur in the form of aggre

gates interstitially' to silicate minerals, and

consist mainly of chalcopyrite, pentlandite,

pyrrhotite and smaller quantities of pyrite.

The best disseminations are encountered at

the top 'of the contact gabbro, where they

take the form of unevenly distributed cloud

like enrichments. The sulphide minerals in

general, and particularly the pyrrhotite and

chalcopyrite, occasionally contain inclusions

of platinum-group minerals, among which

merenskyite, froadite, rnichenerite and

sperrylite have been identified (Piirainen

et al. 19'77).

The sulphide enrichments in the middle

zone of the western intrusion are found in

connection with spotted gabbro, the spotted

occurrence of this rock being due to those

minerals which were late in crystallizing

being concentrated in discrete, light-coloured

clusters, into which the sulphides have also

aggregated. These sulphide minerals chiefly

consist of chalcopyrite and pentlandite and

the platinum-group minerals merenskyite and

michenerite.
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The sulphide enrichment at Narankavaara

is associated with the contact zone between

the upper bronzitite layer and the .subzones

Pe 11 and Gbno I, sulphides having been

encountered in the bronzitite (sample 30Na)

and in the mela-bronzite gabbro (sample 37Na)

a distance of some 700 m apart. Those in the

former are mainly composed of pyrrhotite

andto a lesser extent pentlandite and chalco

pyrite, and in the latter predominantly of

chalcopyrite, accompanied by some pyrrhotite

and pentlandite in that order. The orthopy

roxene in the latter sample proved exception

ally rich in nickel, containing 0.12 °/0 NiO by

wt. (Table 4).

In addition to these enrichments, sulphides

are also found in the layered series as acces

sory minerals, generally either interstitially

to other minerals, or especially in the case

of chalcopyrite, as fine-grained dust-like in

clusions. This latter mode of occurrence is

especially typical of the magnetite gabbros.

These accessory sulphides are chiefly pyrrho

tite and pentlandite at Narankavaara, where

as chalcopyrite is predominant in the layered

series of Pyhitys and the western intrusion.

MICAS

The tri-octahedral micas phlogopite and

biotite are common intercumulus minerals in

the layered series, and show evidence of, cryp

tic variation manifested in the form of a

distinct drop in the Mg/Fe ratio with struc

tural height (Table 10), as a consequence of

which the micas of the ultramafic zone at

Narankavaara consist of phlogopite and those

found elsewhere normally of biotite.

The amounts of mica present in the Naran

kavaara layered series increase markedly

from the bottom of the sequence upwards

(Table 1), while the reverse is true in the

western intrusion, where it is common in the

lower zone, much less so in the middle zone

and rare in the upper zone. Mica is extre

mely rare in the Pyhitys layered series. In

gabbroic rocks it is often found in associa

tion with the iron-titanium oxides, especial

ly ilmenitee

The chromium content of the phlogopites

is relatively high, especially in the sulphide

bearing be sample 30Na (Table 10), where

the mica.. which is practically opaque in the
tlllric'secf±oIl', is also exceptionally rich in

sodium.
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GARNET

Srnall, roundish or slightly elongated grains!
of garnet, regularly enclosed in plagioclase,
occur in the olivine-bearing. rocks .of the
lower zone in the western intrusion and at
Pyhitys. Frequently these are found .to have
been altered to the form of an isotropic; saus..
surite-Iike mass, The compositions of this
garnet are shown in Table 10. The sample
W14G, which is not among the type .samples
used here, is included in this table as. a cell
edge determination is available for It is
from the eastern part of the· Porttivaara
block, about 5 km west of Pyhitys.Since the
garnet analyses were carried out using a

microprobe it was not possible to determine
the ferric iron content, but instead the FeO!

Fe20'3 ratio was adjusted iteratively by corn..
puter so as to give a figure of 4.00 for the

number of ions :in a R3+ group"

The amounts of the five end-member mole
cules calculated from the analytical data
show these minerals to belong to the rela
tively rare intermediate almandine-grossular
garnets, and the unit-cell parameter of a
11.70 ± 0.02 A (lVlakeHi 1975) fits extremely
well. with that reported for a synthetic
almandine-grossular garnet of corresponding
composition (cf. Cressey et ale 1978). It was
thought at one time that there was no con
tinuous variation between the pyralspite and
ugrandite series, but as the nurnber of ana
lyses available has increased garnets have
been found which fill the broad compositional
gap, although admittedly these to date a.c
count for only about 2 % of all published
garnet analyses (Hsu 1980).

OTHER· MINERALS

Quartz is found as an intercumulus mineral
in a few rocks representing subzone Gbno I
at Narankavaara, and is even encountered in
the olivine gabbronorites (43Na) .. · It then-in
creases in amount in subzone Gbno ••·11, to
reach a few percent by volume, and even

exceeds 10 0/0 by vol.in the dioritic rocks.

At Pyhitys and in the western intrusion it is
found in the middle and upper parts of the
layered series, and frequently also in the
contact gabbros of the marginal series. It
generally occurs in the layered series in •the
forrn of granophyric intergrowths with alkali
feldspar, and seldom as independent grains.

Zircon and apatite occur sporadically as
accessory minerals in the gabbroic and diori
tic rocks, particularly in their pegmatoid
varieties. Grains of over one· millimetre in
size were even found in a few samples from
the lower zone of the Syote layered series.

Independent potash feldspar was encountered
only in the dioritic rocks at Narankavaara.
No primary amphibole was found, all the
amphiboles present being interpreted as alter
ation' products of pyroxenes, Le. uralites.
These also generally carry indications of
cryptic variation in spite of their mode of
formation (Table 10).

WHOLE-ROCK CHEMISTRY

The chemical compositions of the rocks,
together with C.I.P.W. norms for the Koil.lis
maa complex axe presented in Table 11.Prin..
cipal emphasis in the analysis of the minor
elernents was placed upon those which form

ores within basic magmas, namely Cr, V, Ni,
Cu, Co and S, also including Zn and Sr. In
the case of the Porttivaara block the rare
earth elements .were also analysed (Table 12).
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MAJOR AND MINOR ELEMENTS

Composition of the. fine-grained border .. facies

Chilled margin samples from layered in
trusions are sometimes used as indicators of

parental magma compositions. Although this

procedure has recently been questioned by

various authors, it can nevertheless be as

sumed that they do provide certain clues to

the nature of the primary liquid which origin

ally occupied the magma chamber. Fine

grained facies of this kind are represented

by the gabbronorite sample lCh, from the

Kuusijarvi marginal series, and perhaps also

the relatively highly altered small-grained

contact gabbro from the Narankavaara mar

ginal series (Alapieti et al. 1979 b, Table 2,
sample lJ482), which resembles it very closely

in its chemical composition.

The Kuusijarvi sample is composed of

plagioclase with a composition of An54.5Ab43.7
Or1.8 (0.4!> e Fe by wt.) and slightly uralitized

orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. Its' micro

structure contains features suggestive of

cumulus textures,and these, like the uralitiz

ation, have obviously had some effect on the

bulk composition of the rock, The validity of

sample 1Ch as an indicator of the composi
tion of the parental magma rnay be evaluated

in the light of the following calculations. In
order to obtain a typical Mg/Fe2+ distribu

tion coefficient for olivine-i-Iiquid equilibri

um in basaltic magmas of K D = (Mg/Fe2+)

liquid/(Mg/Fe2+)olivine = 0.33 (Roeder &
Emslie 1970, Longhi et al. 1975), the liquid

equivalent of sample 1Ch would have had to

have been in equilibrium with an olivine of

F089.5. The composition of the lowest olivine

encountered in the Narankavaara intrusion,

on the other hand, has been shown by micro

analysis to be F087.5 (Table 3, 1Na), a differ
ence with respect to the calculated value

which is about of the order that one might

expect. The partition of the nickel between

the liquid and the olivine has been found to

be dependent on the MgO' content of this'

liquid (Hart & Davies 1978). Given a mean

NiO content in the olivines of subzone Pe I

at Narankavaara of 0.255 % by wt., and as

suming that these are almost the first

minerals to be formed, the Ni content of the
coexisting magma should be 168 ppm, which

is in good agreement with the value of
170 ppm obtained in the analysis of sample
lCh.

Sample 1Ch would suggest that the fine

grained border facies of the Koillismaa com

plex are characterized by a low Ti02 and K20

content and a relatively high MgO content.

Comparison with the most recent data on
other layered intrusions (Jaokson 1971, Hug

hes 1976, Hoover 1978, Page 1979, Davies et al.

1980) points to both similarities and obvious

differences. MgO content is slightly higher
in the Bushveld and very much higher in the

Great Dyke, and the Muskox, Skaergaard and

Stillwater intrusions have chilled border

rocks which are richer in ferrous iron and
have higher CaO and Ti02 content! figures,

whereas the Ti02 content in the Bushveld and

Great Dyke is very low, as is the case here.

Variations in the major and minor elements

The chemical components analysed were
, plotted against structural height in diagrams

produced directly by computer for the pur

pose of illustrating cryptic layering. Even

so, the value of individual chemic:alcom

ponents evaluated in whole-rock analyses for

demonstrating cryptic variation within a

rhythmically layered series of igneous cumu-
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Iates is highly restricted by comparison with.
the amount of information which may be
gained by studying phase-change- layering
and the variations in composition occurring
in the course of fractionation in minerals
which form solid solutions. This is chiefly due

to the fact that the analyses from the leuco
cratic and melanocratic layers give rise to a

high standard deviation in the diagrams, since

it is not always possible to select 'average
rocks' for analysis (Wager 1960), even though

one may set 'Out to do so. Similarly the

amount of pore material present and the
varying extents of alteration of the minerals
will affect the total composition. In addition,
the rocks of the marginal series in particular

are often contaminated by the assimilation of
salic country rocks, an effect which would
seern to be least marked in the samples from
the Sy6te marginal series, since this borders
onto basic volcanic rocks at the point sam

pled. In view of the above limitations on

their usefulness, and at the same time for the

sake of brevity, the variation diagrams ob L

tained are not included here, with the excep

tion of that for chromium (Fig. 32), thevaria
tion in which is perhaps the most clearly

associated with fractionation. Instead only

brief verbal comments are given.

Si I0 2: The silica content remains for the most
part around 50-55 % by wt. at Narankavaa
ra, with the exception of the peridotites and

siliceous late differentiates, while at Pyhitys

it increases almost linearly from 42 0/0 in the

ultramafitolite of the marginal series to 54 0Jio
in the upper zone. In the marginal series of

the western intrusion, however, it declines
fairly steeply in an inward direction, on ac....
count of the 'reversed fractionation', after
which it shows a slight increase in the layered
series, only to fall again temporarily in the
magnetite gabbro.

A120 3: Aluminium shows stepwise enrich
ment in an upwards direction at Narankavaa

ra, with well under 10 % A120 3 in the ultra-

mafic zone, approx. 10 % in subzone Gbno I
and almost 20 % in the basal parts of Gbno 11,

after which it reverts to a slight fall. Else
where in the cornplex the variation in alumi
nium is approximately the same as that in
silica.

Ti02: At Narankavaara Ti02 remains below
the 0.2 % level as far as subzone Gbno I, after

which it begins to rise gently, reaching its

maximum of approx. 1.4 % at the very top

of the layered series. It also shows a gradual

increase with structural height elsewhere"
although still remaining below 0.5 % except
in the magnetite gabbro, where it jumps to

as much as 2.7!5 0/ 0, a value which even then
exceeds the rnean Ti02 content for the
gabbroic rocks by only a small amount.

Fe203: The proportion of this oxide remains
below 5 % by 'wt. throughout the complex

with the exception of the serpentinitized
olivine cumulates at Narankavaara and the
pamC layer of the upper zone in the western

intrusion, where it lies between the 5 0/0 and
10 % levels.

FeO: This oxide shows irregular variations

in the mean range 5-10 "l», on account of the

rhythmic layering. Very much lower values

are found in the pC layers of the upper zone

in the western intrusion and higher values
in subzorie UZb of the same intrusion, but
even here they seldom exceed the 10 % mark.

MnO: Within the limits of accuracy enl

played here, manganese does not show any
variations in content associated with fraction

ation, but remains around 0.2 % throughout.

MgO: MgO shows a rising trend in the

marginal series and a falling trend in the
layered series at every section, with some
scatter in the results occasioned by the rhyth
mic layering. There are one or two outstand
ing deviations from these general trends,
however. MgC) is low in the websterites at
Nara,Il~avaara and high in subzone Pe 11 by

comparison with this trend, and similarly

jumps upwards in the magnetite gabbros of



the western intrusion at the point where
augite returns as an essential cumulus
mineral.

CaO: The variation here closely resembles
that observed in A1203, except that the baC
samples from Narankavaara now stand out as
a separate group on account of their high cal
cium content while the subzone UZb of the
western intrusion no longer shows the same
minimurn values as for A1203 by virtue of
the abundance of cumulus augite.

Na20 and K20: These alkali metal oxides
remain very low in the ultramafic zone at
Narankavaara, with Na20 below 0.5 % and
K20 below 0.2 "I», but they then begin to rise
in a practically linear manner from subzone
Gbno I onwards, to reach their maxima, 4.1 %

Na20 and 2.9 % K20, in the dioritic rocks.
Elsewhere Na20 increases gradually with
stratigraphic height to reach its maximum in
the plagioclase cumulates of the upper zone,
between 'which there is a distinct lbw in sub
zone UZb, due to the smaller amounts of pla
gioclase present.. K20 remains very low
throughout the layered series of Pyhitys and
the western intrusion, but can rise to levels
in excess of 1.5 % in those samples from the
marginal series bordering onto albite-quartz

rocks.

P 205: 'I'his remains below 200 ppm at Na....
rankavaara as far up the sequence as the
websterite, after which its content begins to
increase almost exponentially, to reach a
maximum of 4100 ppm at the top of the lay
ered series. Elsewhere the phosphorus content
fluctuates irregularly, correlating directly
with the sporadic occurrences of apatite,
which is most abundance in the plagioclase
cumulates of the upper zone.

Cr: The chromium content achieves its
highest value in the lower be layer at Naran
kavaara (Fig. 32), in which olivine ceased to be
precipitated as a cumulus phase. Beyond this

point it begins to fall more or less linearly
until subzone Gbno 11, where plagioclase be-
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comes firmly established as a cumulus phase,
where it drops suddently. The temporarily
higher chromite content in subzone Pe 11 is
immediately reflected in a higher chromium

value. Cr content shows a practically linear
decline at Pyhitys, 'with a deviation in the
form of a minimurn in subzone LZ;a which
correlates with the replacement of chromite
by ilmenomagnetite-ilmenite grains (see pre
ceding chapter). In the western intrusion the
chromium content is reduced almost to zero
after relatively high values in the :marginal
series, then rising again temporarily in the
middle zone in the same manner as the chro....
mium content values for the pyroxenes,

V: A slight increase in vanadium content

with height in the sequence takes place at
Narankavaara, the content in the ultramafic
zone being 100 ppm or lower, that in the
gabbroic rocks 100--200 ppm and that in the
dioritic rocks even as high as 500 ppm. Else
where the figure remains uniformly low, with
the exception of the magnetite gabbro of the
western intrusion, where a major enrichment
occurs, so that figures of over 2000 ppm are
by no means rare.

Ni and Co: Both of these are dichotomous
in their occurrence. Firstly, they both enter

sulphides formed from the immiscible sulph
ide liquid, and thus do not participate in
cryptic layering. Consequently these tended to
accumulate mainly in the marginal series.
Secondly, they can also easily enter ferro
magnesian silicates, particular oli vine, and
also spinellids and ilmenite. Since the
amounts of sulphides present in ~he layered
series are usually low, it is normally the lat
ter mode of occurrence which is dominant
there, with Ni and Co most abundant in the
earliest of the cumulates, after which their
concentrations decline more or less linearly
towards the top of the sequence.

Cu and S: Copper and sulphur may be

taken together since they are both found al
most exclusively in the sulphides, and thus
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their incidence figures correlate with the vari
ations in sulphide content described in the
preceding chapter.

Zn: Zinc is concentrated in the spinellids,
largely the chrornites, and a figure as high as
1.1 0/0 by wt. is obtained in the analysis of
ZnO content in the spinel phase of subzone
Pe IT. Some enrichment of zinc is also found
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in the immiscible sulphide liquids, 'where its
variations are comparable to those noted for
copper.

Sr: Strontium most readily enters plagio
clase, and its occurrence is thus directly anal
ogous to the amounts of plagioclase present,
the maximum of 600 ppm being recorded in
the pC layers of the upper zone.

Variation in the modified differentiation index

More powerful than individual chemical

components for the purpose of illustrating

graphically the pattern of fractional crystal

lization are various parameters constructed

from normative minerals calculated from the

chemical analyses. Measures of this kind de

veloped particularly with layered intrusions

in mind are the modified differentiation in

dex (MDII) and the modified crystallization

index (MCI) (von Gruenewaldt 1973). One ad

vantage with these is that they do not re

quire analyses of 'average rocks' but, with

certain limitations, can be based on analyses

from any cumulates whatsoever. Compute

rized tests suggested that the MDI was the

better suited of the two for comparing the

various areas of the Koillismaa complex one

with the other. The calculated values for this

measure are given in Table 11 and depicted

in relation to stratigraphic height in Fig. 33.

The results show the variation in this index to

be comparable to the changes in the compo
sition of minerals belonging to solid solution
series occurring in the course of fractiona
tion (see previous chapter).

The MDI values increase very steeply with
structural height in the Narankavaara lay
ered series, with a range of variation from
about 0 to 80, which is as great as that found
in the whole of the Bushveld layered series
(van Gruenewaldt 1973), which has an over
all stratigraphic height about eight times that
encountered at Narankavaara. Elsewhere in
the Koillismaa complex the variation in the
MDI, like the changes in the composition of
minerals indicating cryptic variation, are
very much more restricted. Comparison of
the values for the layered series of Naran
kavaara, Pyhitys, Porttivaara, Syote, Kuusi
jarvi and Lipeavaara shows a clear increase
in mean MDI to occur in this order. The MDI
calculated for the fine-grained border facies,
39.65, corresponds to the values obtained from
above halfway in the sequences everywhere
except in the Kuusijarvi and Lipeavaara sec
tions. The same situation prevails in the
Bushveld complex (von Gruenewaldt 1973),
where the more recently proposed magne
sium-rich parental rnagma (Davies et al. 1980)

shows a MDI of 41.35 (as calculated by the
present author).

Mg-(Fe+Mn)-(Na+ K) diagrams

In order to illustrate the trends in differ

entiation, the results of the chemical analyses

were also arranged on Mg-(Fe + Mn)-(Na+

K) diagrams (Fig. 34) of the kind proposed

by Wager and Brown (1968). The diagram for

the Kuusijarvi block also includes the results

for the fine-grained border facies and the

granophyre which caps the layered series of
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the western intrusion, the composition of

which; as depicted in Table bears a sur

prising resemblance to the granodiorite sam

ple 52Na from Narankavaara.

One should also approach the use of whole

rock analyses in connection with diagrams of

this kind with caution, since here again

rhythmic layering and adcu:mulus growth can

lead to a scatter of such proportions that it

may even overshadow any regular trend that

may exist. This effect ·can nevertheless be

minimized by the choice of suitable samples,

and the result obtained here does show rea-
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sonably easily discernible trends (Fig. 34).

The diagrams serve to reveal increasing

enrichment of ferrous iron and alkali metals

in relation to magnesium from the bottom of

the sequence to the top in the layered series

and from top to bottom in the marginal se

ries, although to a lesser degree in the latter

case. The enrichment of ferrous iron is never

theless very much less marked here than in

either the Bushveld or the Skaergaard intru

sions (Wager & Brown/1968), as is also shown

clearly by the shortness of the trends for oli

vine and pyroxenes.

RARE EARTH ELEMENTS

In addition to the major and minor ele

ments discussed above, some attention should

also be paid to the rare earths, the applica

bility of which to petrogenesis has been in

creasingly temphasized in recent times, lead

ing to the availability of suitable compara

tive data from a number of major basic lay

ered intrusions (e.g. Kuo & Crocket 1979).

Research into this topic is admittedly still in

its infancy as far as the Koillismaa complex

is concerned, and. it is not possible to provide

more than some preliminary findings, and

then only in respect of the Porttivaara block

and the granophyre capping the Kuusijarvi

block. The data concerned are listed in Table

12, and the chondrite-normalized rare earth

element :Eractionation patterns for the sam

ples are presented in Fig. 35. The values

taken for this normalization are those of Has

kin and Haskin (1968), since this is the pro

cedure used for most of the other layered

intrusions.

The rocks of the marginal series show char

acteristically relati vely low absolute concen

trations of rare earth elements, those of the

5

layered series medium-range concentrations,

and thegranophyre high values. 'The mini

mum total amounts are found in the ultra

mafolite of the marginal series, after which

the 2:REE values increase both upwards and

downwards in the stratigraphical sequence

(Table 12), so that the inverse relationship

between the marginal series and layered se

ries noted earlier emerges again here.

The chondrite-normalized fractionation

patterns are manifestly similar for all. the

samples, Le. relatively flat in the heavy rare

earth element region but with higher frac

tionation among the lighter rare earths, al

though the granophyre shows a stronger en

richment of light rare earth elements rela

tive to heavy than the other samples.

One outstanding fea.ture in the samples from

the marginal series is the distinct enrichment

of Lu by comparison with Yb. All the gab

broic rocks, in both the marginal and layered

series, are characterized by positive Eu anom

alies, while the granophyre and the ultra

mafitolite of the marginal series possess nega

tive. Eu anomalies. Mirror-image Eu anomaly
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characteristics of this kind are also typical

of many other basic layered intrusions.

In the light of the other known layered in

trusions from which data are available on the

rare earth elements, the Koillismaa complex

would appear to resemble most the Stillwater

and Muskox intrusions. Bushveld and Skaer-

gaard show less fractionated rare earth pat-·

terns, while the Sudbury Nickel Irruptive is:

characterized by m.uch higher total conceri

trations and a more fractionated pattern,
probably due to its unusually siliceous na
ture.
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GEOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF 'CHltClMIUM

Chromiurn and the minerals which it en
ters .. are known to be important indicators of
the physical and chemical conditions accom-
panying the formation of mafic vand ultra....
mafic rocks. In addition to these purely the...
oretical considerations, chromium is of con....
siderable economic significance as an indus
trial raw material, and it is for this reason
that any ore indicators to emerge from re
search into it are particularly useful. We
shall look below at' the behaviour of this ele
ment in the course of :fractional crystalliza
tion and its distribution among the various
rock types. and minerals. This will involve
some use of statistical methods.

The fine-grained border Iacies described in
the preceding chapter has a chromium con
tent of 210 ppm (Table 11), a figure which
may be taken as being of the same order of
magnitude as that of the parental magma of
the Koillismaa complex, This value is slight
ly higher than the mean for basaltic rocks,
but virtually the same as that for olivine
normative tholeiites, where the arithmetic
mean for Cr content lies in the range 210
.218 ppm (Prinz 1967, p. 302). A concentration
of 2Jl 0 ppm is nevertheless fairly low in.corn
parison with those found in basic layered in
trusions in which chromite-rich layers are
known to occur, since the estimated concen
trations for the proposed initial Muskox and
Bushveld liquids are 540 and 970. ppm respec
tively (Irvine 1975, Davies et al. 1980).

The principal chromium-bearing minerals
in the Koillismaa complex are the pyroxenes
and those of the spinel group. Loveringite
also contains large amounts of chromium, but
is itself an extremely rare mineral. Other
chromium-bearing minerals are ilmenite,
'phlogopite and olivine. In the case of ilmenite
the chromium content varies from one sam

:ple to another, and values of over 1 % Cr20g

.are by no means rare, with the maximum

recorded value as high as: 3.42 % by wt., in
subzone LZb at Lipeavaara (Table 9, sample
5Li). Chromium enrichment is found in the
phlogopites of theultramafic zone at Naran
kavaara, the highest concentration analysed
being 0.83 % Cr203 by wt., in subzone Bro 11
(Table 10, sample 30Na). A chromium content
in excess of the detection limit is found in
the olivines only in the sample representing
subzone Pe I at Narankavaara, 0.13 % Cr203
by wt. (Table ;3, sample 2Na).

The variations in chromium content in the
pyroxenes, spinellids and whole-rock sam...
pIes with stratigraphical height are described
above and presented in Figs. 14, 17, 26 and
32, so that no more than a summary of these
is required here.

The total
chromium content in the o(s)C and ob(s)C lay
ers at Narankavaara varies over a relatively
wide range, being regulated entirely by the
amounts of bronzite and chrome spinel pres
ent. By the lower bC layer, however, the
amount of chro:mite has declined markedly,
while the cumulus olivine has been replaced
by cumulus Ca-poor pyroxene. Even so, no

significant changes occur in the amounts of
total chromium, due to an incongruent melt
ing relationship between Cr-rich pyroxene
and chromite (Irvine 1967, Dickey et al. 19'71,

Campbell 1977). As is well-known, chromite
is capable of reacting with the intercumulus
liquid at the postcumulus stage, in which case
the chromium which is released is absorbed
into the intercumulus pyroxene as it crystal
lizes. Evidence of this is provided by sample
18Na from the lower b'C layer, for instance,
where a resorbed cumulus chromite grain is
found isolated in the intercumulus clinopy
roxene. The spinellid concerned is the richest
in chromium of all the minerals analysed

from the com.plex (Table 8), whereas the

chromium content of the surrounding pyrex-
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The partition of Cr3 + between the coexist
pyroxenes in the Narankavaara intrusion

acts in favour of the Ca-rich pyrox
.............. 'U' ............ , .............. content increases in .both

them more or less linearly. when they oc-
as cumulus minerals (Fig. 36), but once

The chromium reserves. in the magma
nnd"\"VV'\nr'\'Y' would seem to have been almost ex-

by the time subzone Gbno 11 began
crystallize. out, and consequently the py

of this subzone, although fairly rich
magnesium in the basal parts, contain very

chromium. This situation is reflected in
sudden drop in chromium content in the

mentioned above.
IIlJ"lrThi1~"lrTC' R'!:l"(TIP'I"IP6'I series.. Total chromium and

chromium content of the pyroxenes and
all show a consistent declining

in the Pyhitys section, with the excep
of subzone LZc, where the temporary
in total chromium is located entirely in

orthopyroxene.

series of the western intrusion..
chromium content figures recorded for

marginal series in. the western intrusion
on average higher than those for the lay

series, the highest values of all being
in the ultramafic rocks of the mar

series. A small jump in chromium con
is found in the lower part of the middle
in the Porttivaara section, this being

'-'.L..L'-''-''/~,""" in all the above diagrams and also
the occurrence of chromium-rich magnet

Higher than average values are also re
in the middle zone at the Syote sec-

phase, in contrast to the situation in
Bushveld, for example, where Cameron

notes that the incorporation of chro
in the clinopyroxene reduces its con

in the magma to a point below the
DUIIJ\A...LUlJJLV.L.L level for chromite. Thus the spinel

reappears in the Bushveld only once
titanomagnetite has become a stable

ene is exceptionally low, only 0.18 % Cr203
by wt., compared with a value of 0.69 % by
wt, elsewhere in the same rock (Table 5), so
that the process can be assumed to have been
interrupted.

The commencement of the accumulation of
augite in the baC layer seems to have ar
rested the crystallization of chromite entirely,
although this gives rise to only a small drop
in the chromium content of the samples com
pared with the underlying bC layer. The to
tal chromium in this baC layer is distributed
between the augite and bronzite, which both
show pronounced extension as a consequence
of adcurnulus growth, with the former bind
ing about twice as much as the latter. Since
at the same time augite has now become as
plentiful as bronzite in the rock, a smaller
amount of chromium has 'sufficed' for the in
dividual mineral grains in this layer than
elsewhere in the ultramafic zone (Figs. 14
and 17).

The chromium content of the pyroxenes,
especially the Ca-rich pyroxene, increases
once more in the upper bC layer, where clino
pyroxene returns as an intercumulus phase.
Even SOli since bronzite is again dominant
over the clinopyroxene and there are no min
erals of the spinel group present, the total
chromiurn content even .f'alls slightly com
pared with that in the baC layer below. One
special feature of this subzone Bra 11 is a
new chromium-rich phase, loveringite, which
was' nucleated locally from the residual
tercumulus liquid.

Although chromite returns as a cumulus
phase in subzone Pe 11, the mean value for
total chromium remains practically un
changed compared with the previous sub
zone, since the proportion of olivine increases
at the sarne time at the expense of pyroxenes.

A clear, if slow, decline in total chromium
and in the chromium content of the various
minerals begins in subzone Gbno I, although
spinellids continue to be crystallized in acu-
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the Ca-rich pyroxene becomes an intercumu

Ius phase the orthopyroxene reaches its maxi]..,

mum Cl' content, which then remains virtu

ally constant, while that of the clinopyroxene

continues to rise. These trends become more

obscure at Pyhitys and in the western intru

sion, where the chromium content of the pyl

roxenes is lower, and even the orthopyrox

enes seem to be favoured at Pyhitys.

The partition of chromium between each

pyroxene and the minerals of the spinel

group at Narankavaara is also practically

linear, with high coefficients of correlation

(Fig. 37). The same is also true of the coexist

ing Ca-rich pyroxene and spinellid at Pyhi-

tys, whereas the correlations between the Ca

poor pyroxene and spinellids at Pyhitys and

between both the pyroxenes and the spinellids

in the western intrusion are very much less

distinct.

Chromium has a tendency to enter the 'first

phases to crystallize from a melt, owing to

its octahedral crystal-field stabilization ener

gy, which is the highest of any transition

metal ion (Burns 1970). It is for this reason

that high Cl' concentrations are found in the

ultramafic zone at Narankavaara, and that
chromium is concentrated chiefly in the 'ul

tramafic rocks of the marginal zone in the

Pyhitys section and the west.ern intrusion. It
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is easy to understand the high partition coef

ficient for chrornium between the pyroxenes

and the :melt in the light of this crystal-field

theory, although it still does not explain the
partition . between Ca-rich and Ca-poor py

roxene, .i.e. why chromium, unlike nickel,
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centrations, 0.27 10/0 by wt. in the orthopyrox
enes and 0.47 % by wt. in the clinopyroxenes
(Tables 4 and 5), whereas the corresponding
values in the. other rocks of the ultramafic
zone shows means of 0.44 % and 0.91 % by
wt. respectively. In the same way the pyrex
enes in the websterites have low values for
aluminium and sodium content, the orthopy
roxenes containing on average 1.05 % A120 '3

by wt. and 0.01 % Na20, and the clinopyrox
enes 1.60 % A12C~3 and 0.12 % Na2l0, while the
orthopyroxenes in the other rocks of the
ultramafic zone have mean values of 1.50 0/0

A1203 and 0.07 % Na,2() and the clinopyrox
enes 2.58 0/0 A12()3 and 0.42 % Na20. The cli

nopyroxenes of subzone Pe 11 are the richest
in chromium of all the pyroxenes, containing
0.99()/0 Cr203 by wt. on average, and similarly
their aluminium. and sodium content figures
are the highest of all, a mean of 2.93 % by wt.
for A120 3 and O.~19 % for Na20. In contrast,
the pyroxenes of Gbno 11 are very poor in
chromium, and also have low aluminium and
sodium concentrations. The same is also true
in other parts of the complex, although the
relationship is no longer so clear-cut on ac
count of the small concentrations of chromi
um involved.

Normal fractional crystallization apparent
ly cannot in itself lead to extensive concen
trations of chromite, but rather some specific
mechanism is required in order to explain the
enrichment of chromium by as rnuch as 1000

fold relative to the concurrent magma. The
following hypotheses have been put forward
to solve this problem,

Concerning the origins of certain chromite
rich seams in the eastern Bushveld complex,
Cameron & Emerson (1959) suggest that they
are due fundamentally to the gravitative settl
ing of chromite under the influence of mag
matic currents.

Referring to the demonstration by Kennedy
(1955) •and Osborn (1959) that an increase in
oxygen fugacity will lead to an increase

which also has a high crystal-field stabiliza
tion energy, shows a preference for the . Ca
rich pyroxene (Fig. 36, Tables 4 and 5) even
though this usually crystallizes later than the
Ca-poor variety. The explanation is presum
ably that the partition of Cl' also depends on
factors such as the ionic: radius and charge
balance. The replacement of Mg2+ and Fe2+

in pyroxenes by Cr3+ requires at the same
time a change in the charge balance, as is
achieved when a Si 4+ ion in a tetrahedral
site is replaced by an A13+ ion and/or when
a Na -I- ion enters an M. site (Campbell 1977).

Thus the higher Cl' content of the clinopyrox
ene is a consequence of the greater capacity
of its lattice for accepting A13+ in the tetra

hedral sites and large cations such as Na+
the lV12 sites, which in turn would seem to
derive from the fact that it has a lower sym
metry than orthopyroxene. This charge bal
ance aspect a.lso explains the low ................. \JJL ......... ""' .......... !

content of olivine, since the amounts of
minium and sodium present are quite
gible.

The amounts of A13+ in the

sites indicated in Tables 4 and 5

lated by adding the requisite amount of

to the Si to complete the ideal two
ions per formula unit. The relative '-4. .......... ""' .... '-4. ....

of the microanalysis in determining
nevertheless only of the order of 5
since, in addition, the concentration of
is very much higher than that of A1203,
calculations do not lead to a structural
mula ·'which has an exact charge balance.
one nevertheless assumes that the
of the aluminium will be located in the
hedral sites, :it is still possible to examine
mutual dependency relations between
A13+ and Na" in the pyroxenes of the
lismaa complex. We then find that the
balance theory discussed above holds good
an •extremely high degree. The pyroxenes
the websterites of the Narankavaara

sion, for. instance" have .fairly low



the ferric/ferrous ratio in a basaltic magma
and favour the crystallization of a spinel
phase, Cameron & Desborough (1969), DImeI'
(1969) and Cameron (1975) have postulated
that the precipitation and compositional vari
ation in the chromite in the Bushveld may
have been controlled by variations in the oxy
-gen fugacity of the magma resulting from
the assimilation of groundwater or the wall
rocks, or from breathing of a vent. Detailed
mineralogical research has nevertheless
shown that segregated chromite in layered
intrusions has a lower ferric/ferrous ratio
than does disseminated chromite -from the
adjacent layers (J'ackson 1969, Cameron 1977,
Hamlyn & Keays 1979).

Irvine (1975) suggests that the chromite
rich layers were formed on occasions on
which the basic parental magma of the intru
sion was extensively contaminated with gra
nitic melt derived from the salic roof rocks.
He is later of the opinion that this mechanism
is not the correct one, however, and proposes
an alternative hypothesis (Irvine 1977) which
assumes that chromitites are formed when
chromite-saturated picritic tholeiite liquid is
blended with an earlier liquid of the same
type which has differentiated to a relatively
siliceous composition.

Cameron (1977) regards both of Irvine's
hypotheses as inadequate for explaining the
origin of chromitites,as both require a very
rapid and very uniform mixing of new liquid
with a magma already present in the cham
ber, not once, but a number of times. He also
seems it improbable that such mixing could
take iplace over distances up to a hundred
kilometres or more. In his opinion changes in
total pressure due to tectonism affecting the
magma chamber during crystallization must
have been the primary factor in the forma
tion of the chrornitites of the Eastern Bush
veld.

In spite of the great volume of research
devoted to chrome- ores, the physical and
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chemical factors affecting the behaviour of
this element in stratiform intrusions: are still
poorly understood and open to speculation.
One new approach is offered by the method
of multiple regression analysis employed in
the present work.iwhich allows one to esti
mate the total chromium content of the rock
and the chromium content of the principal
chromium-bearing minerals, Le. Ca-rich and
Ca-poor pyroxene and spinellid on the basis
of the information supplied by the total geo
chemical data.

The type samples examined here included

36 for which both whole rock analyses and

composition data on the above-rnentioned

minerals were available (Tables 4, l5 and 8).

These were organized into arrays on the basis

of the percentage composition of the rock by

weight, the modified differation index, the

number of cations and certain cation ratios

in the above minerals. This gave a total of

70 variables in each array and 2520 elements

in the matrix as a whole. The total chromium

'content and the amounts of chromium pre

sent in the pyroxenes and spinellids, ex
pressed in cations, were then taken in turn

as the dependent variable and the indepen

dent variables showing the best fit with th~

model were selected by computer from among

the remaining elernents. The one restriction

placed on this was that the data derived from

the. same compositional array as the depen
dent variable were excluded from the mod-el
each time, e.g. no attempt was made to ex
plain the total chro:mium content of the rock
by reference to any other components of the
whole rock analyses. This enabled erroneous
interpretations involving variables with con
stant sums to be avoided. This constant sum
problem, which has been discussed extensive
ly in the literature from the late 1940's on
wards (seeSkala 1979), -is one of the most
difficult -. pitfalls encountered in the interpre
tation of geochemical data.



where

Cr +Capx

x7
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The results are presented in the form of
four regression equations, 1-4, which are re

latively short and straightforward to inter

pret, even. though there is generally no di-l

rect causal relation between the-variables,
but rather their variation has a common un

derlying cause, the fractional crystallization
event. On the other hand, there are certain
variables which stand in a clear causal rela
tionship one to another, and this dichotomous

situation tends to interfere with the inter
pretation slightly.

The variation in total chromium content in

the rock is depicted by Equation (1), in which

the independent variables are the chromium

content values for the spinellid and Ca-poor

pyroxene. The coefficient of determination of
77.7 1~/o shows that the model has a fairly good

predictive value in spite of its simplicity.

Crt ot = 0.0156 + 0.0196 x57 7.6093 x27'

(1)

where
Crt ot °/0 Cr by wt. in the whole-rock

analysis,

x57 Cr in the spinellid,
X27 Cr in the Ca-poor pyroxene.

The chromium content of the Ca-poor py

roxene is explained best in terms of the tOr

tal chromium content and the Mg/Fe cation
ratio in the clinopyroxene (the corresponding

ratio in the orthopyroxene was not included

in the model), Le. chromium was to be found

in greater amounts in the early-formed PYi
roxenes,

Cr _Capx = 0.0263 + 0.0004 x52 + 0.0171 x15'

(2)

where
Cr _Capx = Cr in Ca-poor pyroxene,
x52 100 Mg/(Mg + Fe) in the Ca-rich

pyroxene,

x15 % Cr by wt. in the whole-rock

analysis.

The coefficient of determination for this sam

ple model is 77.6 0/0.

The regression function for Ca-rich pyrox
ene presented here contains four variables,

and achieves a coefficient of determination of

90.7 0/0. The importance of sodium, as alluded

to earlier, emerges clearly in this connection

in the form of the sodium content of the Ca
poor pyroxene. l~ parallel regression analysis

in which all the variables were included, per
formed for comparative purposes, had the Na
content of the Ca-rich pyroxene itself in this
position, while whole-rock CaO was excluded.
The absence of the aluminium content of the
pyroxene from the model may well be due to

the fact that this was represented in the corn....
puter data by the AILV and AlViI values, which

are insufficiently exact, as noted earlier. It is

also important to remember that the samples

representing the baC and upper be layers are
not included in this model, as they did not
contain any spinellids.

Cr - Capx = - 0.0073 +0.0011 x7"-
0.0171 x69 + 0.91136 + 0.0015 xs,

Cr in the Ca-rich pyroxene,

0/0 rv.rgO by wt. in the whole-rock

analysis,
Fe3 +IR3 + in the spinellid,

Na in the Ca-poor pyroxene,

0/0 Caf) by wt. in the whole-rock

analysis.

The chromiurrrcontent of the spinellids is

explained best in terms of the total alumini

um and chromium content values for the
whole-rock analyses and theamount of chro

mium in the Ca-rich pyroxene. The coeffi
cient of determination is 87.6 0/0. Aluminium
carries a negative weighting in the model,
and would appear to represent chiefly the

plagioclase content of the sample. The inclu

sion of the chromium content of the Ca-rich
pyroxene would seeln to be explained in part

by the reaction relationship between inter

cumulus pyroxene and cumulus: spinellid re

ferred to earlier.
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Crsp = 3.9285 -0.2145 x3 9.9249 x15

92.369 x~m,

where

er sp = er in the spinellid,

(4) x15

0/0 Al 203 by wt. in the whole-rock
analysis,
0/0 Cr by wt. in the whole-rock

analysis,

Cr in the Ca-richpyroxene.

SUMMARY

The. internal structure of .the Koillismaa
complex, its layering and its mineralogical

variation have all arisen as a result of frac
tional crystallization from a basic magma.
Although we have no exact knowledge of the
composition of this magma, some indication

of the nature of the primary liquid which
most probably initially filled the scattered
Koillismaa chamber is provided by sample
1Ch (Table 11), which represents the fine

grained border facies. This corresponds in

composition to a quartz-normative basalt,

and is characterized by a relatively high MgO

content and low Ti02• This magma reached

its present location, in a cold environment,
by passing through a long, narrow feeder
channel opening out into the Archean base

ment cornplex and forming the Narankavaa
ra intrusion and connecting 'dyke', with their
V-shaped cross-sections. This magma then also

began to escape along the practically hori

zontal surface of unconformity between the
basement complex and the Proterozoic supra

crustal rocks at the western end of the same

feeder, to form the extensive sheet of the

western intrusion.

The hot magma gave rise to thermometa

morphic and metasomatic alterations in the

gneisses adjacent to the contact, producing a
zone of albite-quartz rock of varying thick
ness beneath the western intrusion and be

side the V-shaped intrusions. At the same

time a layer of granophyre formed in the

hanging wall of the western intrusion, where

the heating effect of the magma was greatest,

CONCLUSIONS

although the relation between this and the

basic rocks has not yet been resolved on ac

count of the poverty of exposures. 'I'he over

all similarities between the rare earth ele
ment fractionation patterns in the layered se
ries and those in the granophyre {Fig. 35),
coupled with the mirror-image Eu anomaly
characteristics, would nevertheless indicate
that these rocks are eo-magmatic, even
though contamination may well have played

a significant part in the genesis of the grano

phyre.

One consequence of the rapid cooling of the

basic magma as it came into contact with the

cold environment was the formation of a fine
grained chilled margin. As the magma con
tinued to flow, however, this broke up and

became eroded away, so that now it is only
encountered in the form of autoliths located
further away from the contact.

While the magma was still in a state of

movement, siliceous fragments of the sur

rounding gneisses became incorporated in it,

melting either totally or partially and giving

rise to pronounced local contamination. At

the same time the rnarginal series began to

crystallize in a steeply rising attitude at the

sides of the V-shaped intrusions and in a

horizontal position at the base of the western

intrusion. During its solidification, conditions

became favourable for a separation of the

immiscible Ni-Cu--Fe sulphide liquid from

the silicate melt, as a consequence of which

a weak .dissemination of sulphides .with asso-
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ciated platinum-group minerals is to be found
in the series.

One striking feature of the marginal se
ries is its 'overturned' layering, Le. it shows
'reversed' fractionation, as found in .Iimber
lana and Muskox. Even so, the rocks with.
'cumulate' textures involved in this scarcely
deviate in character from those of the lay
ered series, although since the series is 'over
turned', it is difficult to explain its origins
as being due to gravitative accumulation.

The modified differentiation. index calcu
lated from the chemical compositions record
ed varies within a relatively wide range in
the marginal series of the western intrusion,
e.g. from 15.70 to 37.51 in the Syote section
(Table 11). Similarly the range in the com
position of the minerals is fairly wide, e.g.
with Ca-poor pyroxene varying between
Mg81Fe19 and Mg69Fe31 (Table 4) and plagio]
clase between An78. and An58 (Table All
these facts point to a relatively large range
for the temperature of crystallization. Thus,
if an equilibrium was maintained between
the magma and the Ca-poor pyroxenes of
composition Mg69Fe31 and plagioclases of corn
position An58 in the marginal series and lay
ered series, then the lower part of the mar
ginal series must still have been in a liquid
state throughout the deposition of the whole
of the lower zone of the layered series. This
apparent deposition on top of a liquid layer
constitutes a fresh addition to the now con
siderable list of features of layered intrusions
which do not appear to be consistent with
the cumulus theory (cf. Campbell 1978, Me
Birney & Noyes 1979).

The crystallization conditions in these three
separate but connected magma chambers,
those of the Narankavaara intrusion, the
western intrusion and the connecting 'dyke'
turned out to be entirely different, and thus
fractionation pursued its own course in each
of them, giving rise to three distinct differ
entiation series.

Although the vertical extent of the
shaped Narankavaara intrusion is of the or
der of some .six kilornetres, only about one
kilometre of this is exposed to give a strati
graphic section. This begins with a zone of
ultramafic cumulates, the lowermost parts
of which contain practically dunitic oli
vine(-chrome spinel) cumulates. These cumu
lates have a low modified differentiation in
dex, around 3:1 and high concentrations of
Mg in the ferromagnesian silicates

Mg87.5Fe12.5, Ca-poor pyroxene Mg88Fe12 and
Ca-rich pyroxene Mg89Fell), suggesting that
fractionation was in its very early stages
here. One may therefore expect a change in
the direction of differentiation further down
in the formation, and a marginal series
the kind found in Jimberlana and lVIuskox

McClay & Campbell 1976) may well play
a considerable role at deeper levels.

The following .Iayers in the stratigraphy

after the olivine(-chrome spinel) cumulates

consist of olivine-bronzite(-chrome spinel)

cumulates, bronzite cumulates, bronzite

augite cumulates and bronzite cumulates

again in ascending order. These are then fol

lowed by a recurrence of olivine-bronzite
(-chrome spinel) cumulates, probably as a
result of a fresh influx of basic magma into
the chamber, blending with the earlier liquid.
This second magma need not necessarily have
been of exactly the same composition as the
primary magma, but may well have been
modified in the lower crustal reservoirs. This
new influx of magma may also have contri
buted to the occurrence of disseminated
sulphides in the contact zone between the
ultramafic and gabbroic rocks.

The ultramafic cumulates are followed by

layers of mafic and intermediate cumulates.

These are sufficiently limited in amount com

pared with the ultramafic cumulates, how

ever, that. one is forced to conc:lude that the

intrusion must once have been more exten....



sive in its upper parts than one would as
sume from the present outcrop area.

The rnodified differentiation index for the
Narankavaara intrusion varies over a wide
range, from almost zero to practically 80, and
the silica content increases quite markedly
the upper parts of the layered series, as re
flected in the abundance quartz pnesent.
Although actual granophyresare not found
here as they are. above the basic. rocks of the
western intrusion, the uppermost granodio
rites .resemble them fairly closely in compo
sition, being. just slightly :more .basic. The
fractionation trends of the ferromagnesian
silicates are very short, and the Ca-poor
roxene Vias not replaced by Fe-rich olivine
once .it ceased to be precipitated as is often
the case in tholeiitic intrusions. Thus there
is no enrichment of FeD towards the upper
part of the sequence, but instead the fractio
nation follows the same SiCl2 enrichment 
FeD depletion trend observed in Jimberlana
(Campbell & Nolan 1974)" Crystallization
would nevertheless appear to have taken
place at a lower temperature in its final
stages in the case of the Narankavaara intru
sion, as is suggested by the lower En content
(En61) of the Ca-poor pyroxenes at the ortho
pyroxene-pigeonite changeover and the low
calculated equilibration temperatures for
the coexisting pyroxene pairs in subzone
Gbno II.

Information on the layered series in the
connecting 'dyke' is limited to the incomplete
Pyhitys section, which is characterized by
pronounced igneous lamination and rhythmic
layering which varies in scale from a matter
of less than one centimetre up to the level
of macrorhythmic layering. The mineralogy
and chemistry of the Pyhitys section suggests
that it serves in its entirety as an intermedi
ate formation between the Narankavaara and
western intrusions.

The layered series in the western intrusion
consists of three mineralogically · quite dis-
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tinct zones, the lower, middle and upper
zones, while the lower zone in the Porttivaa
ra 'block would seem to be underlain by a
further hidden layered series which increases
in thickness towards the east and should re
ally be regarded as constituting a fourth
zone.

The lower zone, in which olivine is a sig
nificant cumulus phase at times, is typified
both by fine-scale .Iayering and also by ·a
slightly indeterminate macrorhythmic layer
ing, the origin of which may well be explic
able in terms of the hypothesis proposed by
Jackson (1961) for the formation of the macro
rhythmic units of the Stillwater complex.
According to th_is hypothesis the units were
formed by bottom accumulation of crystals
separating from successive relatively thin
layers of stagna1?-t magma located adjacent
to the floor. The origin of the lower zone can
probably be more plausibly explained; how
ever, by the multiple injection hypothesis
(Irvine & Smith 1967), since it is difficult to
conceive of the extensive., side-filling west
ern. intrusion .having been formed in any other
way than through periodic influxes of
fresh magma in which each new influx mixed
with the fractionated magma already in the
chamber, rendering it more basic and raising
its temperature, thus resulting in the repeti
tion of olivinc-bearing cumulates, for exam
ple. The new magma pulses apparently dif
fered from the primary magma in their com
position, however, since the magma influxes
entering the western intrusion periodically
from the side would seem to have become
progressively more differentiated in the mag
ma .chamber of the connecting 'dyke'.

The magma chamber of the western intru
sion probably reached its eventual dimen
sions during the consolidation of the lower
zone, so that in the terminology of Wager and
Brown (1968) this may be designated as the
integration .. stage in the crystallization his
tory .of the western intrusion, during which
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It would seem thatthe parental magma of

the Koillismaa complex was rather poor in

chromium, the analyses of the fine-grained

border facies suggesting a content of approx..

200 ppm. None of the chromium-rich layers

typical of many other layered intrusions con

taining ultramafic cumulates are to be found

here, but rather the chromium would seem to

remain largely hidden in the la.ttices of the

pyroxenes, at least in the exposed parts of

the complex. Accessory amounts of chromi

urn-bearing minerals of the spinel group, rep

resenting a wide composition range interme

diate between the chromites and titanomag

netites, are nevertheless commonly encoun

tered, among which actual chromites are to

be found in greatest abundance in the oli

vine-rich rocks.

An attempt has been made here to deter

mine the variations in chromium content in

the whole-rock samples and the principal

chromium-bearing minerals, the pyroxenes

and spinellids, by statistical means, employ

ing multi-variant regression analysis. This

yields relatively simple and fairly easily in

terpretable equations, in spite of the fact that

in by no means all cases there is a causal

relationship between the dependent and in

dependent variable in question. Given the.

current rapid increase in the amount of in

formation available on the partition of chro

mium between the various minerals in dif

ferent layered intrusions arising from the

more widespread use being made of micro

analysis in such research, it should be pos

sible to perform similar statistical analyses

on material from both intrusions known to

contain chrorne ores and intrusions where

these in all probability do not occur. Com

parison of the resulting equations might then

yield information of a kind which would be

directly applicable to the task of prospecting

for chrome ores.

the magma present in the chamber and

being- periodically added to it. were

grated by mixing.

The commencement of formation of

middle zone :marks the beginning of the

differentiation stage, in which

would seem to have taken place under

tively stable conditions and in a closed

tern. The depression in the

nevertheless soon cut off the connection

tween the southern and northern parts of

magma chamber, and crystallization

ed thereafter along a separate course in

the northern part being characterized by

gradual emergence of plagioclase as the

cumulus phase, with progressively

amounts of it occurring towards the top

the sequence, whereas in the southern

the deposition of the gabbronorites of

middle zone was followed at first by

lization which led to almost

plagioclase cumulates, whereupon a lJ.L.L.L.L\,4.L~lUk

neous increase in oxygen fugacity led to

crystallization of vanadium-bearing ~.L~C;.4.L.L.L.L'-.L

ous magnetite, and thus to the creation

magnetite gabbro. Following the formation

this subzoneplagioclase was then left as

only cumulus phase in this southern part

the magma chamber, too.

Like those at Narankavaara, the

tion trends of the minerals in the western

trusion are fairly short, but here the " ,.......

differentiation index varies within quite

narrow range and Si02~ content values

just a slight increase towards the upper

of the sequence, due chiefly to an increase

granophyric intergrowths of quartz and

feldspar as pore material. A slight

ment of Fe2 + occurs as fractionation "Y'\-r,("\ral:::.o.r~C'

mainly by virtue of a small jump

amount of ][feO in the magnetite gabbro.

does not result in the formation of

silicates, however, but instead the

of the ferrous iron is bound in the VV\ '"\ rl''V\ 1"\ .... , 1'":1"\
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Table 1.
Numbering, locations and mineral paragenesis of the type samples

from the Koillismaa complex •

...-------

NO. Koil Coordinates 8th· 01 Opx Cpx pI Crt IIm Mag Mic Q&g SuI

NARANKAVAARA
peridotite I

INa 0401 7276.80 487.20 255 0 *** +++ ++ ** ++
2Na W314 7284.02 484.35 270 160 *** +++ **
3Na W278-1 7283 41 485.06 285 170 greatly altered **
4Na K6641 7282.47 485.89 320 180 *** *** *
5Na K649 7282.77 485.70 291 180 *** *** **
6Na T219 7287.29 482.82 235 181 *** +++ +++ * + ++ +
7Na W320 7286.48 483.88 235 182 *** +++ * +
8Na R692 7287.13 477.56 247 183 *** *** *
9Na R691 7288.08 477.59 250 184 *** *** ++ *

Bronzitite I
IONa K664I1 7282.47 485.89 320 185 * *** + *
IlNa R703I 7276.97 487.71 246 200 *
12Na K652 7282.67 485.65 325 250 +
13Na K663 7282.38 485.29 268 270 +
14Na K654II 7282.63 485.61 350 290 ++ *
15Na K654T 7282.63 485.61 350 300 ++ ++ * +
16Na K661 7282.44 485.34 290 305 +
17Na K660 7282.46 485.38 308 310 ++
18Na K637 7284.23 483.29 241 315 ++ + * +'
Nebsterite
19Na K659II 7282.49 485.41 325 320 ***
20Na T223 7281.70 486.87 300 325 *** +
21Na R697 7281.10 486.56 260 325 ***
22Na K657 7282.59 485.43 360 330 ***
23Na K658 7282.55 485.41 348 340 ***
24Na W303-2 7284.83 482.82 245 345 ***
25Na W274-1 7282.87 484.'60 270 350 ***
Bronzitite 11
26Na R699-1 7280.93 487.05 260 360 ++
27Na 0396 7284.85 480.07 240 370 ++
28Na 0395 7285.28 480.48 240 380 ++ ++ +
29Na W284 7285.75 481.10 241 390 ++ ++
30Na U507 7287.69 478.30 249 400 ++ ++
peridotite 11
31Na T204 7287.54 478.68 245 420 ** ++: +
32Na 1i.v317 -7285.95 482.27 246 430. ++ *
33Na R696 7285.08 483.86 250 440 *
34Na W2:B1 7285.57 483.80 242 460 **
35Na W310 7285.13 484.50 240 480 * +
36Na 1i.v298 7284.74 483.66 262 500 +++ *
Gabbronorite I
37Na K629-2 7287.29 478.89 245 520 +++ ++
38Na W292 7284.75 483.52 272 540 +++ * + +
39Na W318 7286.07 482.10 250 560 +++
40Na K634 7286.40 481.80 246 580 +++ *
41Na T220I 7286.55 481.92 250 600 +++ + + ++ +
Olivine gabbronorite
42Na rr208 7287.62 479.45 250 620 +++ * +
43Na T213 7287.46 480.24 250 640 +++ * + ++ + +
Gabbronorite I
44Na 0391 7287.51 479.98 255 680 +++ * ++ + +++ + +
45Na U502 7288.00 478.49 ,252 700 +++ * + ++ +
46Na 'T'212 7287.62 480.20 250 720 +++ * ++ ++ ++
Gabbronorite IT
47Na T206 7287.44 478.74 250 740 *** +
48Na T210 7287.83 480.00 250 780 *** + ++ ++ ++
49Na 0392 7287.56 480.00 250 810 *** * + + ++ ++
50Na 0390 7287.78 479.89 257 840 *** + ++ +++ ++ +
Quartz diorite & granodiorite
SINa U510I 7288.23 477.92 249 880 *** ++

+ 1++ +++ +
52~.a U490 7288.36 478.81 246 940 *** ++ +++ +++ +
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Table 1 Continued

No. Koi1 Coordinates sth 01 Opx Cpx pI Crt; Ilm !'1ag Mic Q&SJ SuI

- ----- --
PYHITY:S
MGS/u1tramafito1ite

IPy T240 7300.10 559.85 350 *** +++ ++ 11<'oJr

- Lower zone a
2Py T239 7299.90 560.12 320 *** +++ ++ *** +' +

'Lower zone b
]Py W168 7300.13 559.74 354 *** ++ *** ir +
4Py W170 7300.24 559.74 380 *** +++ *** + +
5,Py W171A 7300.27 559.74 380 *** +++ *** ++ +

Lower zone c
6Py W171B2 7300.32 559.73 390 *** *** ++ *** * +

Upper zone
7Py W178 7300.64 559.67 360 *** +++ *** .,... ++
SPy W181-2 7300.80 559.82 345 +++ +++ *** * ** ++

PORTTIVAARA
MGS/contact gabbro

Ipa M278A 7298.10 544 .45 295 completely altered
2po M278D 7298.20 544.45 295 I *** I ++ I*** I ++
3Po M2781 7298.15 544.43 295 completely altered

MGSjultramafitolite
4Po K700 7299.49 550.37 370 *** +++ + +

Lower zone a
SPa .K699 7299.63 550.40 358 *** +++ ++ *** + + +
6Po Wl12-1 7299.18 548.81 310 *** *** ++ *** + + +

Lower zone b
7Po W047 7300.06 548.81 330 * +++ +++ *** + + ++

Lower- zone c
8Po M302 7299.23 546.09 345 ** +++ ++ *** + + +
9Po ~~351 7300.50 548.76 320 ** *** +++ *** + + +

10Po W059 7300.56 548.49 340 ** *** +++ *** + + +
Ilpo M197B 7297.15 540.33 280 ** *** +++ *** + +
Middle zone
12po W060 7300.64 548.52 330 *** +++ *** * +
13Po M201A 7297.38 540.31 288 *** *** *** + +
14P9 H133Bl 7298.89 539.62 284 *** *** *** ++ ++
Upper zo ne a
15Po M317 7300.14 545.78 355 * *** ++
Upper zone b
16Po M155 7299.50 539.36 274 **-A' *** ***
17Po M327 7300.67 545.35 386 *** *** ***
Upper zone c
18Po N077 7.302.12 547.31 270 + ***
SYOTE

,MGS/contact gabbro
isv Drill-hole No.10 249.55 m *** ++ *** reatly ur a I i t ize d-s ++
2Sy Drill-hole No.lO 168.80 m *** +++ *** ++

MGSjultramafitolite
3Sy Dril1 .... hole No.lO 164.60 m completely altered + ++

Lower zone c
4Sy Drill-hole No.IO 107.55 m *** *** +++ *** + + + +
5Sy -Drill-hole No.lO 33.65 m *** *** +++ *** + ++ +
6Sy HOOG 7280.40 531.70 265 *** *** +++ *** +
7Sy K061Al 7282.49 534.71 275 *** *** t++ ***
8Sy K061A3 7282.49 534 . 71 -275 *** *** +++ *** ++ ++
9Sy K061C 7285.20 534.58 285 *** *** +++ *** + +

lOSy K062B2 7282.66 534 .53 295 *** *** +++ *** +
llsy K067B2 7282.90 534.73 295 *** +++ +++ *** +
12Sy K063B 7282.74 534.43 295 *** +++ +++ *** + + ++ +
f'.1iddle zone
13Sy K189 7285.55 537.06 365 *** *** *** + +
'14Sy K190 7285.58 537.04 370 *** *** *** + ++
15.Sy K191 7285.60 .537.01 375 *** ***' *** + +

,16.SY K192 7285.60 536.9(-) 365 *** *** *** + *+ +
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----
NO. xei i Coordinates Sth 01 Opx Cpx pI Crt tlm Mag Mic Q&g SuI

17Sy KI93 7285.74 536.91 355 1460 *** *** *** + ++
18Sy KI06 7286.06 536.J8 290 1635 *** *** *** + +
19Sy K112 7287.02 538.17 315 1680 *** *** *** ++ ++
20Sy K2~09 7286.82 536.76 315 1950 *** *** *** + + + +
Upper zone a
21Sy Drill-hole ~o~ 9 114.60 m 2350 ** *** +++
Upper zone b
22Sy K051B 7283.47 528.89 305 2505 *** *** ***
23Sy K050A 7283.51 528.86 315 2530 *** *** ***
24Sy K044F 7283~90 528.80 315 2605 *** *** *** +
25Sy K042D 7284.03 529.20 320 2700 *** *** ***
26Sy Drill-hole No ..SR2 55.0 m 2735 *** *** *** +
27Sy Drill-hole No ..SR3 132.0 m 2765 *** *** *** + +
Upper zone c
28Sy Drill-hole No.,ll 39.45 m 2860 ++ *** + ++
lKUUSIJARVI
l\lGS/contact gabbro

1Ku U031 7306.17 551.25 240 15 *** +++ *** ++
MGS/u1tramafitolite

2Ku U283 7309.47 541.63 271 80 completely altered
Lower zone b

3Ku U164A 7305.02 557.08 243 160 *** +++ ***
4Ku U133 7305.65 553.25 237 195 *** +++ *** +

Lower zone c
5Ku U132 7305.68: 553.36 238 215 *** +++ +++ *** .... + +

Middle zone
6Ku U122 7306.10 553.07 233 440 *** +++ *** + ++

Upper zone a
7Ku U1l911 7307.88 553.56 239 970 ** *** + ++

Upper zone b
8Ku U120B 7307.91 553.40 240 1000 *** *** ***

L1PEAVAARA
~lGS/contact gabbro

1Li Drill-holeNo~14 "51.45 m 40 *** +++ *** + ++
2Li Drill-hole No.14 28.70 m 60 *** +++ *** * +++
3Li Drill-hole No.14 20.00 m 70 *** +++ *** + ++

MGS/ultramafitolite
4Li Drill-hole No.14 18.80 m 72 *** +++ ++ + ++

Lower zone b
5Li Drill-hole No.14 16.90 m 74 *** +++ *** + ++

Lower zone c
6Li Drill-hole No.14 6.70 m 85 *** +++ +++ ***

Middle zo ne
7Li TOO21 7311.48 553.44 2'304 100 *** *** *** + ++ + ++
8Li T042 7311.81 551.40 270 390 *** *** + ++ +
9Li T03911 7312.03 551.39 250 450 *** *** ++ ++ +

10Li T040 7311.61 551.43 290 570 +++ *** .... +
Upper zone
llLi U09811 7309.82 551.14 249 1570 ++ *** + +
MGS/fine-grained gabbronorite

lCh U144I 7305.71 552.64 235 *** *** *** +
Granophyre

lGr U114 7307.07 533.66 236 *** + 1+++ +++

NO. =Sample numbering used in the text and tables
Koil =Serialnumbers in the Koillismaa Research project
Coordinates=x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the outcrops. Localities of the

Narankavaara area are situated in that sector 1it1hose central
meridian is 3~E and the remainder in the sector whose central
meridian is 2rE.

8th =structural height in metres
01 =Olivine Opx =Orthopyroxene
Cpx =C1inopyroxene PI =p1agioclase
Crt =Chromite and chromian magnetite (not composite grains)
1lm =Discrete ferrian i1menite
Mag =Composite ilmeno-magnetite-ferrian ilmenite
Mic =Tri-octahedral mica
Q&g =Quartz andgranophyric intergrowths
SuI =Sulphides
*** (cumulus mineral) +++ (intercumulus mineral) main rock component

** (cumulus mineral) ++ (intercumulus mineral) minor amounts
* (cumulus mineral) + (intercumulus mineral) accessory amounts



TabLe 2.
U-Pb anaLyticaL data for zircons from the Koillismaa complex.
(For sampLe numbering, see Fig. 2.)

SampLe Zircon fractjon
233

U Radi ogeni c
206pb Isotopic abundance Radiometric ages, Ma

( -3 I • ) 206 254~~ relative to 206pb (=100)No. g.cm ISlze, 1Jrn ppm Pb, ppm

(measured) 206pb 207 pb 207 pb

204 207 208 I
2j3~- 235~- 206~~

3.3<d<4.2 1853 588.5 4676 '0.019989 15.790 26.735
!

2014±12A564A 2210 ± 7 2307 ± 3
A610A d> 4.2 '316.9 137.4 2708 0.034/..87 1G. 323 19. 166 2618 ± 17 2653 ± 7 2680 ± 2

130<m<160
A610B d>4.2/m>160 295.0 128.7 2483- 0.037254 18.876 19.399 2632 ± 17 2660 ± 7 2682 ± 3
A610C d > 4.2 309.-3 132.9 2714 0..-034034 13.721 19.-494 2599 ± 17 2640 ± 8 2672 ± 3

70<m<130
A610D d > 4. 2/m <70 286.3 121 .9 3093 0.029326 18.577 20.145 2580 ± 17 2627 ± 7 2664 ± 3
A610F d> 4.6 172.2 73.4 6990 0.010414 18.220 21.085 2582 ± 32 2622 ± 15 2653 ± 3
A610G d >.4 .2/magnet i c 320.9 135.8 4094 0.019926 18.598 18.989 2567 ±17 2628 ± 7 2676± 3
A693A d>4.2/m>160 554.9 211.2 -3859 0.024084 16.118 30.155 2350± 12 2391 ± 5 2427 ± 3
A698B 4.0 <d < 4~ 2 920.3 344.7 4687 0.019842 16.040 33.732 2318 ± 11 2375 ± 5 2424 ± 2

m> 160
A698C 3.8 <d < 4.0 1209 439.4 3610 0.025635 16.044 34.558' 2261 ± 12' 2343 ± 5 2416 ± 2

_A700A d>4.2/m>160 314.7 115.6 1368 0.070347 16.671 26.021 2231 ±"12 2356 ± 6 2422 ± 4
'A700B d> 4.2 280.5 103.3 1743 0.054420 16.521 25.879 2286 ± 11 2362 ± 6 2428 ± 4

70 <m < 130
A700e I d > 4. 2/magnet i c 313.5 1'j 2.9 I 1301 I 0.074095 I

... L '"7"1,"} "")1:' "")L..7 2243 ± 11 2337 ± 6 2421 ± 5 I

I
10. (I':::' c:..J.c:..UI I

A709A d>4.2/m>160 4·83.0 130.5 S149 0.017678 16. 124 23. 131 2313 ± 11 2379 ± 5 2436 ± 3
A709B 4.0 <d < 4.2 639.3 220.7 4<>18 0.019938 16.015 21 .815 2164 ± 11 2299 ± 6 2421 ± 2

m> 160
A709C d> 4.2/130 < m < 160 442.3 165.1 6596 0-.013325 16.060 22.541 2312 ± 11 2378 ± 5 2435 ± 2
A713A d> 4.2 622.,8 238.0 5190 0.010962 16.002 41.831 2358 ± 12 2398 ± 6 2432 ± 4
A713B 3.8<d<4.2' 1231 461.3 36~,9 0.010255 15.880 38.679 2319 ± 12 2373 ± 5 2420 ± 2
A919A 4.2<d<4.6 486.9 167.8 1-102 0.048026 16.380 33 .. 212 2161 ±11 2298 ± 7 2421 ± 5
A919B 4.0 < d <4.2 872.7 328.3 1894 0.050733 16; 479 42.395 2327±~2 2381 ± 6 2428 ± 4
A919C 3.8 <d <4.0 1212 429.6 3026 0.031070 16.115 37.638 2212 ± 12 2320 ± 6 2416 ± 3

m> 160
A919D 3.8 <d <4. O/m <160 1310" 438.7 2488 0.038236 16.206 40.571 2109 ± 11 2269 ± 6 2416 ± 3
A919E 3.6 <d <3.8/m>70 1466 450.8 1620 0.059063 16.272 38.492 1959±11 2179 ± 6 2394 ± 3
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Table 3.

Microprobe analyses of olivines from the Koillismaa complex. (For sample numbering, see Table 1.)

-------------------------------------------~----------- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------~~----

1Na 2Na 4Na 5Na 6Na 7Na 8Na 9Na IONa 26Na 31Na 32Na 33Na 35Na 36Na 42Na 43Na 2Py 6Py 41;>0
-------------------------------------------~=====~-~-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ---------------~~~-~-

Si02 42.0 38.2 43.6 38~7 39.8 40.0 40.4 38.9 43.1 37.3 41.8 41.1 40.1 39.2 39.6 37.7 38.5 37.8 38.2 38~0

Ti02 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .08 <.05 <.05 .05 <.~05

A1203 <.05 <.05 .05 <.05 <.05 .05 .07 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .98 <.05 .25 .07 .08 .06 <.05 ..06
FeO 11.6 12.8 12.7 12.4 13.9 14.5 13.4 15.0 12.6 27.3 14.3 16.4 11.6 16.8 14.9 18.7 20.9 24.2 26.7 22.1
MnO .15 .18 .16 .06 .19 .20 .17 .07 .17 .48 .13 .." .25 • 26 .27 ..27 .13 .38 <.05 .34.G.L

MgO 45.7 46.3 46.7 49.3 48.2 45.8 45.1 45.4 47.2 36.8 42.6 42.3 48.9 43.5 45.7 42.9 42.5 36.5 37.5 38.8
CaO .07 .58 .07 <.05 .07 .08 .07 .05 .05 <.05 .06 .05 <.05 .06 .06 .05 <.05 .09 .13 .08
NiO .37 .24 .25 .20 .24 .24 .31 .19 .32 .10 .23 .20 .24 .26 .23 .17 .33 .20 .25 .26
---------------------------------------------------~~~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Total 99.9 98.3 103.5 100.7 102.4 100.9 99.5 99.6 103.4 102.0 99.1 100.3 102.1 100.1 101.0 99.9 102.4 99.2 102.8 99,.6

Number of ions on the basis of 4 oxygen atoms
si 1.035 ..972 1.039 .959 .974 .994 1.011 .983 1.029 .977 1.049 1.032 .973 .994 .986 .969 .973 1.002 .985 .993
Al - - .001 - - .001 .002 - - - - - .028 - .007 .002 .002 .002 - .002
Ti - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .002 - - .001 -
Fe2+ .239 .272 .253 .257 .284 .301 .280 .317 .252 .598 .300 .344 .235 .356 .310 .402 .442 .536 .576 .483
Mn .003 .004 .003 .001 .004 .004 .004 .001 .003 .011 .003 .004 .005 .006 .006 .006 .003 .009 - .008
Mg 1.679 1.756 1.658 1.820 1.758 1.697 1.682 1.710 1.680 1.436 1.593 1.583 1.768 1.644 1.696 1.643 1.600 1.442 1.441 1.512
Ca .002 .016 .002 - .002 .002 .002 .001 .001 - .002 .001 - .002 .002 .001 - .003 .004 .002
Ni .007 .005 .005 .004 .005 .005 .006 .004 .006 .002 .005 .004 .005 .005 .005 .004 .007 .004 .005 .005

Atomic ratios
Mg 87.5 86.6 86.8 87.6 86.1 84.9 85.7 84.4 87.0 70.6 84.2 82.1 88.3 82.2 84.5 80.3 78.4 72.9 71.5 75.8
Fe2+ 12.5 13.4 13.2 12.4 13.9 15.1 14.3 15.6 13.0 29.4 15.8 17.9 11.7 17.8 15.5 19.7 21.6 27.1 28.5 24.2

Table 3. Microprobe analyses of olivines - continued.

--------------------------------------------------------
5Po 6Po 7Po 8po 9Po 10Po I1po 4Sy 5Sy 6Sy 7Sy 9Sy 10Sy 12Sy 5Ku

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
si02 38.7 39.7 38.5 37.7 37.8 39.0 38.6 37.6 37.2 38.0 37.3 37.5 38.6 37.7 38.7
Ti02 <.05 .01 <.05 .04 .02 .04 .02 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .05 <.05
A1203 <.05 .14 • OS' .07 .11 .06 .04 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .06 <.05 0
FeO 21.6 23.5 26.8 25.8 27.0 27.9 28.0 27.0 29.0 26.5 24.6 27.0 26.7 25.6 24.7 i-+.>

MnO .30 .27 .28 .27 .38 .29 .36 .34 .21 .39 .27 .32 .17 .30 .39 F.i:j
MgO 40.2 39.5 37.2 36.9 37.5 35.1 34.1 35.5 34.8 35.0 37.3 37.2 37.9 37.2 37.9 S'
CaO .07 .10 .05 .13 .09 .14 .09 .11 .09 .10 .10 .09 .09 .05 .07

~Nio .30 .27 .26 .22 .22 .24 .24 .31 .30 .21 .10 <.05 .26 <.05 .24 ~

-------------------------------------------~=~--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - p..
Total 101.2 103.5 103.1 101.1 103.1 102.8 101.4 100.9 101.6 100.2 99.7 102.1 103.7 101.0 102.0

to
Number of ions on the basis of 4 oxygen atoms §

si .993 1.000 .991 .988 .976 1.010 1.015 .994 .985 1.007 .987 .978 .987 .987 .998 (D

Al - .004 .002 .002 .003 .002 .001 - - - - - - .002 - c:-+-

Ti - - - .001 - .001 - - - - - - - .001 - S'
Fe2+ .463 .495 .577 .565 .583 .604 .616 .597 .642 .587 .544 .589 .571 .561 .533 w,......
Mn .007 .00h .006 ..006 .008 .006 .008 .008 .005 .009 .006 .007 .004 .007 .009 <:.0

Mg 1.537 1.484 1.427 1.441 1.443 1.355 1.336 1.398 1.374 1.383 1.471 1.446 1.444 1.452 1.456
Ca .002 .003 .001 .004 .002 .004 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .002 .001 .002
Ni .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .007 .006 .004 .002 - .005 - .005

Atomic ratios eo
1'-lg 76.8 75.0 71.2 71.8 71.2 69.2 68.5 70.1 68.1 70.2 73.0 71.1 71.7 72.1 73.2 C..:>

Fe2+ 23.2 25.0 28.8 28.2 28.8 30.8 31.5 29.9 31,,9 29 8 27.0 28.9 ')0 ") 27.9 26.0 Total Fe as FeG"",l • .,;
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Hicroprobe analyses of Ca-poor pyroxenes from the Koil1ismaa complex. (For sample numbering, see Table 1.) n
pj......

-------------------------------
----------------------- --- -~ ----- ---- ----------------

-- ---~~ ~~~-~~~----------- -----
--------------

to

1N~ 4Na 5Na 6Na 7Na 8Na 9Na IONa 11Na 12Na 13Na 14Na 15Na 16Na 17Na 18Na 19Na 20Na 21Na 22Na s::
1-$

--------~-------------------------
----------------------------------

---,------------------------------
----~---- ---- - - ------------

~

S i02 53.8 58.9 56.4 55.8 56.8 56.8 54.8 59.7 55 ..4 60eO 56 ..6 57.5 58.8 58.0 57.7 57.2 56.2 59.2 58.8 55.0
ro
~

Ti02 .37 .19 .05 .13 .08 .05 .09 .15 <.05 ..12 10 .11 .10 .09 .08 .10 .05 .08 .07 .06 0

A1203 1 ..60 1.70 1.40 1.40 1.32 1.60 1.80 1.70 .94 1.70 1.40 1.30 1.30 1.50 1.00 .70 1.30 1.00 1.20 .90 ~

o2r203 .38 .49 .45 .50 .29 .51 .45 .48 .60 52 .45 .48 .52 .47 .46 44 .39 .25 .35 .24 ~

PeG 7.60 7.90 7.60 9.00 8.57 8.70 8.90 8.10 7.00 8.10 7 ..70 7 ..90 8.70 8.60 8.50 10.0 10.5 9.90 10.4 9.50 S'

HnO .14 .19 .19 .18 .12 .18 .19 .16 .16 .17 .16 .19 .19 ..17 ..21 .18 .22 .19 .24 .22 P'

HgO 31.8 30.3 33.1 31.6 32.9 30.8 29.9 31 ..9 31.0 31.1 33.0 30.8 32.2 30.8 31.5 31.9 31.6 31.2 30.3 30.2 :::::s

CaO 1.70 2.50 1.80 2.20 1.68 1 ..80 2.40 1.70 1.19 1 ..30 2.00 2.10 1.90 2.30 2.20 1.40 .70 1.60 1.50 1.80 fl'

tJa20 <.05 .10 .14 .10 .09 .30 .11 <.05 <.05 .16 05 <.05 <.05 .07 n.d. <.05 n.d. <.05 <.05 .06 tJj

NiO 08 .06 .05 .07 .06 .05 <.05 .08 07 .06 .07 .08 .06 .08 .06 06 .07 .05 .05 .03 §

----------~------------------------
-----------------------------------

----------------------~----------~-
--------- --------- -----

ro

'T'ott::l' 97.5 102.3 101.2 101.0 101.9 100.8 98.6 104.0 96.4 103.2 101.5 100.5 103.8 102.1 101.7 102.0 101.0 103.5 102.9 98.0 M-

S'

Si 1.931 2.003 1.947 1.945 1.951 1.973 1.954 1..995 1 ..994 2.015 1.948 1.994 1.980 1.986 1.984 1.973 1.959 2

1\J1\1 .068 - .053 .055 .049 .027 046 005 .00fi - .052 .006 .020 ,,014 016 .027 041 - .025

A 1 \'~ - .068 .004 .002 .005 ..039 ..029 062 034 ..067 004 .047 .032 ..047 .025 .002 ..013 040 .048 .013

.010 .005 .001 .003 002 .001 .002 004 - 003 .003 .003 .003 .002 .002 .003 ..001 .002 .002 .002

er .011 .011 .012 .014 .003 014 .013 013 ..017 .014 .012 .013 .014 .013 .013 012 .011 ..007 ..009 .007

re2+ .228 .225 .219 .262 .246 .253 265 .226 .211 .227 .222 229 245 .246 .244 .. 289 306 " 280 .297 ..285

"1n .004 .OOS .006 .005 .003 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 ..006 ..005 .005 006 .005 .006 .005 .007 .007

1.701 1.536 1.703 1.642 1.685 1.595 1 589 1.58<) 1.663 1 557 1.693 1.592 1.616 1.572 1.615 1.640 1.642 1.574 1 ..540 1.616

.065 .091 .067 .082 .062 ..067 .092 061 .046 .047 .074 .078 069 .084 ..081 ..052 ..026 .058 ..055 .069

na - .007 .009 .007 ..006 .020 .003 - .010 003 - - .005 - - - - .004

002 .002 .001 .002 .002 "'" ..002 .002 ..002 ,,002 002 002 002 002 ..002 002 .001 .001 .001
.. vu.!.

Atom i c pe rcent
Mg S5.1 82.7 85.4 82.4 84 ..4 83. .4 84 5 86 84 8 84 9 83 6 83 5 82.4 83.0 82.6 82.9 82.1 81.1 81.7

Fe 11.6 ] 2.4 11.3 13.4 12.5 13.4 13 ..9 12 ..3 11.2 12.7 11.4 12.3 12.9 13.2 12.9 14.8 15 ..8 14.9 16.0 14.8

1.3 4.<) 3.3 4. 1 1.1 3.5 4.7 3.2 2.4 2.5 3.7 4.1 3 ..5 4.4 4.2 2.6 1.3 3.0 2.9 3.5

mq 88.0 87.0 38.3 36.0 87.1 86. 85.4 87.3 88.5 87.0 88.2 87.2 86.6 86.2 86.6 84.8 84.0 84.6 83.5 84.7

2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.01 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.01 2.00

\'lXy ,.u.:: ' ne: 2.02 2.02 2.02 2,,00 2.,.00 1.96 1.98 1.93 2.02 1.97 1.98 1.98 1.99 2.00 2.01 1.97 1.96 2.00
L • ::J..J



Table 4. Microprobe analyses of Ca-poor pyroxenes - continued.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
23:-Ja 24Na 2SNa 27N:=i 28Na 2qNa 301'121 31N,J. 32Na 33Na. 36Na 37Na 38Na 39Na 40Na 41Na 42Na 43Na 44Na 45Na
_._-----_._--------------------------------------~----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

Si02 55.7 51.2 55.2 S5.3 56.7 56.3 56.1 58.1 56.3 /55.2 54.0 55.1 54.1 57.1 53.8 56.6 54.3 55.7 55.7 54.3
'T'iO 2 .07 .07 .05 .09 .15 .17 .07 .12 .20 .09 .07 .18 .12 .12 .13 .08 .23 .14 .14 .42
A12() 3 1.20 .98 .75 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.88 2.20 1.40 1.32 2.07 1.31 1.62 1.80 1.70 1.50 1.76 2.20 1.,90 1 32
er 2·')3 29 .19 .20 .48 42 .35 .34 .49 .34 .28 .48 .20 .45 .14 .23 .13 .37 .42 .21 .26
FeO 10 4 10.5 9.58 10.7 10.3 10.5 10.0 8.20 10.3 7.65 9.16 12.6 11.1 12.2 15.8 16.2 11.7 14.9 14.1 14.7
!·1nO .20 .28 .19 .19 .19 .25 0 .23 .21 .23 .20 .23 .25 .23 .25 .26 .26 .23 .24 .25 .29
i\lg'') 30.7 29.3 32.4 30.0 28.7 29.3 32.7 28.8 28.7 34.5 29.1 27.4 29.2 29.8 25.4 26.1 30.6 27.1 27.0 25.0
2aO 1.50 1.56 1.83 1.20 1.00 1.50 1.00 1.30 1.30 1.68 2.10 1.83 2.18 1.80 2.00 1.70 1.81 1.50 .90 .76
;\}a20 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 n i d , .13 .10 .10 <.05 <.05 .19 .05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .09 <.05 <.05 <.05
NiO .06 .07 .05 .07 .07 .05 <.05 .05 .07 .07 <.05 .12 <.05 .07 .06 .04 .05 .06 .09 <.05
------_._---~-------~----------------~----------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

100.1 94.1 100.2 99.6 99.1 100.0 102.4 99.6 98.9 101eO 97.8 99.2 99.0 103.3 99.4 102.6 101.1 102.3 100.3 97.0

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms
Si 1.963 1.934 1.942 1.960 2.006 1.982 1.929 2.023 2.000 1.914 1.962 1.981 1.942 1.963 1.962 1.990 1.915 1.958 1.983 2.005

.067 .049 .005 .090 .058 - .049 .037 .010 .052 - .049 .063 .057
.002 .002 .001 .002 .004 .005 .002 .003 .005 .002 .002 ~005 .003 .002 .006 .004 .004 .012

Cr .008 .006 .006 .013 .012 .010 .009 .013 .010 .008 .014 .006 .013 .004 .004 .010 .012 .006 .008
Fe2+ .307 .332 .282 .317 .305 .309 .288 .239 .306 .222 .275 .379 .333 .351 .476 .345 .438 .420 .454
Mn .006 .009 .006 .006 .006 .007 .007 .006 .007 .006 .,007 •.,008 .007 '.007 .008 .007 .007 .008 .; 009 in
Hg 1.613 1.649 1.699 1.585 1.513 1.538 1.676 1.494 1.520 1.783 1.558 1.469 1.562 1.527 1.368 1.608 1.420 1.433 1.376 ~

1-1
Ca .057 .063 .069 .046 .038 .057 .037 .048 .049 .062 .081 .071 .084 .066 .064 .068 ..056 .034 .030 <:
Na - - - - - - .009 .007 .007 - - .013 .003 - - - .006 - - - (D

~
Ni .002 .002 .001 .002 .002 .001 - .001 .002 .002 - .003 - .002 .002 .001 .001 .002 .003 - 0

1-1::>

Atomic percent ~
Hg 81.4 80.3 82.7 81.1 81.3 80.5 83.5 83.6 80.7 86 ..0 81 ..1 76,,3 78 ..7 78.3 70.8 71.4 79.3 73.9 75.6 73.6 S·
Fe 15.8 16.6 14.0 16.5 16.7 16.6 14.7 13.7 16.6 11.0 14.7 20.1 17.1 18.3 25.1 25.3 17.3 23 ... 2 22.6 24.8 P:;"
Ca 2.9 3.1 3.4 '2.3 2.0 3.0 1.8 2.7 2.6 3.0 4.2 3.7 4.2 3.4 4.0 3 ..3 3 e 4' 2,,9 1 8 ·Q .. 6 ::J

P.
mg 83.8 82.9 85.5 83.1 83.0 82.9 85.1 85.9 82.9 88.7 84.7 79.2 82.1 81.0 73.8 73.9 82.0 76.1 77.0 74.8 to

z 2.00 1.98 1.97 2.00 2.01 2.00 2.00 2.02 2.00 1.97 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 ,2.00 1.99 2.00 2.00 2.01 S
(j)

WXy 2.01 2.06 2.06 2.00 1.95 1.98 2.03 1.90 1.96 2.09 1.99 1.99 2.02 2.00 1.99 1.97 2.05 1.99 1.97 1.95 c-t-

5·
e,..."
I-'
\.0

eo
c:.n





Table 4. Microprobe analyses of Ca-poor pyroxenes - continued.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - ~- - - - - - -

12Po 13Po 14Po 4Sy 5Sy 6Sy 7Sy 8Sy 9Sy 10Sy 11Sy 12Sy 13Sy 15Sy 16Sy 17Sy 19Sy 20Sy 3Ku 5Ku
-----------------------------------------------------'---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Si02 53.5 52.9 55.0 54.2 53.8 54.9 54.2 53.7 55.1 53.7 53.0 54.1 52.9 50.2 50.2 52.3 53.0 50.5 56.4 56.0
Ti02 .17 .17 .28 .36 .52 .17 .16 .25 .19 .16 .10 .17 .23 .36 .31 .51 .16 .25 .20 .22
A1203 1.15 1.27 .68 1.26 1.50 1.18 1.50 1.20 1.40 1.40 1*40 1.20 .87 1.00 .78 .92 1.10 .75 1.84 1.23
Cr203 .19 .17 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .20 <.05 .10 .10 .14 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .17 <.05 .27 <.05
FeO 17.0 20.7 25.0 16.7 17.7 14.1 13.7 18.8 16.0 15.6 14.8 15.8 23.2 22.4 23.9 22.3 21.8 26.3 13.6 15.5
MnO .32 .40 .24 .31 .34 .31 .27 .43 .28 .29 .28 .31 .49 .46 .44 .32 .41 .50 .33 .41
MgO 24.6 23.4 18.4 26.3 25.2 26.4 29.5 26.9 27.5 27.5 25.1 27.4 22.3 21.4 20.0 23.9 23.3 19.2 27.0 25.9
CaO 2.00 1.61 3:75 1.50 2.20 2.08 .84 1.70 1.60 2.80 2.20 1.50 1.80 1.70 1.80 1.80 1.70 .86 1.85 2.55
1'1 a 20 n , d . n . d . <. 05 <. 05 <.05 n ..d . .07 .05 <. 05 < . 05 n . d . <• 05 -c, 05 <• 05 < . 05 .06 < . 05 <.05 <.05 <..05
Nia .06 .05 <.05 .09 .08 .07 <.05 06 .07 .07 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .07 .07
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 99.0 100.7 103.3 100.7 101.3 99.2 100.4 103.1 102.2 101.6 97.0 100.5 101.8 97.5 97.4 102.1 101.6 98.4 101.6 101.9

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms
Si 1.971 1.950 2.010 1.956 1.943 1.986 1~934 1. 1.951 1.923 1.973 1.950 1.951 1.936 1.951 1.919 1.945 1.959 1.983 1.986

AIVI ~021 .005 .029 .009 .007 .037 - - .009 - 034 .001 - - - - -
Ti .005 .005 .008 .010 .014 .005 .004 .007 .005 .004 .003 .005 .006 .010 .009 .014 004 .007 .005
er .006 .005 - - - - .006 - .003 .003 004 - - - - - .005 - .008
Fe2+ .524 .638 .764 .504 .535 .427 .409 .562 .474 .467 .461 .476 .716 .723 .777 .684 .669 853 .400 .460
Mn .010 .012 .007 .009 .010 .010 .008 .013 .008 .009 .009 .009 .015 .015 .014 .010 .013 .016 .010 .012 W
Mg 1.351 1.285 1.002 1.415 1.357 1.424 1.569 1.432 1.451 1.468 1.393 1.472 1.226 1.230 1.159 1.307 1.274 1.110 1.415 1.369 ~
Ca .079 .064 .147 .058 .085 .081 032 065 .061 .107 .088 .058 .071 .070 .075 .071 .067 .036 .070 .Q97 <
Na - - - - - - .005 003 ~ - - - - - - .004 - - - - ~
Ni . 0 02 . 0 01 - . 003 . 002 . 002 - • 002 • 0 02 . 0 02 - - - - - _. - - . 002. I J2 0

HI

Atomic percent ~

Mg 68.8 64.3 52.2 71.2 68.3 73.4 77.7 69.1 72.8 71.6 71.4 73.0 60.5 60.4 57.2 63.1 63.0 55.1 74.7 70.6 S·
Fe 27.2 32.5 40.2 25.9 27.4 22.5 20.7 27.7 24.2 23.2 24.1 24.1 36 0 36.2 39.1 33.5 33.7 43.1 21.6 2~.4 ~

Ca 4.0 3.2 7.6 2.9 4 3 4 2 1.6 3.1 3.0 5.2 4.5 2 9 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.4 3.3 1.8 3.7 5.0 ji
mg 71.7 66.4 56.5 73.4 71.3 76.5 79.0 71.4 75.1 75.5 74.8 75.2 62.6 62.5 59.4 65.3 65.1 56.1 77.5 74.4 ~

s::
Z 2.00 2.00 2.01 2.00 2.00 2~00 2.00 1.97 2.00 1.98 2.00 2.00 1.99 1.98 1.99 1.96 1.99 1.99 2.00 2.00 ~
WXY 2.00 2.02 1.96 2.01 2.01 1.9~ 2.03 2.08 2.01 2.06 1.99 2.02 2.03 2.05 2.03 2.09 2.03 2.02 1~97 1.98 ~

::J
cc
to-'
ec

co
-:J
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Table 4. l"1icroprobe analyses Ca-poor pyroxenes .. continued.

2Li 3T.Ji 6Li 7Li

Si02 54.2 55.4 53.7 55.5
Ti02 .27 .11 .15 .22
A1203 1.38 1.91 1.34 1.13
Cr203 .05 .18 <.05 <.05
FeO 19 1 16.1 14.7 20.6
MnO .28 .28 .31 .40
f-1g0 24.3 26 ..2 26.2 22.3
CaO 2.17 2 ..30 3.37 2.19
Na20 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05
NiO .11 .08 .09 <.05

Total 101.9 102.6 99.9 102.3

Number of ions on the basis oxygen atoms
Si 1.957 1 ..957 2.017 1 1.949 2.000
Altv 043 ..043 .051
A1VI .016 ..037 .061 .007 .048
Ti 007 ..003 .003 .004 .006
er .001 ..005 004
Fe2+ .577 ..476 ..337 .446 .621
Mn .009 ..008 .004 010 ..012
Mg 1.308 1 ..380 1.429 1.418 1.198
Ca .084 087 089 .131 .085
Na
Ni .003 ..002 ..002 ..003

Atomic percent
Mg 66.1 70 ..7 76.8 2 70.7 62.5
Fe 29.6 24.8 18.4 2 22.7 33.0
Ca 4 ..2 4.5 4.8 6 6 ..5 4.4

mg 69.1 74.0 80.7 73 75.7 65.4

z 2.00 2.00 2.02 2 2.00 2.00
WXy 2.01 2.00 1.93 2.02 1.97

A1IV Al in tetrahedral
AIVI Al in octahedral site
mg 100*Mg/(Mg+Fe+Mn)
n s d , not determined
Total Fe as FeO



Tabl'e. 5.

Microprobe~ana1ysesof Ca-rich pyroxenes from the Koillismaa complex. (For sample numberi~s! see Table 1.)

---------------,----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INa 6Na 9Na IONa 13Na 14Na 15Na 16Na 17Na 18Na 19Na 20Na 21Na 22Na 23Na 24Na 25Na 28Na 29Na 31Na

--------------------------------------------~-~~~------ -- -- -- - -- - -- - - - -- - - --- ---- -- - - --- - -- - -- --- - -- - -- - - - --- - - - -- - - --- - ------- -

Si02 50.9 52.3 49.2 49.8 54.7 55.3 54.9 53.9 54.5 54.4 55.0 56.3 57.0 54.0 53.2 49.9 52.5 52.9 51.9 52.8
Ti02 1.10 .14 .20 .27 .11 .17 .14 .20 .16 .22 .13 .10 .11 .13 .14 .20 .08 .36 .16 .54
A1203 2.60 2.00 3.20 2.89 2.30 2.20 2.40 2.40 1.80 2.20 1.60 1.60 1.70 1.70 If~ 70 1.60 1 ..32 2,,50 3,,00 3,,60
Cr203 .87 .80 1.10 1.07 .89 1.10 .70 ;82 .84, .69 .69 .41 .60 .36 .57 .25 .38 .77 1.00 .96
FeO 3.50 4.20 5.10 4.47 3.90 3.50 3.80 4.50 4.40 5.30 4.60 4.50 4.70 4.40 4.50 4.39 5.79 5.00 5.60 5.70
MnO .10 .15 1.54 .10 .09 .12 .13 .07 .13 ..11 .14 .17 .16 ..11 .13 .16 .13 .11 .14 .15
MgO 16.5 17.2 17.6 17.3 17.5 17.3 16.0 18.1 18.9 18.0 18.0 18.7 17.5 18.1 18.0 16.2 18.3 15.9 16.8 16.3
CaO 21.4 19.9 19.2 22.6 22.5 21.3 21 ..6 21.1 19.0 23.0 21 ..5 22 ..5 20.4 22.0 23.5 20.2 20.0 21.3 20.5 23.0
Na20 .44 .50 .50 .46 .19 .50 .40 .36 .20 .31 .01 .20 .20 .20 .13 .13 <.05 .40 .50 .50
NiO .06 .05 .05 <.05 .04 .01 .01 .05 .06 .05 ..03 .03 .05 .06 .04 .05 <.05 .03 .01 .04
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 97.5 97.2 97.7 99.0 102.2 101.5 100.1 101.5 100 ..0 104.3 101.7 104.5 102.4 101.1 101.9 93.1 98.5 99.3 99.6 103.6

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms
si 1.908 1.956 1.862 1.860 1.949 1.973 1.987 1.935 1.970 1.918 1.968 1.962 2.010 1.950 1.919 1.957 1.950 1.949 1.912 1.883

092 .044 .138 .127 .051 .027 .013 .065 .030 .082 .;032 .038 - .050 .072 ..043 .050 .051 .088 ..117
.023 .044 .004 - .045 .065 .090 .037 .047 .009 .035 .028 .071 .022 - .031 .007 .057 .043 .034

Ti .031 .004 .006 .008 .OO? .005 .004 .005 .004 .006 .003 .003 .003 .004 .004 .006 .002 .010 .004 .014
Cr .026 .024 .033 .032 .025 .031 .020 .023 .024 .019 .020 .011 .017 .010 .016 .008 .011 .022 .029 .027
Fe2+ .110 .131 .161 .140 .116 .104 .115 .135 .133 .156 .138 .131 .,139 .133 .136 .144 .180 .154 .173 .170
Mn .003 .005 .049 .003 .003 .004 .004 .002 .004 .003 .004 .005 ..005 .003 .004 .005 .004 .003 .004 .005 to
f-1g .922 .959 .993 .963 .929 .920 .863 .969 1.018 .946 .960 .971 .920 .974 .968 .947 1.013 .873 .923 .866 s::

I-i
Ca .859 .797 .778 .904 .859 .814 .838 .812 .736 .869 .824 .840 .771 .851 .908 .849 .796 .841 ..809 .879 <:
Na .032 .036 .037 .033 .013 .035 .028 .025 .014 .021 .001 .014 .014 .014 .009 .010 - .029 .036 .035

(J)

~

Ni .002 .002 .002 - .001 - - .001 .002 .001 .001 .001 .001 .002 .001 .002 - .001 - .001 0
t-h

Atomic percent I'Xj
Mg 48.7 50.7 50.1 47.9 48.7 49 ..9 47,,4 50,,5 53,,8 47.9 49.8 49.9 50.2 49.7 48.0 48.7 50.8 46.7 48.3 45.1 S·
Fe 6.0 7.2 10.6 7.1 6.2 5.9 6.5 7.2 7.2 8.1 7.4 7.0 7.8 6.9 6.9 7.7 9.2 8.4 9.3 9.1 p;"
Ca 45.4 42.1 39.3 45.0 45.0 44.2 46.0 42.3 38.9 44.0 42.8 43 ..1 42:0 43" 4 45 1 43 ..6 39.9 44.9 42.4 45.8 ::sp..
mg 89.1 87.6 82.5 87.1 88.7 89.5 87.9 87.6 88.1 85.6 87.1 87.7 86.5 87.7 87.4 86.4 84.6 84.7 83.9 83.2 to

z' 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.99 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.01 2.00 1.99 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
§
(J)

WXy 2.01 2.00 2.06 2.08 1.99 1.98 1.96 2.01 1.98 2.03 1.99 2.00 1.94 2.01 2.05 2.00 2.01 1.99 2.02 2.03 c:-+

S·
w
~

i:o

eo
co
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Table 5. Microprobe analyses of Ca-rich pyroxenes - continued. 0

03-
(J

e
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- U132Na 33Na 36Na 37Na 38Na 39Na 40Na 41Na 42Na 43Na 44Na 45Na 46Na 47Na 48Na 49Na 50Na 1Py 2Py 3Py c
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ""i

Si02 49.7 1=') .., 51.1 52.7 50.4 52 ..0 51,,1 5403 50,,2 53 ..9 52.9 50.8 55.2 53.4 52.8 54.2 54.8 50 ..0 51.7 53.3
<:

.s a ; I (D

Ti02 .24 .18 .20 .32 .20 .19 .24 .52 .12 .35 .40 1.17 .48 .46 .38 .42 .32 .36 .36 .42 ~

A1203 3.50 1.67 2.96 2.44 3.06 1.80 2.80 2.90 3.10 2.50 2.80 2.56 3.10 1.94 2.10 2.10 2.20 2.81 1.91 1.88 0
I-b

Cr203 .83 1.10 1.07 .48 .94 .40 .49 .35 .55 .36 .33 .32 .31 .07 <.05 .11 <.05 .89 .09 .38
I':J:j

FeO 5.00 3.73 4.95 5.74 4.88 7.80 8.80 7.70 6.03 6.90 7.00 6.82 8.80 6.64 10.1 8.90 10.8 6.35 8.04 5.57 5-
1'-1nO .14 .16 .19 .20 .16 .22 .17 .10 .14 .18 .20 .21 .13 ..16 ..24 .16 .27 .17 .21 .13
1'-1g0 15.3 18.5 18.9 15.9 16.2 16.0 14.6 15.2 17.5 16.2 14.1 17.1 13.9 15.7 12.2 13.8 12.9 15.5 15.6 15.9 ~

::s
CaO 22.0 22.4 17.9 19.7 21.5 21.6 21.8 20.2 21.6 21.8 20.6 21.4 20.8 20.7 21.9 22.3 22.3 20.9 19.4 21.9 ~
Na20 .50 .55 .42 .51 .45 .40 .30 .40 .94 .30 .30 .40 .30 .32 .40 .30 .40 .30 • 33 n.d .

tdNiO .30 <.05 <.05 .06 .05 .03 n.d. .04 <.05 .05 .06 .05 04 .07 03 .05 .02 .06 .05 .04
---------------~---------------------------------------- - - - - - - - -- -- - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- '- ---- - - - -- - - -- -- -- -- --- - -- -- - - ---- --- ----

S
Total 97.5 101.0 97.7 98.0 97.8 100.4 100.3 101.7 100.2 102.5 98.7 100.8 103.1 99.5 100.1 102.3 104.0 97.3 97.7 99.5 ro

c:-t-
5-

Si 1.883 1.913 1.904 1.963 1.896 1.925 1.904 1.961 1.859 1.937 1.969 1.870 1.974 1.970 1.973 1.968 1.
A1IV .117 .071 .096 .037 .104 .075 .096 .039 .135 .063 .031 .111 .026 .030 .027 .032
AIVI .040 - .034 .070 .032 .004 .027 .084 - .043 .092 - .105 .054 .065 .058
Ti .007 .005 .006 .009 .006 .005 .007 .014 .003 .009 .011 .032 .013 .013 .011 .011 .009 .010 .010
er .025 .032 .032 .014 .028 .012 .014 .010 .016 .010 .010 .009 .009 .002 - .003 - .027 .003
Fe2+ .158 .113 .154 .179 .154 .242 .274 .233 .187 .207 .218 .210 .263 .205 .316 .270 .325 .202 .254
Mn .004 .005 .006 .006 .005 .007 • 005~ .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .004 .005 .008 .005 .008 .005 .007
Mg .864 1.001 1.049 .883 .908 .883 .811 .818 .966 .868 .782 .938 .741 .863 .679 .747 .692 .878 .879
Ca .893 .871 .714 .786 .867 .857 .870 .781 .857 ..840 .822 .844 .797 .818 .877 .868 .860 .851 .786
Na .037 .039 .030 .037 .033 .029 .022 .028 .067 .021 .022 .029 .021 .023 .029 .021 .028 .022 .024
Ni .009 - .002 ,,002 ,,001 - ..001 .001 .002 .001 .001 .002 .001 .001 .001 .002 .002 .001

Atomic percent
Mg 45 e 0 50 ..3 54.5 47.6 47.0 44.4 41.4 44 ..6 48,,0 45.2 42.8 46.9 41.0 45.6 36.2 39.5 36.7 45.3 45.6 45.6
Fe 8,,5 5.9 8 ..3 10.0 8.2 12.5 14.3 12.8 9.5 11.1 12.3 10.8 14.8 11.1 17.2 14.6 17.7 10.7 13.5 9 ..2
Ca 46.5 43.8 37.1 42.4 44.8 43.1 44.4 42.6 42.6 43.7 44.9 42.2 44.2 43.3 46.7 45.9 45.6 44.0 40.8 45.2

mg 84.1 89.4 86.8 82.7 85.1 '78.0 74.4 77~6 83.5 80.3 77.7 81.3 73.5 80.4 67.8 73.1 67.5 80.9 77.1 83.3

Z 2.00 1.98 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.99 2.00 z.co 1.98 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
WXy 2.04 2.07 2.03 1.99 2.03 2.04 2.03 1.97 2.10 2.01 1.96 2.07 1.95 1.99 1.98 1.98 1.99 2.02 2.00 1.98



Table 5. Microprobe analyses of Ca-rich pyroxenes - continued.

-------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------- - -- ---- ------------
4Py SPy 6Py 7Py 8Py 5Po 6Po 7Po 8po 9Po 10Po 11po 12po 13Po 14Po 16Po 17po 45y 5Sy 65y

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Si02 53.3 50.8 53.9 52.2 50.5 52.3 51.7 51.7 50.3 49.8 51.5 51.7 50.8 51.6 52.6 52.4 50.1 52.1 52.3 51.5
Ti02 .66 .64 .77 .76 .72 .46 .49 .90 .94 .72 .72 .73 .84 .65 .54 .52 .40 .58 .88 .40
A1203 2.18 1.70 2.30 1.67 2.11 2.36 2.11 2.65 2.56 2.46 2.46 2.10 2.36 1.98 1.72 2.25 2.12 2.10 2.60 2.10
Cr203 ..18 <..OS ..06 ..14 ..02 <.05 .09 .11 <.05 .03 .13 <.05 .07 .08 <.05 <.05 <.os .11 <.05 .10
FeO 7.46 9.18 7.50 8.52 11.9 6.57 7.37 8.08 8.34 8.78 9.13 8.53 9.80 10.2 11.2 12.3 12.6 8.00 8.40 8.40
MnO .13 .21 .15 .17 .27 .29 .08 .15 .23 .20 .18 .18 .23 .20 .26 .21 .22 .21 .27 .21
MgO 15.9 14.1 15.9 15.2 14.1 16.2 15.6 15.0 14.3 14.6 14.6 15.1 14.2 14.3 14.4 13.6 12.6 14.7 14.3 14.5
CaO 21.9 20.5 21.3 20.9 18.6 22.8 21.3 21.0 23.3 21.3 20.5 20.6 21.1 20.7 21.0 19.8 19.9 22.3 21.6 20.6 .
Na20 n i d , n.d. n vd , n s d , n s d , .47 n.d. n.d. • 19 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d • n.d. n.d. n.d. n s d , .18 .21 .18
NiO .04 .03 n.d. n.d. .04 .10 .04 .03 <.05 .05 • 02 .03 .03 .10 n.d • n.d. n.d. .07 .05 <.05
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,--------------
Total 101.7 97.2 101.9 99.6 98.3 101.5 98.8 99.6 100.2 97.9 99.2 99.0 99.4 99.8 101.7 101.1 97.9 100.3 100.6 98.0

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms
Si 1.936 1.949 1.948 1.946 1.930 1.910 1.935 1.923 1.884 1.901 1.930 1.938 1.913 1.934 1.941 1.947 1.935 1.932 1.931 1.950

ClA1IV .064 .051 .052 .054 .070 .090 .065 .077 .113 .099 .070 .062 .087 .066 .059 .053 .065 .068 .069 .050 CD
A1VI ~029 ~025 ~046 ~ 019 ~025 ~ 011 ~028 ~ 039 - ~011 ~039 ~030 ~ 0 18 ~022 .016 .045 .031 .024 .045 .043 0

Ti .018 .018 .021 .021 .021 .013 .014 .025 .026 .021 .020 .021 .024 .018 .015 .015 .012 .016 .024 .011 0"
Cr .005 - .002 .004 .001 - .003 .003 - .001 .004 - .002 .002 - - - • 003 - .003 re.

(J

Fe2+ .227 .294 .227 .266 .380 .201 .231 .251 .261 .280 .286 .267 .309 .320 .346 .382 .407 .248 .259 .266 e
Mn .004 .007 .005 .005 ~009 .009 .003 .005 .007 .006 .006 .006 .007 .006 .008 .007 .007 .007 .008 .007

tr:Mg .861 .806 .857 .844 .803 .882 .870 .831 .798 .831 .815 .843 .797 .799 .792 .753 .725 .812 .787 .818 ~
Ca .852 .842 .825 .835 .762 .892 .854 .837 .935 .871 .823 .827 .851 .831 .830 .788 .823 .886 .855 .836 l-i

<:
Na - - - - - .033 - - .014 -. - - - - - - - .013 .015 .013 CD

Ni .001 .001 - - .001 .003 .001 .001 - .002 .001 .001 .001 .003 - - - .002 .001 - ~

0
l--b

Atomic percent
")1'\ n ")., n A' ,. A" "" ":r.1Mg 44,,3 41,,3 44,,8 43" 3 41 ..1 44 ..5 44.5 43.2 39.9 41.8 42.2 43.4 40.6 40.8 40.1 .:J::I.V .:J I.V '!J..o I\tJ..1:. 42.5 S'Fe 11.9 15.5 12.1 13.9 19.9 10.6 11.9 13.3 13.4 14.4 15.1 14.0 16.1 16.7 17.9 20.1 21.1 13.0 14.0 14.2

Ca 43.8 43.2 43.1 42.8 39.0 45 ..0 43.6 43.5 46.7 43.8 42.6 42.6 43.3 42.5 42.0 40.8 42.0 45.4 44.8 43.4 ~
~

F-
rog 78.9 72.8 78.7 75.7 67 ..4 80 ..8 78.9 76.5 74.8 74,,3 73.6 75 ..5 71.6 71.0 69.1 66.0 63.7 76.1 74.6 75.0 to
z 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 §
\vXY 2.00 1.99 1.98 1.99 2.00 2.04 2.00 1.99 2.04 2.02 1.99 2.00 2.01 2.00 2.01 1.99 2.01 2.01 2.00 2.00 CD

~

5'
w
I-L

t::.O

<:0
.......
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Table 5. Microprobe analyses of Ca-rich pyroxenes - continued.

ore.
l,)

e
-------------------------------------~-~-----~-------------~--------------------------------------------------------~~~--------- to

7Sy 8Sy 9Sy 10Sy 11Sy 12Sy 13Sy 14Sy 15Sy 16Sy 17Sy 18Sy 19Sy 20Sy 22Sy 23Sy 24Sy 25Sy 26Sy 27Sy c
101-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- <:

Si02 51.0 50.9 51.5 51.5 50.1 50.2, 51.9 ·50.9 49.1 48.8 50 ..7 51,,5 50,,2 49 ..2 49.3 49.0 47.3 50.6 49.5 48.7 (1)

~
Ti02 .30 .35 .40 .31 .88 .60 .68 .50 .62 .64 .32 .48 .74 .15 .63 .46 .47 .50 .40 .58
A1203 2.10 2.40 2.20 2.20 2.90' 3.10 1.90 1.80 1.90 1.70 2.20 2.20 2.00 .73 3.10 2.20 1.70 2.20 1.60 1.90 0

n
Cr203 .18 <.05 .11 .09 <.05 <.05 <.05 .11 <.05 . .18 .08 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 b:j
FeO 7.60 8.50 7.50 8.10 8.70 7.70 11.5 11.7 11.3 11.5 9.80 11.6 11.6 11.9 11.3 11.5 10.7 11.0 12.0 12.1 S'
MnO .12 .22 .,14 .12 .19 .16 .29 .29 .18 .31 .21 .17 .27 .27 .25 .21 ..26 .31 .25 .34 P'
l-1g0 15.0 16.0 15.6" 16.0 13.7 14.8 14.6 14.3 12.7 13.1 14.7 14.3 13.7 12.8 12.7 12.6 13.3 11.7 13.4 12.4 ~

CaO 21.0 23.0 22.2 21.0 20.3 22.3 20.2 20.3 20.3 20.5 22.5 20.8 21.0 20.8 22.5 22.0 22 .. 9 21.0 22.0 22.8 P.
Na20 .43 .42 .30 .39 .39 .33 .35 .18 .20 .22 .20 .34 <.05 .18 .58 .39 .42 .45 .41 .53 to
NiO .05 .05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .05. <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 < ..OS <.05 <.05 §
------------------------------------------------------ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - ~ - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- ---- - -- -- (1)
Total 97.8 101.8 99.9 99.7 97.2 99.2 101.4 100.1 96.3 96.9 100.7 101.4 99.5 96.0 100.4 98.4 97.0 97.8 99.6 99.3 ~

S'

Si 1.935 1.876 1.915 1.918 1.908 1.869 1.895 1.864 1.950 1.896 .880
A1IV .065 .104 .085" . 082~ .097 .090 .131 .100 .079 .050 .072 .086
A1VI .029 - .012 .015 - - - - - .007 - ...; .050 - -
Ti .009 .010 .Oi1 .,009 .014 .0-19 .009 .021 .004 .018 .013 .014 .014 .012 .017
Cr .005 - .003 .003 - - - '.003 - .006 .002 - - - - - - - - -
Fe2+ .241 .262 .233 .252 .279 .242 .357 .369 .371 .376 .306 .361 .369 .394 .358 .372 .353 .355 .384 .391
Mn .004 .007 .004 .004 .006 .005 .009 .009 .006 .010 ..007 .005 .009 .009 .008 .007 .009 .010 .008 .011
Mg .848 .,879 .865 .a88 .782 .829 .807 .804 .742 .764 .819 .792 .776 .755 .718 .726 .781 .672 .765 .713
Ca .B54 G).908 .885 .838 .833 .898 .803 .820 .853 .859 .901 .829 .855 .882 .914 .912 .967 .867 .903 .943
Na .032 .030 ,.022 .028' .029 .024 .025 .013 .015 .017 .015 .025 - .014 .043 .029 .032 .034 .030 .040
Ni .002 .• GOl - - - .002

Atomic percent
Mg 43.6 42.7 43.5 44.8 41 ..2 42" 0 40.9 40.1 37.6 38.0 40 3 39,,9 38 ..6 37.0 35.9 36.0 37.0 35.3 37.1 34.7
Fe 12.6 13.1 12.0 12.9 15.0 12 ..5 18,,5 18.9 19.1 19.2 15.4 18.4 18.8 19.8 18.3 18.8 17.1 19,.2 19.1 19.5
Ca 43.8 44.2 44.5 42.3 43.8 45.5 40.6 41.0 43.3 42.8 44.3 41.7 42.6 43.2 45.7 45.2 45.-8 45.5 43.8 45. a

mg 77.6 76.6 78.4 77.6 73.3 77.0 68.8 68.0 66.3 66.4' 72.4 68.4 67.3 65.2 66.2 65.7 68.4 64.8 66.1 64.0

Z '2.00 1.98 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.99 1.99 2.00 2-.00 1.98 ,2.00 2.00 1.94 2.00 1.97 1.97
WXy 2;02 2,,10 2.03 2.04 2.00 2.04 2.03 2.03 2.02 2.05 2.06 2.04 ' 2.03 2.06 .' 2.07 2.06" 2.16 2.00 2.10 2.11



Table 6

Calculated equilibration temperatures (OC)
for co-existing pyroxenes from the Koil-
lismaa complex .. (For sample numbering,

Table s§ Microprobe analyses of Ca-rich pyroxenes - continued@ see Table 1 .. )

-------------~---------------~-----------~

------------------------------------------~----------------~--------------
Sample Calculated Sample Calculated

3Ku sKu 1Li 2Li 3Li 4LI sr.i 6Li 7Li aLi lOLi temperature temperature

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- (W) (W&B) (W) (W&B)

Si02 51 ..8 51.3 54.5 50.5 50.5 52.7 51.6 51.7 52.6 50.9 51.5 ------~-----------------------------------

Ti02 .48 .68 .09 .60 .87 27 .33 .48 ..56 .59 .61 1Na 986 1063 4Py 1003 1000

A1203 2.27 2.39 3.77 2 ..76 2.43 2.42 2.55 2.32 1.82 1.67 2.00 6Na 1079 1121 SPY 980 952

Cr203 <.05 <.05 .21 .14 <.05 .44 ..25 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 9Na 1085 1121 6Py 1028 1013

FeO 10.0 9.11 9.71 10.0 10.1 5.75 7.36 8.93 11.7 15.4 14.1 IONa 976 1050 7Py 1008 989

MnO .23 .24 .24 .25 .30 .16 .20 .18 .29 @!27 §39 13Na 1015 1088 8Py 1055 991

MgO 14.8 15.9 16.7 15.0 13.0 16.0 15.5 15.7 13.1 10.9 12.0 14Na 1052 1110 5Po 921 960

CaO 22.0 21.9 13.9 20.8 23.5 21.1 21.2 20.6 22.1 18.8 19.7 15Na 989 1055 6Po 1014 1003

Na20 .22 .31 <.05 .25 .20 ..20 .19 .22 .33 .29 .25 16Na 1096 1136 7Po 1008 1006

NiO .06 <.05 .07 < ..05 <.05 <.05 .06 <.05 .05 <.05 <.05 17Na 1190 1210 8Pe 833 868

--------------------------------------------~-------~-~--~----~----~------
18Na 997 1049 9Po 968 966

Total 101.9 101.8 99.2 100.3 100.9 99 ..0 99 ..2 100.1 102.5 98.8 100.5 19Na 1069 1099 10Po 1010 994
20Na 1056 1093 11po 1030 998

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms 21Na 1103 1121 12Po 974 958

Si 1.909 1.887 1.991 1.889 1.893 1.949 1.924 1.920 1.938 1.965 1.946 22N3 lC-A4 1085 13Pe 992 949

A1IV .091 .104 .009 .111 ..107 .051 .076 .080 .062 .035 .054 23NQ ;;,1 1022 14Po 1031 942

A1VI .008 - .154 .011 - .055 .037 .022 ..017 .041 .035 24Na 1029 1061 4Sy 913 922

Ti .013 .019 .002 .017 .025 .008 009 .013 .016 017 .017 25Na 1127 1154 5Sy 945 936 Q
Cr - - .006 .004 - .013 ..007 - - - - 28Na 997 1036 6Sy 988 992

(D
0

Fe2+ .308 .280 .297 .313 .317 .178 .230 277 .360 .497 .446 29Na 1057 1083 7Sy 949 978 0
Mn .007 .007 .007 .008 .010 .005 .006 .006 .009 .009 012 31Na 950 1020 8Sy 922 920 C!9.
Mg .813 .872 .909 .836 .726 .882 ..862 .869 .719 .627 .676 32Na 912 970 9Sy 938 948 n

Ca .869 .863 .544 .834 ..944 .836 .847 .820 .872 .778 .797 33Na 1007 1086 10Sy 1011 1003 e
Na .016 .022 - .018 .015 .014 .014 ..016 .024 ..022 ..018 36Na 1215 1212 11Sy 962 964 o:
Ni .002 - .002 - - - .002 - .001 - - 37Na 1057 1057 12Sy 898 919 ~

~

38Na 980 1018 13Sy 1004 944 <
Atomic percent 39Na 978 1010 13Sy 1033* 964*

(D

~

Mg 40.7 43.1 51.7 42.0 36.4 46.4 44.3 44.1 36.7 32.8 35.0 40Na 944 947 15Sy 933 896 0

Fe 15.8 14.2 17.3 16.1 16.3 9.6 12.1 14.4 18.8 26.5 23.7 41Na 1036 1012 16Sy 945 895 ~

Ca 43.5 42.7 31 ..0 41.9 47.3 44.0 43.6 41.6 44.5 40.7 41.3 42Na 989 1024 17Sy 917 894 I-:tj

43Na 1004 1001 19SY 958 921 S·
mg 72.0 75 ..2 74.9 72.3 69.0 82.8 78.5 75.4 66.1 55.3 59.6 44Na 973 984 20Sy 916 866 ~

45Na 1035 1017 3Ku 952 972 ::i

Z 2.00 1.99 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 46Na 983 964 SKu 992 984 f1"

WXy 2.04 2.06 1.92 2.04 2.04 1.99 2.01 2.02 2.02 1.99 2.00 47Na 1013 1020 2Li 1000 965 to
48Na 840 829 3Li 773 819 §
49Na 900 887 4Li 1032 1048 (D

A1IV = Al in tetrahedral site
50Na 883 855 5Li 1012 993 Mo

AlVI = Al in octahedral site
1Py 998 1016 6Li 1036 1023 S·

rng = 100*Mg/(Mg+Fe+Mn)
2Py 1058 1059 7Li 890 875 w

n.d. = not determined
~n'7 nn1 ,/'\,'\ ......
"'• .1 ;;/;;/.L .Lv ....'" c:.o

Total Fe as FeO (W) = Calculated using the method of
Wells (1977).

(W&B) = Calculated using the method of
Wood & Banno (1973). c:.o

= Calculated using the estimated
w

composition of original pigeonite.



Table 7.
(,0
H::-

Composition of plagioclase~ in the Koi11ismaa complex. (For sample numbering! see table 1.)

--------_:~~~-_::~~-_:~~~-_:~~~-_:~~~-~~~-~~~~~--~:~~--~:~~--~:~~--~~~~--~~~~-~~~~~--~~~~--~:~~--~~~~--~:~~--_::~--_::~---~:~-
Mol. %
An
Ab
Or
weight %
Fe

53.9
45.8

.2

.13

60.0
38.1
1.9

.17

57.9
41.6

.5

.18

55.5
42.6
1.9

.16

62.0
37.5

.5

.22

62.1
36.1
1.8

.27

61.0
38.6

.4

.32

60.7
38.4

.9

.27

60.4
37.9
1.7

.19

59.4
39.9

.7

.20

54.1
45.1

.8

.23

58.3
40.3
1.4

.16

66.9
32.3

.8

.23

60.3
38.8

.9

.30

60.6
38.0
1.4

.29

61.0
37'.7
1.3

.29

26.2
72.7

.7

.11

66.5
31.4
.4. 1

.37

77.6
21.3
1.1

.41

61.2
36.2

2.6

.46

o
([)
o.......o
qs.
ne
tr:
~
I-i
<:
([)

~

o
t--f:>

.42 .39

65.1.72.2
33.2' 25.4
1.7 2.4

9Po lOPe 1Ipo 12Po 13Pa 15Pa 16Pa 17Pa 18Pa 18y 28y

~

S'
$l;"'
~

~

td
§
([)
c:-+

S'.47

77.5
21.0
1.5

.36

58.0
41.2

.8

.43

62.7
36.0
1.3

.41

54.0
43.7

2.3

.32

54.8
44.0
1.2

.34

55.3
44.2

.5

.23

57.4
40.9
1.7

.53

66.8
31.1
2.1

.32

()1.3
35.0
3.7

.36

78.0
20.5
1.5

.41

77.2
21.2
1.6

SPa

.25

66.2
31.4

2.4

7Po

.41

77.2
21.2
1.6

6Po5Pa

'.38

2Pa

71.8
26.8
1.4

.46

8Py

77.2
21.8

.1

.53

7Py

66.3
31.7

2.0

.29

6Py

64.2
34.2
1.6

5Py

63.4
22.5
2.1

Hol. %
An
A!:)

Or
\"le ight %
Fe

4Sy 55y 68y 75y 85y 9Sy 10Sy 115y 125y 135y l48y 158y 168y 178y 188y 198y 208y 218y·228y 238y

Nol. %
An
A!:)

Or
\\fe ight %
Fe

71.7
26.6
1.7

.33

80.8
18.1
1.1

.34

72.3
26.6
1.2

.45

74.8
24.4

.8

.26

69.6
28.0
2.4

.39

59.2
39.3
1.5

.30

63.1
36.6

.3

.32

72.5
27.3

;;2

.31

62.1
35.7

2.1

.34

66.4
32.3
1.2

.44

63.7
35.0
1.3

.43

62.1
36.6
1.3

.31

68.6
30.0
1.4

.43

58.1
40.9
1.0

.37

62.1
37.3

..6

.42

64.6
34.4

1 ..0

.40

53.5
46.1

.4

.37

58.6
39.1

2.3

045

53.5
44.8
1.6

.55

56.0
42.0

2.0

.55

24Sy 255y 265y 275y 28Sy 1Ku 3Ku 4Ku 5Ku 6~u 1Li 2Li 3Li 5Li 6Li 7Li 8Li 9Li 10LI 11Li

Mol. %
An
A!:)

Or
\'Jeight %
Fe

54.0
43.6

2.4

.f 55

57.5
40.7

.1.3

.51

53.4
44.5
2.1

.56

52.7
45.0

2.3

.48

58.8
40.6

-. G

.35

64.0
33.8

2.3

.33

71.8
26.4
1.8

.47

60.0
39.3

.7

.40

72.1
26.2
1.7

.36

64.4
34.6
1.0

.58-

62.9
35.4
1.7

.49

66.1
32.2
1.7

.• 50

77.8
21.3

9

._48.

71.7
26.6
1.7

48

67.7
30.4
1.9

.50

59.0
40.8

.2

.40

54.7
44.1
1.2

.40

51.6
46.0

2.4

.51

63.2
36.1

.7

.37

5.2
94.6

.2

<_ ....05-
r:77.T'''':'",7'":-::::"-::-:;:,-::-=:::'7::-~_-::7:::7'7,~:::::~,;:"~=--:-~777~_~,~,-7',7.7::-_-:-:-""':"-7_~,-:::-:-_~=~~.-::~=~_-==::::~,"'='::::'~~"::':":!"~=.~_-::::"'~~~~_~'~~=-~_~'-"!"'~~~~·'k:!-e~~]"'!!"~.~~J/iIP----_::- __ .r::=~~"'_"'''~ ''''~~=:'l::C':::r:t==-=- ---



8.

Microprobe analyses of spinellids from the Koillismaa complex. (For sample numbering, see Table 1.)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1Na 2Na 3~a 4Na SNa 6Na 7Na 8Na 9Na IONa 11Na 14Na lSNa 18Na 31Na 32Na

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
si02 =10 n.o. <.05 n.d. <.05 • 10 <.05 .10 n.d • .11 <.05 n.d. .10 .10 n.d. .20
Ti02 1.00 .46 .37 .41 .38 1.00 .S4 .50 1.30 .48 .51 .40 .47 .80 1.20 2.70
A1203 16.1 17.1 14.6 13.0 14.9 7.40 13.3 16.1 2.90 lS.1 11.6 11.2 11.7 8.30 lS.l 9.70
Cr203 40.3 4S.3 46.7 45.8 4S.7 32.0 39.6 44.2 30.9 44.0 49.7 52 ..6 42.3 52.8 33.9 27.2
V203 n.d. .14 . 18 .14 .14 .50 . 22 n.d • .18 .09 .12 .12 . 18 n i d • n.d. n id •
FeO 33.9 25.2 32.2 32.S 32.3 S3.4 39.1 32.8 57.1 30.7 30.0 32.2 34.3 36.6 44.1 52.7.'
HnO .30 .31 .89 .32 .35 .40 .49 .30 .66 .31 .62 .50 .47 .30 .40 .40
MgO 6.50 9.50 5.24 6.11 4 .. 20 2.30 3.74 5.00 .86 5.43 2.96 3.40 3.20 2.70 2.30 ·2~ 30
zno .25 .19 .36 .31 • 43 .67 .44 n.d • .80 .19 .76 .71 .47 .70 .50 .30
NiO n.d. .10 <.05 .08 .09 • 16 .06 n.d. .15 .13 <.05 <.05 .04 n.d • n vd , n.d.
CaO n.d. <.05 <.05 n.d. n.d. n i d , <.05 <.05 <.05 n.d. <.05 n.d. <.05 n.d. n.d. n.d.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sum 98.4 98.3 100.S 98.7 98.5 97.9 97 S 99.0 94.8 96.5 96.3 101.1 93.2 102.3 97.5 95.5

Recalculated analyses

I1menite basis
Fe203 10.8 6.4 7.4 9.4 5.9 27.3 13.3 6.8 31.2 6.5 3.3 4.6 8.9 7.9 15.8 26.0
FeO 24.2 19.4 2S.5 24.0 27.0 28.8 27.1 26.7 29.0 24.8 27.1 28.1 26'.3 29.5 29.9 29.3

99.5 98.9 10103 99.6 99.1

UlvQspinel basis
Fe203 10.1 .6.1 7.1 9.2 5.7 26.6 13.0 6.4 30.3 6.1 2.9 4.3 8.5 7.3 15.0 24.0
FeO 24.8 19.7 25.8 24.3 2702 29.5 27.4 27.0 29.8 25.2 27.4 28.3 26.6 30.0 30.6 31.1
Total 99.5 98.9 101.3 99.6 99.1 100.6 98.8 99.6 97.9 97.2 96.6 101.6 94.1 103.0 99.0 97.9 en.

s::
Numbe~ of ions on the basis of 32 oxygen atoms (Fe203/FeO from u1v8spinel basis)

1-$

<
Si .027 - - - .028 - .027 - .030 - - .029 .027 - .058- ro

~
Al 5.050 5.2S1 4.574 4.139 4.786 2.482 4.343 5.088 1.036 4.889 3.905 3.596 4.035 2.680 4.937 3.297 0
Cr 8.481 9.332 9.814 9.782 9.848 7.201 8.674 9.370 7.402 9.556 11.222 11.329 9.786 11":435 7.435 6.202 I-b

Fe3+ 2.023 1.196 1.420 1.870 1.169 5.697 2.710 1.291 6.908 1.261 .623 .882 1.872 1.<S05 3.131 5. 20,9 ~Ti ,,200 .090 ..074 .083 .078 .214 ""l ,,,,
.296 .099 .110 .082 .103 .165 .250 .586.LL..:> • .LV.L ::J

V - .029 .038 .030 .031 .114 .049 - .044 .020 .027 .026 .042 - - - p;-'
Mg 2.579 3.689 2.076 2.460 1.706 .976 1.544 1.998 .388 2.223 1.260 1.381 1.396 1.102 951 .989 ~

Ni - .021 - .017 ..020 ,,037 ,,013 - .037 .029 - - .009 - - '- p..
Fe2+ 5.520 4.293 5.735 5,,490 6=200 7,,022 6.348 6.054 7.551 5.789 6.544 6.448 6.509 6.873 7.0-99 1..501 td
Zn .049 .037 .071 .062 .087 .141 .090 - .179 .039 .160 .143 .102 .142 • 1 0 4 .064 §Mn .068 .068 .200 .073 .081 .096 .115 .068 .169 .072 .150 .115 .116 .070 .094 .098 ro
Ca - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c-+

Mol. % S·
Fe2Ti04 2.8 1.1 .9 1.0 1.0 3~0 1.4 1.6 3.7 1.6 1.4 1.0 1.7 2.4 3.1 8.0 w
(Fe,Mg)Cr204 54.55 59.13 62.05 61.97 62.33 46.83 55.19 59.50 48,,22 60,,83 71,,24 71.63 62.35 73.21 47.97 42.15 .......

~

(Mg,Fe)A1204 32.49 33.27 28.92 26.22 30.29 16.14 27.63 32.31 6.75 31.12 24.79 22.74 25.71 17.16 31.85 22.41
Fe304 12.96 7.60 9.04 11.81 7.37 37.02 17.18 8.20 45.04 8.04 3.98 5.63 11.94 9.63 20.18 35.45

~

en
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Table 8. Microprobe analyses of spinellids - continued.

0
(D

~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0
33Na 34Na 35Na 36Na 40Na 41Na 42Na 43Na 44Na 45Na 46Na 4SNa 49Na I:n...'V~ IPy 3Py ",JUL'tQ

------------~---------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0;90

Si02 <.05 <.05 n.d. <.05 .10 .20 <.05 .10 <.05 <.05 .20 <.05 1.80 <.05 <.05 n.d. \,)

Ti02 .18 .59 .68 .65 n.d. .70 .24 1.90 1.25 1.75 2.10 .05 .10 4.75 3.80 1.05 e
A1203 15.9 16.8 15.4 19.8 11.3 .60 2.82 3.50 1.87 5.71 .60 <.05 .20 .34 7.41 12.~ W.
Cr203 44.8 41.5 40.3 38.2 33.5 6.50 14.8 20.2 13.1 28.7 11.0 .34 1.90 .13 25.2 32.0 s::

1-$

V203 .11 .13 • 22 .22 n.d • 1.00 .47 .90 .92 .82 .70 1.01 .70 .64 .30 .45 <:
(D

FeO 34.0 35.7 38.4 32.8 52.3 85.5 68.6 70.0 78.6 61.0 '"''"'AI 93.0 88.2 88.1 56.5 46 ..1 ~O~.1It

MnO .52 .49 .52 .47 .50 .20 .23 .40 .97 .32 .10 <.05 <.05 .44 .78 .36 0
MgO 5.02 3.76 2.00 7.55 .40 .10 .94 .20 .31 .60 .30 .05 .70 .10 .87 4.46 I-h

ZnO .39 .92 1.10 .24 n.d. .05 .11 .10 .19 .64 .10 .15 n.d. <.05 • 64 n.d • ~

NiO .06 .10 .10 .11 n ..d. .06 <.05 .24 .25 .06 .10 .07 .07 <.05 • 22 n ..d • So
CaO <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .20 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .07 P'
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~

0..
Sum 101.0 100.0 98.7 100.0 98.1 95.1 88.2 97.5 97.5 99.6 97.6 94.7 93.7 94.5 95.7 96.8 '"

td
Recalculated analyses Sro
I1menite basis

t"+

55.6 6 63.6 62.1 28 ..7 21.9
So

26.5 27.9 29.8 23.3 32.6 31.
101.8 100.9 99 ..7 101.1 100.3 101,,1 92.7 101 ..7 102.7 102.8 103.2 101 ..5 100.0 100.7 98.6 99.0

U1vQspinel basis
Fe203 8.2 8.2 9.1 10.1 21.8 59.6 45.2 40.6 51.9 31,,0 54.0 68.5 61.9 59.0 26.1 21.2
FeO 26.6 28.3 30.2 23.7 32.6 31.9 28.0 33 ..5 31.9 33.1 33.8 31.3 32.5 35.1 33.0 27.0
Total 101.8 100.8 99.6 101.1 100.3 101.1 92.7 101.6 102.7 102.7 103.0 101.5 99.9 100.4 98.3 98.9

Number of ions on the basis of 32 oxygen atoms (Fe203/FeO from u1vospine1 basis)
si ... - ... - .028 ..060 ... .029 ... - .059 - .547
Al 4.939 5.295 5.001 5.989 3.778 .213 1.068 1.211 .649 1.921 .209 ... .072 .122 2.570 4.021
er 9 ..336 8.774 8 ..778 7.751 7.514 1.552 3.760 4.687 3.049 6.477 2.567 I'll"',", A r::.t: .031 5.864 7.019.uo,," .,,*:.1'0

Fe3+ 1.626 1.650 1.887 1.951 4.654 13.540 10.931 8.967 11.496 6.659 11~994 15.645 14.149 13.513 5.780 4.426
Ti .036 .119 .141 .125 - .159 .058 .419 .277 .376 .466 .011 .023 1.087 .841 .219
V .023 .028 .049 .045 ... .242 .121 .212 .217 .188 .166 ..246 .170 ..156 .071 .100
Mg 1.972 1.499 .821 2.888 .169 .045 .450 .087 .136 .255 .132 .023 .317 ..045 .382 1.844
Ni .013 .022 .022 .023 - .015 - .057 .059 .014 .024 .017 .017 ... .052 ...
Fe2+ 5.864 6.329 6.958 5.087 7.735 8.054 7.525 8.223 7.853 7.901 8.343 7.945 8.256 8.934 8.122 6.264
Zn .076 .182 .224 .045 - .011 .026 .022 .041 .135 .022 .034 ... ... .139 ...
Mn .116 .111 .121 .102 ..120 .051 .063 .099 .242 .077 .025 ... ... .113 .194 .085
Ca ... ... ... ... - .065 - - ... ... - ... ... ... - .021
Mol. %
Fe2Ti04 .4 1.5 1.8 1.6 .4 2.7 .7 5.6 3.5 4.7 6.6 .1 7.1 13.6 10.5 2.7
(Fe,Mg)Cr204 58.71 55.78 56.06 49.39 47.09 10.13 23.87 31.55 20.05 43.02 17.38 .52 3.11 .23 41.22 45.39
(Mg,Fe)Al204 31.06 33.66 31.94 38.16 23.68 1.39 6.78 8.15 4.27 12.76 1.41 ... .49 .89 18.07 26.01
Fe304 10.22 10.55 12.00 12.45 29.23 88.47 69.35 60.30 75.68 44.22 81.21 99.48 96.40 98.88 40.71 28.61
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Table 8. Microprobe analyses of spinellids - continued.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5Py 6Py 8Py 4po 6Po 9Po llPo 12po l~po 16Po 17Po 4Sy 5Sy 6Sy 8Sy 13Sy

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S i 0 2 n e d .. • 18 <. 0 5 <'. 0 5 <./0 5 <. 0 5 <. 0 5 <. 0 5 < . 0 5 <. 0 5 <. 0 5 . 10 <. 0 5 < . 0 5 2 . 00 . 07
Ti02 4.77 4.96 14.4 1.64 6.84 1.77 1.35 3.85 7.22 9.42 6.86 2.39 .70 .30 .13 .19
A1203 .48 .62 .05 12.7 .16 .87 1.78 2.28 .21 .20 .23 .11 .46 1.10 .85 <.05
Cr203 5.31 1.37 .05 31.7 2.08 1.79 <.05 11.6 <.05 <.05 <.05 .11 <@05 < ..05 < ..OS ..34
V203 n.d. .74 1.71 .26 .39 1 ..33 .53 .53 1.36 1.54 1.85 1.00 .60 1.10 .84 1.00
FeO 83.7 87.1 77.2 40.6 79.6 88.1 85.4 76.2 87.5 85.1 87.0 89.5 88.3 92.2 84.8 91.4
MnO .22 .25 .57 .28 .24 .08 .09 .45 .35 .13 .12 .11 <.05 .76 .08 <.05
MgO .11 .11 <.05 7.06 .34 .23 .27 .14 .05 .06 .06 .15 .08 .22 3.00 .21
znO n.d. n.d. <.05 .11 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .10 <.05 <.05 <.05
NiO n.d. :06 <~05 <.05 .05 .17 .15 <.05 <.05 .07 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05
CaO .03' <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .22 <.05
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sum 94.6 95.4 94.0 94.3 89.7 94.3 89.6 95.0 96.7 96.5 96.1 93.5 90.2 95.7 91.9 93 ..2

Recalculated analyses

Ilmenite basis
Fe203 57.1 60.3 47.4 20.8 54.1 62.9 61.7 49.0 59.8 56.3 59.3 64.5 64.7 68.0 64.5 67.3
FeO 32@4 32 ..8 34 ..6 21.9 30.9 31.5 29.9 32.1 33.7 34.4 33.7 31 ..5 30.1 31.0 26.8 30.8 0
Total 100.3 101.4 98.7 96.4 95.1 100.6 95.7 100.0 102.7 102.2 102.1 99.9 96.7 102.5 98.4 100.0 ro

o
Ulvospinel basis ~
Fe203 53.9 56.9 37.8 19.7 49.5 61.7 60.8 46.~ 54.9 50.0 54.7 62.8 64.2 67.8 62:6 67.1 ~

FeO 35.2 35.9 43.2 22.9 35.0 32.6 30.~ 34.4 38.1 40.1 37.8 33.0 30.5 31.2 28.5 31.0 ~

Total 100.0 101.1 97.8 96.3 94.7 100.5 95.7 99.7 102.2 101.5 101.6 99.8 96.7 102.5 98.2 99.9 W
~

. Number of ions on the basis of 32 oxygen atoms (Fe203/FeO from ulv6spinel basis) ~

Sl - .054 - - - - - - - - - .031 - - .604 .022 ~

Al .172 .220 .018 4.163 .061 .311 .667 .812 .074 .071 .081 .040 .172 .387 .302 -
Cr 1.280 .327 .012 6.971 .529 .43Q - 2.770 - - - .027 - - - .083 ~

Fe3+ 12.363 12.913 8.825 4.123 11.992 14.099 14.537 10.546 12.347 11.294 12.369 14.524 15.344 15.214 14.224 15.535 ~

Ti 1.093 1.125 3.360 .343 1.656 .404 .323 .874 1.623 2.126 1.550 .552 .167 .067 .030 .044 ~.

V - .179 ..425 .058 .101 .324 .135 .128 .326 .371 .446 .246 .153 .263 .203 .247 ~
Mg .050 ~049 - 2.927 .163 .104 .128 .063 .022 @027 .027 .069 .u~o .098 1.350 .096 8
Ni - .015 - - .013 .042 .038 - - .017 - - - - - ~ p..
Fe2+ 8.973 9.055 11.209 5.326 9.423 8.279 8.157 8.689 9.523 10.067 9.499 8.482 8.101 7.781 7.197 7.976 ~

Zn - - - .023 - - - - - - - - .023 - - - ~
Mn ~057 ..064 ..ISO .066 .065 .021 .024 .115 .089 .033 .031 .029 - .192 .020 - ~

Ca .010 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,.071 - ~

Mol. % S'
Fe2Ti04 13.7 14.7 42.0 4.3 20.7 ~.1 4.0 10.9 20.3 26.6 19.4 7.3 2.1 .8 7.9 .8 ~

{Fe,Mg)Cr204 9.27 2.43 .14 45.71 4.20 2.89 - 19.61 - - - .18 - - - .53 ~

{Mg,Fe)A1204 1.25 1.64 .21 27.30 .48 2.10 4.39 5.74 .60 ~62 .65 .27 1.11 2.48 2.08 -
Fe304 89.49 95.93 99.65 27.00 95.31 95.01 95.61 74.65 99.40 99.38 99.35 99.54 98.89 97.52 97.92 99.47

eo
-:::J
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Table 8 .. analyses spinellids continued ..

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
145y 155y 175y 195y 205y 22Sy 238y 245y 25Sy 26Sy 275y 2Li 8Li Q

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (D

0
Si02 <.05 <.05 .20 <.05 ..05 <.05 n~ nn .09 .06 .18 <.05 <:05 0.. vo .U;7

Ti02 .22 .26 1.10 .76 .75 7.40 10.0 7.59 10.3 11.6 10.4 6.45 4.48 0;9.
A1203 .05 .13 .07 23 10 .11 .10 .15 .17 19 18 2.28 .28 (j

p.i

Cr203 ..13 " 33 e 28 20 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .06 <.05 10.1 <.05 .......

V203 1.00 1.10 1.10 10 20 1.50 1.60 1.13 1.17 1.60 1.53 77 1.69 U1
FeO 94.3 92.4 87.4 90.1 91 85.1 82.7 83.6 83.9 80.2 83 ..5 76.4 88.0 ~

I-i
MnO .10 <.05 .13 <.05 .36 33 .49 .39 19 59 .63 .10 .07 -<
MgO <.05 <.05 <.05 .08 ..11 .05 ne:: .07 05 < ..05 11 ,,06

(D
IOU.,) ~

ZnO <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .05 <.05 .05 < 05 .25 <.05 0
NiO <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 05 <.05 <.05 <..05 <.05 <.05 t-t:l

CaO <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 ..05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 t-:rj

---------------~-----------------~----------------------------~----------------------------~-----------
S'

5um 95 ..8 94.2 90.3 .5 94.3 94.5 95.0 .1 95.9 94 3 96.4 96.5 94.6 ~
~

Recalculated .ana1yses J2'
to

Ilmenite basis §
Fe203 69.4 67.7 63.4 65.8 67.3 57.9 54.4 56.8 .9 51.4 54.6 47 61.6 (D

FeO 31.9 31.5 30.3 30.9 33.0 33.8 32 ..5 34.5 34.0 34.4 33.5 32.6 c-+

98.8 101.4 99 ..4 101.9 101.2 100.7
S'

Ulvospinel basis
Fe203 69.2 67.5 62.5 65.3 66.8 53.0 47.7 51.6 48.0 43.6 47.5 43.4 58.6
FeO 32.0 31.6 31.2 31.4 31.6 37.5 39.8 37.1 40.7 41.0 40.7 37.4 35.3
Total 102.7 101.0 96.5 99.0 101.0 99.8 99.8 98.3 100.7 98.7 101.2 100.8 100.5

Number of ions on the basis of 32 oxygen atoms (Fe203/FeO from ulvospinel basis)
Si - - ..064 - .015 - .018 .028 .027 018 .054
1\1 .018 .047 .026 .084 .036 .040 .036 .055 ..061 ..069 .064 .801 .100
er .031 .080 .070 ..049 ... ... ... - ... .015 ... 2.381 ...
Fe3+ 15.612 15.487 14.963 15.237 15.298 12.188 10.952 12.065 10.918 10.105 10.755 9.737 13.429
Ti .050 .060 .263 .177 .172 1.701 .." .,.t"\~ .. ..,..,A 2.341 2.687 2.353 1.446 1,,026t:..t:.":1"J J..' ,os:
V .240 .269 .281 .273 .293 .368 ,,391 .282 .284 .395 .369 184 .413
r-~g - ... ... .037 ..050 036 ..023 023 .032 ... ... .049 .027
Ni - ... = ... - ...
Fe2+ 8.023 8.057 8 ..301 8.143 8.043 9.584 10.156 9.641 10.289 10,,560 10 ..242 9 ..325 8.990
zn ... ... - ... - ... ... ..011 ..... ... ... .055 ...
Mn ..025 ... ..035 ... ..093 ..085 127 ..103 .049 ..154 ..161 ..025 .018
Ca ... ... ... .... ... ... ..017
Mol. %
Fe2Ti04 .6 .7 4.1 2.2 2.3 21.3 28 9 22.5 29 ..6 33.8 30.1 18.1 12.8
(Fe,Hg)Cr204 ""I' 1:1 .47 .32 - - - ... ... .14 ... 18.43 -&.V .J.J..

(Mg ,Fe) A1204 .11 .30 .17 ..55 .23 .32 .33 .45 .55 .68 .59 6.20 .74
Fe304 99.69 99.19 99.36 99.13 99.77 q9.68 99.67 99.55 99.45 99.18 99.41 75.37 99 ..26

n.d. = not determined
Fe203/FeO r ecalcuJ.ated us ing the method deS.cr iped by Carmichael
Content of chromite, spinel and magnetite adjusted to 100 %



Table 9.

Microprobe analyses of i1menites from the Koi11ismaa complex. (Foe sample numbering, see Table 1.)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
41Na 44Na 45Na 46Na 48Na 49Na 50Na 51Na 52Na 4Py SPy 6Py 7Py 8Py SPa 8Pa

------------------------------------------------------------------ -- ---- -----------~---------------- -- -- - -------------------
Si02 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .15 .18 .22 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05
Ti02 51.3 40.6 53.4 42.3 51.8 45.5 52.0 50.8 50.9 51.0 47.5 50.1 50.1 50.6 40.8 48.0
1\1203 <1005 e 10 ..25 .10 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .05 .15 <.05 18 .07 <.05 .06 <.05
Cr203 .45 1.24 <.05 .43 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .36 .81 1.58 .39 <.05 .58 .07
V20) .13 .11 .37 .48 .25 .25 .18 .10 .13 1.10 .39 .21 .73 .37 .59 .51
FeO 45.5 54.1 47.7 51.1 46.4 52.4 47.6 44.6 44.9 44.1 51.4 47.2 47.7 46.0 56.6 50.5
MnO 2.09 1.50 .91 1.04 1.29 .53 1.14 1.34 1.43 1.69 1.41 1.98 1.48 1.33 .10 1.24
r-tgO .17 .13 .99 .26 .11 .18 ,,10 ,,05 ,,17 ,,20 ,,10 " 19 .29 ,,11 1.08 ,,89
ZnO <.05 <.05 ,,09 .16 ,,09 ,,16 ,,05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <,,05 <.05
NiO .06 .06 <,,05 <.05 <,,05 <,,05 <.05 <.05 <,,05 ,,52 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .07 <.05
CaO <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 < ..05 <.05
----------------------------------------------------------- --- -- ------ ----- ---~-- -- ---- -- - - --- -- -- -- - -- - -- ------------------
Sum 99.7 98.5 103.8 101.9 99.9 99.0 101.1 96.9 97.6 99.3 101.8 102.3 100.8 98.4 100.5 101.2

analyses

Fe203 2.0 22.7 2 ..8 23 ..0 1.6 13.9 2.5 .4 1.0 1 11.3 4. 5.2 2.3 25.1 11.3
FeO 43.1 33.7 45 ..2 36.4 45.0 39.9 45.4 44.2 44.0 44 0 41.3 43.5 43.0 44.0 34.1 40.3
Total 99.9 100.8 104.0 104.2 100.1 100.4 101,,3 96.9 97.7 99.3 103.0 102.7 101.3 98.6 103.0 102.3 ,.....

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms tr:s::
Si - ... ... ... ... ... ... ..008 .009 .011 ... ... '"i

<:
Al ... ..006 .014 .006 ... .003 009 ... 010 .004 ... ..003 ... (l)

er .018 .049 ... .017 ... ... ... ... .014 .032 ..061 .015 .023 ,,003 ~

Fe3+ .076 .860 .102 .947 061 .529 .094 .016 039 .004 .418 .152 .195 .089 .929 .419 0

Ti 1.950 1.538 1.935 1 ..556 1.965 1.131 1.949 1.991 1.971 1.949 1.758 1.813 1.879 1.948 1.509 1.179
I-+.l

V ..005 .007 .014 .019 ,,010 ",,.. .00i .004 .005 .045 .015 .008 .029 .015 ,,023 ..020 ~
.. U.LU S'1-1g .013 .055 .071 .019 .008 .014 .007 .004 .013 .015 .007 .014 .022 .008 .079 .065

~Ni .002 .002 ... ... ... ... ... .021 ... ... ... ... .003 ...
l:j

Fe2+ 1.847 1.419 1.821 1 ..489 ..898 1.688 .893 1.926 1.900 1.870 .700 1.788 1.793 1 ..883 1.403 1.661 p..
Zn ... ... .003 ..006 ..003 .006 .002 -= ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1>1n .089 .064 .040 .043 .055 .023 048 ..059 .063 .073 .061 .082 .063 .058 ..029 .052 to
Ca ... ... ... ... ... ... - ... ... - - ... ... ... - ... §

(l)
rl-

fI101.% R20) 2.5 23.1 3.2 22.2 1.7 13.5 2.5 .5 1.2 1.8 11.6 5.8 6.1 2.6 24.4 11.1 S·
w
~

<:.0

<:.0
<:.0
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Table 9. Microprobe analyses of ilmenites - continued. 0"
C!S.
()

~

--------------------------------------~~~~--~-~--~~~-----~---------------------------------------------------- --- --- ---- - --- UJ.
10po 11Po 12Po 14Po 16Po 17po 4Sy SSy 6Sy 8Sy 9Sy 13Sy 14Sy 1SSy 17Sy 19Sy ~

1-1

-------------------~------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------~--------- ---------- ------ <
Si02 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .08 <.05 .09 <.05 <.05 <.05 .07 (D

~
Ti02 47.9 48.7 38.9 44.8 51 ..1 49.4 46.7 42.0 49.8 52.9 52.5 51.5 51.8 51.6 51.1 51.4
A1203 .27 <.05 .06 <.05 <.05 <.05 .06 3.40 <.05 .06 .06 .06 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 0

I':-n

Cr203 .06 <.05 .64 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .05 <.05 .05 .05 <.05 .11 .05 ":rj
V203 .44 .24 .70 .42 .38 .40 .21 .20 .26 .21 .40 .23 .34 .22 .25 .25 S'
FeO 52.3 46.3 55.1 51.7 50.0 50.2 52.1 47.4 47.4 47.9 48.2 45.6 47.7 45.1 46.8 45.4 ~
xno .85 2.69 1.72 1.81 2.00 1.70 1.10 1.30 1.50 1.70 .82 .80 1.60 2.10 1.10 1.30 ~

HgO .92 .94 .24 <.05 .06 .20 .65 3.40 1.00 .08 .17 .10 .08 .11 .11 .10 fl'
ZoO <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 to
NiO .08 <.05 <.05 <.05 < ..05 <.05 < 05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <'.05 §CaO <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05

(D---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- c-+

Sum 102.8 98.9 97.4 98 ..7 103.5 101.9 100.8 97.7 100 ..0 103.0 102.1 98.4 101.6 99.1 99.5 98.6 S'

Recalculated analyses

Fe203 13.0 7.7 24.8 14.7 6.9 8.7 13.8 19.0 6.6 2.3 2.4 .2 3.2 1.1 2.4 .7
FeO 40.6 39.4 32.8 38.5 43.8 42.3 39.7 30.3 41.5 45.8 46.1 45.4 44.8 44.1 44.6 44.8
Total 104.1 99.6 99.8 100.2 104.2 102.8 102.2 99.7 100.6 103.2 102.4 98.4 101.9 99.2 99.7 98.6

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms
Si - - - - - - - .004 - 005 - .004
Al 015 - .004 .- - - 003 .196 ... .003 .003 .004 - - - -
Cr .002 - .026 .- - - - - 002 - .002 .002 - .004 .002
Fe3+ .474 .293 953 561 .252 323 ..514 .701 .248 .085 .089 .008 .119 .042 .092 .027
Ti 1.744 1.849 1.494 1 ..710 1,,867 1,,831 1.737 1.548 1.870 1.947 1.946 1.984 1.933 1.974 1.948 ' n""J""J.J...:::JII

V .017 .010 .029 .017 .015 ..016 .008 .008 .010 .008 .016 .009 .014 .009 .010 .010
r.1g ,,066 ..071 018 - ..004 015 .048 248 .074 .006 .012 .008 .006 .008 008 .008
Ni .003 - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ...
Fe2+ 1.644 1.663 1.401 1.634 1.779 1.744 1.643 1.242 1.733 1.875 1.900 1.945 1.859 1.876 1.890 1.916
Zn - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - -
Mo .035 .115 .074 .078 .082 .071 .046 .054 .063 .070 .034 .035 .067 .090 .047 .056
Ca - - - - - - - .003

Mol.% R203 12.7 7.5 25~3 14.5 6.6 8.5 13.1 22.6 6.4 2.5 2.7 .6 3.4 1.3 2.7 .9



Table 9. Microprobe analyses of i1menites - continued.

208y 228y 235y 24Sy 25Sy 268y 27Sy 4Li 5Li 7Li 8Li

8i02
Ti02
A1203
Cr203
V203
FeO
r-tnO
HgO
ZnO
NiO
CaO

.09
51.0

< 05
<.05

36
45.2
1.65

15
<.05
< 05
<.05

..06
50.7

< 05
<.05

30
46.0

2.93
16

<.05
<.05

.05

<..05
50.5

<.05
<.05
<.05

46 3
11
14

< 05
< 05
<.05

.08
52.3

..07
<.05

.40
47 ..3

1 ..86
14

..05
<.05

&05

.05
50.8

< ..05
<.05

21
46.4

2.02
13

<.05
<.05
<.05

<.05
48.1

<.05
<..OS

39
48 ..5

2.36
..08

07
<.05

..05

<.05
49.7

<.05
<.05

.39
47.6

2.25
11

< 05
<.05
< ..05

<.05
45 ..1

.. 23
1.03

..51
44.7

1.17
1 ..35

07
< ..05
< 05

<.05
51.6

.53
3.43
1.58

45.6
.66
.46

< ..05
<.05
<.05

<.05
52.2

<.05
<.05

.33
45.7

..92

.23
<.05
<.05
<.05

<.05
52.3

.09
< ..05

.25
46 ..0

1.20
.08

< ..05
< ..05
< ..05

Sum 98.4 100.2 97 ..0 102 ..1 99 ..6 99.5 100 0 94.2 103.9 99.4 99 ..9

Recalculated analyses

Fe203

Total 98.6 100.6
o

97 ..2 102.4
43.5 40.7 42 ..2
99 ..9 100.4 100 ..6

36.9 44.9
95.0 103.9

45 ..6 45.7
99.4 100.0

Fe203/Feo recalcu1a~ed usin9 the me~ho~ descriped by Carmichael (1967).

~

S'
~
/:j

~

to
§
(D
rl-

S'
W

~

tr:s::
t-1
<:
(D

I'.<:
o
H:.

.7

.005

015
1.984

.010
006

1.928

..051

.4

004
1 ..991

013
017

1.935

.040..027

6.3

.030

.131
029

1.874
.061

033

1 ..814

10.6

.014

.043

.345
1.788

022
106

1.627
003

.052

.227
1.879

016
.008

.331
1.•826

.016
006

3.3 8.7 6.1

125
1.930

.009

..010

1.838 1 ..718 1.774
003 -

.086 ..101 .096

096
1.938

.016

..010

.055
1 ..973

.011

Number of ions on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms
..003 - .004 ..003

004

155
1 ..914

012
..012

1.776 1.956 1.854
- -

125 .005 .078
.003

4.1 1.4 2.9

005

1.6

.072

050
1 ..963

015
..011

1 ..884

Mo1 ..% R203

Si
Al
Cr
Fe3+
Ti
V
Mg
Ni
Fe2+
Zn
Mn
Ca

I-l
o
~





Chemical composition of the type samples from the Koillismaa complex, with C.I.P.W. norms.
(For sample numbering, see Table I.)

,,,,.~

.Ll'lQ
""\ ...... ~
£.t'lQ

""') ....,.~
.J~'lQ

A'Ir.'f~
"il'lQ

I:" ......,~
::'H'lQ

, .... ~
Ol'ld 7Na aNa 9Na IONa 11Na 12Na 13Na , A .... ~

.L"tl'ld 15Na 16Na

Si02
Ti02
A1203
Fe203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
p205
C02
H20+
H20-

37.18
.20

2.18
8.30
4.48

.21
35.90
1.23

.03

.08
~02

.89
11.70

.39

37.83
.05
.70

7.30
3.83

.22
33.49

.17

.04

.01
00

1.00
13.30
1.07

39.73
.05
.59

8.12
3.36

.28
32.29

.12

.01

.00
~OO

.50
13.70
1.22

41.69
.05
.63

6.33
4.35

.22
34.10

.51

.03

.00
00

.40
11.10

.70

45.10
.07
.'85

5.80
4.80

.23
34.00

.92

.04

.00
00

.40
7.40

.51

47.18
.12

2.34
5.51
5.73

.27
32.20
1.01

.11

.07
02

n.d.
11.20

.19

41.73
.10

2.50
5.67
5.90

.22
32.89
1.82

.12

.13
~OO

.11
6.20

.40

47.31
.07
.94

4.23
5.99

.27
33.20
1.12

.05

..01

..00

.30
5.50

.62

45.99
.15

5.30
4.05
5.84

.26
28.24

2.65
.09
.22
.02
• 40

5.70
.43

54.82
.12

1.69
, n «:
.L."iU

7.33
.26

31.30
1.97

.08

.04
00

. 40

.90

.18

54.60
.07

1.07
.., s «:
';;>."iU

4.60
.25

30.50
1.23

.18

.05

..00
• 20

6.00
. 26

53.31
.10

1.53
"') , 0
"' • .LO

7.15
.25

30.30
1.79

.05

.00

..00
n v d •

.20

.07

54.76
.10

1.43
1.38
7.76

. 27
30.10

2.19
.08
.01
..00

n.d.
.30
.03

54.51
.10

1.11
1.92
6.89

..25
30.40

2.35
.05
.00
.00

n.d •
.20
.04

53.86
.13

2.05
, ne:
.L.::J..)

7.12
.25

28.30
3.46
,.18
.05
.00

n i d ,
.30
.06

55.25
.10

1.54
1.32
8.01

.27
30.1&

2.50
.07
.01
..00

n.d.
.30
.03

Total 102.79 99.01 99.97 100.11 100.12 105.95 97.79 99.61 99.34 100.55 102.47 96.93 98.41 97.82 97.71 99.50

Cr
V
Ni
Cu
Co
Zn

Sr

.074

.000

.222

.000

.015

.007

.000

.267
~OOO

.135

.003

.015

.004

.000

.335

.000

.119

.004

.014

.008

.000

.248

.000

.106

.005

.013

.008

.000

.315

.000

.084

.005

.012

.010

.000

.119

.000

.104

.000

.012

.007

.161

.010

.100

.000

.013

.007

.000

.361

.000

.080

.004

.012

.007

.000

.209

.010

.070

.005

.011

.009

.010

.409

.000

.056

.006
0009
.008

.000

.446

.000

.046

.006

.008

.008

.000

.000

.436

.010

.058

.002

.009

.006

.000

.373

.000

.052

.001

.009

.007

.000

.367

.000

.057

.001

.009

.006

.000

.466

.010

.054

.002

.010

.006

.000

.000

.364

.010

.056

.001

.009

.007

~

o
w

o:
c
~

<:
(D

~

o
~

~

5'
~
~

P.
to
Sro
c-+s·
w
~

.19

..78

.22

.07

.59
3.85

3.57
2.71

1.94

.49
72.25
13.13

.25

2.85

.60

.31
1.52
4.63

5.23
4.03

1.00

.64
66.46
10.61

.79

.19

.75

.01

.42
2.80

3.70
2.88

2.78

.42
72.84
10.63

.19

.80

.31

.07

.68
3.51

2.00

3.07
2.34

.41
72.62
12.70

.19

.94

.01

.42
3.94

2)06
1.60

.24
73.78
10.96

.07

.01
3 ..18

.13

.45

.96

5.02

3.90
.31

1.52
1.96

1.20
.99
.07

75.01
5042

.91

.88

.23

.25

.68
4.13

1.30
1.01

.16
75.55
11.79

1,,00
.17

2.12

.28
005
.91
.45

53.44
5.68

11.86
1.39
5.89

1.38
.76

10.49
1.06

.u":!:

.13

.68

.78

.07

.42
2.30

.57

.46

8.88 10.70 13.73 12.49 12.73 15.18 13.34 15.15 15.42

59.51
5.48

15.94
1.62
6.13

.19

.25

.35

.78
1.02
5.89

1.02
.83

9.01

35.41
2.76

32,,00
2.75
8.24

.23

.05

.26

C.l.P.W. norms (weight %)

.43

.93
4.88

.29

8.42

59.07
4.63

14.80
1.28
7.99

.13

.91

.68'

.02

.34
2.04

.03

5.08

56.97
2.79

19.44
1.05
8.41

.02

.25

.58

.09

.91

.53

3.82

50.12
1.77

24.41
.95

9.18

.02

.59

.02

19.72

52.30

11.34
.30
.09

.07

.69

.09

41.42
.63

29.44
.49

10.58

.49

.25

.35
1.91

3.03 .1.63

30.82
.64

41.05
.94

12.03

Q
or
ab
an
C
wo-d
en-d
fs-d
en-hy
fs-hy
fo
fa
mt
hm
il .38
ap .05
cc 2.02 .30 .21
cm .16 .57 .72
ne - .07 .02
pr .02 .06 .02 .04 - .09 .04 .02 .04
water 12.09 14. 14.92 11.80 7.91 11.39 6.60 6.12 6.13 1.08 6.26 .27 .33 .24 .36 .33

Total 103.20 98.78 100.25,100.66 100.72 106.31 98.20 100.28 99.81 101.25 103.21 97.68 ~ 99.94 98.45 98.50 100.14

HDI
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Table 11. Chemical compo~ition of the type samples - continued. I+:>-

-------------------------------------------------~----------------~\----------------------------------------------------
017N~ 18N~ 19N~ 20N~ 21N~ 22N§ 23N~ 24N~ 25NM 26N~ 27N~ 28N~ 29N~ 30N~ 31N~ 32N~

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- CD

Si02 55.06 54.83 54.38 54.11 53.43 54.30 54.4h 52.68 53.50 51.37 58.38 52.72 53.84 51.35 46.03 An '"le 2-
'::::l • .c.u 0

Ti02 .10 .15 .13 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .12 .15 .13 .17 .17 .33 .12 .13 qs-
A1203 1.21 2.15 1.61 1.58 1.73 1.48 1.56 1.64 1.37 2.45 1.83 3.40 5.03 3 ..36 4 ..19 5.88 (j

Fe203 1.45 1.69 1.05 4.43 3.51 1.12 1.17 2.34 2.99 1.34 1.39 2.94 1.80 1.60 4.92 2 ..87 ~
FeO 7.44 8.64 5.54 2.90 3.90 5.98 5.33 6.22 4.91 9.99 8.32 7.30 8.30 12.00 6.83 8.06 to
;-1no .27 .30 .22 .19 .22 .23 .21 .26 .26 .36 .30 ..27 .25 .23 .26 .25 c

1-$
MgO 30.10 28.90 21.50 23.19 22.82 21.90 21.40 24.30 24.92 26.64 26.90 27.80 26.42 23.78 30.20 27.00 ~

CaO 2.73 2.79 15.14 13.73 13.79 14.11 14.85 10.22 10.81 2.72 2.34 3.40 3.58 3.58 2.48 4 07 CD
~

Na20 .08 .12 .20 .20 ~ 19 .16 .19 .19 .16 .00 .16 .32 .45 .31 .20 .81
0K20 .01 .08 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00 .01 .02 .12 .01 .07 .06 ..34 .12 .13 H:.

p205 .00 .02 .02 .00 .00 .02 .02 .00 .02 .02 .02 ..02 .00 ..02 .00 ..02 t-:tj
CO2 n.d. .30 n.d. .33 . 51 n.d. n.d . .40 .60 .10 n.d. .10 .11 .20 n.d. n.d. S-
H20+ .20 1.10 .30 .60 .20 .30 .50 1.20 .20 4.20 2.80 .50 n.d. 2.20 6.80 4.70 p)
H20- .02 .05 ..05 .10 .30 .04 .04 .06 .04 .15 .16 .10 .40 .15 .30 .12 ::s
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ p..
Total 98.67 101.12 100.14 101.49 100.73 99.77 99.86 99.65 99.92 99.61 102.74 99.11 100.41 99.45 102.45 103.30 to

~
Cr .325 .335 .417 .309 .394 .284 .345 .242 .275 .173 .288 .299 .290 .301 .289 .181 .......

V .000 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 IT:
c:+

Ni .057 .038 .036 .038 .027 .029 .033 .031 .031 .040 .039 .035 • i07 .079 .063 S-

CO .009 .009 .007 .007 .006 .007 .007 .008 .007 .009 .009 .009 .009 .019 .013 .011
Zn .006 .009 .005 .003 .004 .005 .004 .006 .005 .007 .007 .008 .007 .008 .009 .008
S .000 .000 .000 .010 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .010 .020 2.120 .020 .020
Sr .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .010 .000 .010 .010

C.T.P.W. norms (weight %)
Q .42 .49 .09 2.67 1.57 .37 .91 - .97 - 7.46 - - .33
or .07 .49 .01 .07 .01 .01 .01 .07 .13 .72 .07 .43 .43 2.03 .79 .85
ab .68 1.02 1.69 1.69 1.61 1.35 1.61 1.61 1.35 - 1.35 2.71 3.81 2.62 1.69 6.85
an 2.91 5.08 3.49 3.38 3.86 3.32 3.40 3.59 2.96 6.32 4.24 7.63 11.49 6.76 10.14 11.98
wo-di 4.44 2.81 29.85 26.16 25.61 27.79 29.29 18.62 19.52 2.68 3.02 3.54 2.33 Lt.U.L

1'\1'\ 3.37.::1U

en-di 3.41 2.11 22.86 22.17 21.00 21.09 22.54 14.37 15.62 1.93 2.25 2.73 1.74 2.87 .72 2.55
.fs-di .57 .42 3.87 .57 1.48 3 ..86 3.65 2.26 1.65 .51 .48 .43 ..36 .78 .08 .48
en-hy 71.56 69.90 30.69 35.58 35.83 33.46 30.76 45.51 46.47 61.89 64.74 63.67 61,,74 56,,56 45.58 38.68
fs-hy 11.97 14.02 5.19 .92 2.53 6.12 4.98 7.16 4.91 16.35 13.71 10.01 12.78 15.34 5.18 7,,22
fa - - - - - - - .46 - 1..79 - 2.02 1.62 - 20.27 18.24
fa - - - - - - - .08 - .52 - .35 .37 - 2.54 3.75
mt 2.10 2.47 1.55 6.45 5.11 1.65 1.72 3.42 4.36 1.97 2.04 4.29 2.63 2.34 7.16 4.18
i1 .19 .28 .25 .23 .25 .25 .25 .25 .23 .28 .25 .32 .32 .63 .23 .25
ap - .05 .05 - - .05 .05 - .05 .05 .05 .05 - .05 - .05
cc - .68 - .75 1.16 - - .91 1.36 .23 - .23 .25 .45 - -
cm .70 .72 .90 .67 .85 .61 .74 .52 .59 .37 .62 .64 .62 .65 .62 .39
pr - - - .02 - - - - - - - .02 .04 3.97 .04 .04
water .22 1.15 .35 .70 .50 .34 .54 1.26 .24 4.35 2.96 .60 .40 2.35 7.10 4.82
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 99.23 101.71 100.83 102.02 101.37 100.25 100.43 100.08 100.40 99.96 103.23 99.65 100.93 101.74 103.04 103.71

-MOl 14,,80 17,,46 14,,58 6,,90 9 ..10 15.52 14.80 14.05 11.18 20.02 24.14 15.30 18.69 23.86 11.78 20.83



Table 11. Chemical composition of the type samples - continued.

33N~ 34Na 35Na 36Na 37Na 38Na 39Na 40Na 41Na 42Na 43Na 44Na 45Na 46Na 47Na 48Na

~i~;------~;:1~--~;~~~--~~~;~--~;~;~--;i~i~--~;~i~--;3~;~--;i~~;--;i~;;--~8~88--;3~~~--;3~ii--;2~i3--;~~;;--~8~8;--;i~;6
'l'i02 .08 .12 .18 .08 .22 .20 .27 .20 48 .37 .45 .58 .40 .62 .22 .63
A1203 1.20 2.04 3.79 5.27 6.58 10.51 10.50 10.31 11.01 10.16 9.00 9.85 8.85 12.44 18.99 19.30
Fe203 4.40 3.35 2.39 2.83 2.71 1.72 1.45 1.86 2.11 2.92 1.84 2.15 2.66 1.85 1.19 2.15
FeO 5.30 5.80 7.11 7.30 5.79 7.66 5.72 7.19 8.14 8.19 9.23 9.05 8.33 7.69 4.14 5.93
MnO .23 .19 .22 .23 .21 .23 .19 .19 .22 .23 .25 .23 .23 .19 .14 .17
Hg0 3 3 •7iO 33 . 7 1 28 • 4 1 28 • 6 3 16 . 4 5 18 . 23 15 • 30 15 • 50 13 . 50 21 • 84 19 . 4 0 17 • 20 18 . 6 4 12 • 40 9 •9 2 6 • 4 6
CaO 2.15 2.62 4.41 3.61 14.18 7.00 13.99 8.73 11.52 5.23 5~94 6.55 5.91 9.57 13.62 9.49
Na20 .09 .11 .14 .24 .72 1.09 1.17 1.30 1.39 1.05 1.28 1.49 1.17 1.78 1.67 2.78
K20 .02 .04 .10 .07 .17 .13 .20 .30 .36 .42 .49 .70 .43 .89 .31 1.26
p205 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .05 .05 .05 .05 .07 .05 .09
C02 .30 .07 .00 .30 .30 .00 n.d. n.d. n.d. .40 n.d. n.d. .20 n.d. .10 .20
H20+ 7.60 9.10 5.20 4.60 .60 .90 .60 2.20 .80 1.10 .70 1.10 1.20 .60 .60 .90
H20- .32 .10 .09 .21 .14 .14 .05 .13 .10 .09 .08 .10 .05 .10 .12 .10

Total 99.17 99.71 100.34 99.29 99.23 99.97 103.04 98.95 100.90 100.93 102.31 102.16 100.25 102.47 99.89 101.22

C.t.P.w. norms (weight %)

Cr
V
Ni
Cu
Co

Sr

Q
or
ab
an
wo-di
en-di
fs-di
en..,.hy
fs-hy
fa
fa
rot
i1
ap
cc
cm
pr
water

.245

.000

.078

.003

.012

.000

.13

.76
2.80
2.44
1.99

.15
42.70

3.19
27.51

2.26
6.38

.15

.05

.68

.53

.02
7.92

.463

.010

.095

.000

.26

.93
4.95
3.12
2.53

.23
31.96
2.90

34.67
3.46
4.88

.23

.05

.16
1.00

.06
9.20

.283

.010

.076

.003

.000

.61
1.18
9.41
5.15
3.98

.62
45.82

7.12
14.69

2.52
3.49

.34

.05

.61

.02
5.29

.268

.000

.061

.008

.010

.011

.010

.50
2.03

13.05
1.18

.91

.14
41.03
6.41

2.0.61
3.55
4.10

.15

.05

.68

.58

.04
'i.OL

.239

.010

.138

.200

.008

.005

.010

1.08
6.09

14.18
22.61
17.37

2.85
24.68
4.06

26
.05

3.95
.42
.05
.68
.51

1.33

.240

.010

.049

.011

.008

.008

020

.91
9.22

23.33
4.70
3.36

.93
41.49
11.43

.44

.13
2.52

.38

.05

.52

.02
, f\A
..L.V":t

.205

.010

.022

.007

.006

.005

.020

1.32
9.90

22.74
19.43
14.24

3.35
21.42

5.04
1.74

.45
2.13

.51

.05

.44

.02
c.c::

.V-J

.176

.010

.036

.007

.007

.007

.020

1.91
11.00
21.34
9.12
6.43
1.91

32.01
9.51

.15

.05
2.72

.38

.05

.38

.06
2.33

.120

.020

.024

.021

.007

.008

.020

2.27
11.76
22.67
14.34

9.65
3.60

20.29
7.57
2.68
1.10
3.10

.91

.05

.26

.09

.90

.245

.010

.075

.008

.009

.008

2.56
8.89

21.73
.57
.42
.09

34.85
7.83

13.44
3.33
4.26

.70

.12

.91

.53

.07
1.19

.193

.020

.058

.004

.009

.008

.010

2.98
10.83
17.33

4.93
3.45
1.07

40.68
12.60

2.95
1.01
2.71

.85

.12

.42

.06

..78

.168

.020

.050

.007

.008

.009

.020

4.28
12.61
18.05

5.90
4.07
1.34

35.41
11.66

2.38
.86

3.16
1.10

.12

.36

.07
1.20

.197

.020

.058

.009

.008

.009

..030

.020

.21
2.69
9.90

17.55
4.25
3.04

.83
43.44
11.85

3.90
.76
.12
.45
.42
.06

1.25

.141

.020

.027

.006

.007

.008

.020

1.37
5.40

15.06
23.25
9.92
6.65
2.53

24.27
9.24

2.73
1.18

.17

.30

.02

.70

.030

.010

.029

.017

.004

.004

.030

2.03
14.13
43.31

9.73
7.02
1.83
7.33
1.91
7.34
2.11
1.75

.42

.12

.23

.06

.06

.72

.020

.020

.011

.009

.004

.007

7.65
23.52
36.36

3.70
2.30
1.19

12.76
6.59

.77

.44
3.16
1.20

.21

.45

.04

.02
1.00

o:c
1-$
<:
(D

~

o
I-t.l

l-:l:j

5·
~
~

~

to
Sro
c-+

S·
W
I-l
1:0

Total 99.66 100.56 100.90 99.83 100.90 100.47 103.44 99.35 101.27 101.48 102.76 102.59 100.73 102.80 100.10 101.37

MOT 7.89 9.39 13.81 14.26 17.85 24.43 23.10 27.90 30.73 24.31 30.08 33.07 27.95 36.68 24.42 42.44 I-l
o
CJl
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Table 11. Chemical composition of the type samples - continued. 0')

----------------------------------------------------------------
49Na 5 0:.1 a 51Na 52Na IPy 2Py 3Py 4Py SPy 6Py 7Py 8Py Ipo 2po 3po 4po 0------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (D

Si02 55.08 55.06 55.82 60.51 41.95 43.22 49.86 47.35 50.00 52.40 53.29 51.83 47.18 47.68 46.64 42.16 S
Ti02 .53 .68 1.32 1.38 .13 .17 .18 .20 .45 .33 .25 .73 .10 .13 .13 .10 0

(Jq
A1203 17.97 17.01 14.26 14.31 7.37 12.03 12.20 21.74 16.43 13.41 20.02 23.55 6.99 13.55 15.76 8.76 ......

(J

Fe203 1.59 2.17 2.79 3.17 5.79 3.88 6.43 1.49 6.00 6.66 1.88 3.11 3.37 1.48 1.29 3.88 e
FeO 6.24 6.65 8.91 7.14 6.70 9.10 4.70 6.30 4.30 4.30 5.60 4.60 8.68 7.88 7.47 7.70

U'1MnO .15 .15 .19 .13 .18 .25 .21 .13 .14 .22 .15 .13 .13 .21 .21 .15 ~
MgO 7.92 5.88 4.20 2.00 28.75 22~37 19.95 10.01 9.63 15.67 9.20 4.46 23.80 14.30 15.30 26.36 """::

<:CaO 10.15 8.90 4.96 4.70 3.61 5.24 5.49 10.42 9.46 6.76 11.12 11.60 2.93 7.26 5.27 3.56 (D

Na20 2.57 2.96 4.10 3.96 .07 .73 .70 2.17 2.48 1.42 1.89 2.76 .04 1.34 1.92 .04 ~

K20 .82 1.24 1.48 2.87 .07 .14 .24 .31 .48 .25 .18 .35 .01 .12 .28 .11 0
p205 .09 .11 .16 .41 .00 .00 .00 .00 n i d ; .02 .00 .05 .02 .00 .02 .00

t-+..

CO2 n.d. n.d. .20 .22 .07 .07 .15 .15 n vd , .15 .15 • 11 n.d. n.d • n vd , .04 I-:I:j

H20+ .70 .70 1.50 n.d. 6.90 3.90 n.d. n s d , n.d. n.d. n i d , n.d. 6.70 4.70 5.80 7.00 S'......
H20- .08 .09 . 08 n.d. .90 • 30 n.d • n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n s d • .57 .09 .27 .30 lJj

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~
o,

Total 103.89 101.60 99.97 100~80 102.49 101.40 100.11 100.27 99.37 101.59 103.73 103.28 100.52 98.74 100.36 100.16 ....

td
Cr .031 .013 .003 .002 .261 .012 190 .020 .056 140 .055 .005 .058 .094 .078 ,,154 S
V .020 .020 .050 .030 .010 .010 .010 .000 .012 .010 .010 .030 .010 .010 .010 .000 ro
Ni .015 .010 .004 .001 .132 .095 .090 .061 .026 .044 .020 .019 .140 .135 .070 .123 rl'-

.008 .005 .000 .013 .001 .052 .015 .010 .000 .006 .007 .034 .156 .00"4 S'

Zn .006 .008 .010 .010 .008 .009 .007 .006 .008 ..008 .005 .009 .008 .006
S .010 .050 .010 .000 • 020 .010 .050 .000 n.d • ."000 .010 .000 .020 .290 ..000 .070
Sr .030 .030 .010 .020 .010 .020 .020 • 040 n.d • .020 .030 .040 .000 .020 .030 .000

C.T.P.W. norms (weight %)
Q 2.39 4.13 6.14 12.67 - - 1.98 - 1.11 5.39 2.31 2 ..19
or 5.05 7.54 8.83 17.11 .49 .97 1.56 2.10 2.85 1 ..62 1.26 2.34 .08 .85 1.86 .66
ab 21.75 25.05 34.69 33.51 .59 6.18 5.92 18.36 20.99 12.02 15.99 23.36 .34 11.34 16.25 .34
an 34.98 29.36 16.09 12.72 17.47 25.55 26.29 48.53 32.27 29.41 45.51 50.70 14.41 30.53 26.01 17.41
C 7' - - - .76 1.29 1.13 - - - - - 1.63 - 2.73 2.19
.wo~di 61. 18 5.88 2.59 2.73 - - - ,,92 6.12 1.27 3 ..64 2 ..43 - 2.29
en-di 3.91 3.41 1.19 1.03 - - - .61 4.91 1.06 2 ..45 1.57 - 1.56
fs-di 1.88 2.19 1.38 1.74 - - - .25 .50 .06 .91 .69 - ..55
en-hy 15.87 11.29 9.31 3.95 32.48 20.99 50.06 4.66 19.14 37.97 20.51 9.58 56.48 27.40 23.05 35.03
fs-hy 7.63 7.27 10.78 6.68 3.43 5.23 3.26 1 ..93 1.94 2.11 7.63 4.22 12.76 9.71 7.78 5.87
fo - - - - 27.48 24.33 - 13.85 - - - - 2.13 5.46 10.60 21.47
fa - - - - 3.20 6.68 - 6.32 - - - - .53 2.13 3.95 3.97
mt 2.35 3.19 4.16 4.66 8.42 5.65 9.35 2.16 8.73 9.68 2.75 4.58 4.91 2 ..17 1.89 5.63
il ;L.01 1.29 2.51 2.62 .25 .32 .34 .38 .85 .63 .47 1.39 .19 .25 .25 .19
ap .• 21 .26 .38 .97 - - - - - .05 - .12 .05 - .05 -
"'''' = = .45 .50 .16 .16 .34 ,,34 - ;34 e 34 ..25 - - - .09
cm .07 .03 .01 - .56 .03 .41 .04 .12 .30 .12 .01 .12 .20 .17 .33
p; .02 .09 .02 - .04 .02 .09 - - - .02 - .04 .54 - .13
water .78 .79 1.58 - 7.80 4.20 - - - - - - 7.27 4.79 6.07 7.30

Total IO~;a6~01.77 100.11 100.90 103.13 101.60 100.73 100.47 99.54 101.89 103.91 103.43.100. 99.77 100.66 100.62

xnr 40.50 50.05 69.27 79.49 8."99 20.89 14.10 29.92 30 ..98 23 ..37 28,,85 34.40 15,,51 27,,30 32.35 12.47



Table 11. Chemical composition of the type sampl~s - continued.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5Po 6Pe iPo SPO 9Pe 10Po IlPe 12Po 13Po J."tl:'U 15po J.O.l:"'U J./.t"U

'n ....._ ,,.... ""I,.. ••
.Lo.t"v .Luy 4:.uy

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Si02 46.49 47.28 50.25 49.30 43.19 48.71 50.92 52.85 53.04 51.98 50.00 45.47 40.95 50.00 48.08 46.52
Ti02 .13 .22 .37 .22 .15 .28 .23 .32 .42 .52 .75 1.77 2.75 .83 .20 .15
A1203 12.93 14.09 20.73 18.56 11.59 18.77 17.33 19.27 17.89 17.26 20.78 15.48 14.94 22.12 16.23 16.87
Fe203 5.56 4.33 3.35 ,,).0,

"\ on 3.95 5.67 "\ e o 3.51 4.31 4.36 ., nl: ., ne::: .23 2.71 1.32'.o~ L. • .:.JO I.:JJ I.:JJ

FeO 5.70 6.20 5.30 6.40 11.40 7.10 4.80 4.60 6.70 5.50 4.39 8.80 13.30 9.76 5.45 5.86
MnO .21 .19 .14 .18 .23 .18 .18 .15 .18 .19 .10 .18 .17 .15 .14 .17
MgO 21.23 18.67 10.92 12.59 21.90 13.78 14.45 9.34 9.97 6.77 2.32 6.98 6.42 5.26 8.66 12.15
CaO 5.64 6.86 10.91 9.24 4.87 8.90 8.73 9.28 9.33 11.03 11.01 10.58 8.60 10.00 8.32 10.41
Na20 .81 1.08 1.85 1.83 .77 1.79 1.59 2.39 2.07 2.55 3.51 2.11 1.97 2.46 1.95 1.50
K20 .13 .19 .34 .25 .11 .28 .19 .36 .25 .42 .20 .20 .20 .57 1.59 .33
p205 .00 .00 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ..00 ..00 n ..d. .00 .00 n i d , ,,07 ,,02
CO2 .04 .22 .15 .11 .07 .15 . 15 .15 • 18 .11 n.d . .07 .07 n.d . n.d. n c d ,
H20+ 2.10 2.50 n.d. n.d. 2.40 n.d. n s d , n.d. n.d. 1.00 n.d. 1.20 1.10 n.d. n.d. n.d.
H20- .50 . 20 n.d. n.d. .10 n.d. n.d • n.d. n.d. .10 n.d. .10 .30 n.d. n.d. n i d ,
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 101.47 102.03 104.33 102.50 99.67 103.89 104.24 101.29 103.54 101.74 97.42 100.89 98.72 101.38 93.40 95.30

Cr .077 .045 ' .018 .023 .016 .020 .024 .058 .044 .006 .000 .000 .000 .001 .064 .086
V .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .020 .030 .030 .160 .230 .015 .000 .000
Ni .108 .078 .044 .052 .082 .058 .053 .018 . 027 .008 n.d . .013 .011 .015 .310 .059
Cu .043 .016 .003 .002 .000 001 .002 .001 002 .012 .003 .021 .030 .002 .029 .018
Co . 011 .009 n.d. n.d . . 011 n.d . n.d. n.d. n vd , .005 n.d. .008 .009 .009 .012 .006
Zn .007 .007 .006 .007 .009 .008 .009 .010 .009 .007 .006 .007 .010 .010 .008 .006

Sr .020 . 020 .030 .030 .020 .030 .030 .020 .030 n s d • .020 . 020 n.d . .060 .030

C • I • P •~~. nor ms (we i 9:fi t %)
Q - - - - - - - 2.24 2.90 3.46 3.29 .56 to
or .91 1.26 2.21 1.68 .80 1.86 1.27 2.34 1.62 2.69 1.19 1.32 1.33 3.39 9.79 2.15 c
ab 6.85 9.14 15.65 15.49 6.52 15.15 13.45 20.22 17.52 21.58 29.70 17.85 16.67 20.82 16.50 12.69 1-1

<:
an 27.73 32.64 47.16 41.59 23.72 42.25 39.52 40.68 38.71 34.31 40.35 32.11 31.26 47.62 30.64 38.22 (D

C 1.27 .12 - - 1.49 - - - - - - - - - - - ~

wo-di - - 2.46 1.48 - .40 1.19 1.84 2.69 8.23 5.96 8.33 4.58 .83 4.25 5.55 0
~

en-di - - 1.79 1.06 - .28 .94 1.33 1.82 5.61 3.57 5.55 2.44 .36 3.02 3.86
fs-di - - .44 ·,.29 - .08 .11 .34 .00 J..~O ,.u I L..J.o

.... n(\ .46 .86 1.23 I-:l:j
L..uu So

en-hy 36'..58 30.77 17.28 19.62 19.38 16.61 34.27 21.94 23.02 11.34 2.23 11.98 7.61 7.74 16.27 11.50
fs-hy 4:21 5.11 4.20 5.39 6.72 4.71 3.92 5.68 8.29 4.01 1.29 4.66 6.24 9.85 4.65 3.68 ~

~fa 11.64 11:10 5.71 7.49 24.64 12.22 .55 - - - - - 4.32 3.51 1.74 10.53
~fa 1.48 2.03 1.53 2'.27 9.41 3.82 .07 - - - - - 3.90 4.92 .55 3.71

rot 8.08 6.30 4.88 5.56 4.21 5.75 8.24 3.76 5.13 6.32 6.39 11.89 12.05 .37 3.93 1.91 td
i1 .25 .42 .70 .42 .28 .53 .44 .61 .80 .99 1.42 3.36 5.22 1.58 .38 .28 §
ap - - .05 - - - - - - - - - - - .17 .05 (D

ri-
cc .09 .50 .34 .25 .16 .34 .34 .34 .41 .25 - .16 .16 - - - So
cm .17 .10 .04 .05 .03 .04 .05 .12 .09 .01 - - - - .14 .19
pr .07 . i 7 .06 .02 - - .04 - .07 .02 - .02 .07 - 1.93 .06 w

l-4

water 2.60 2.70 - - 2.50 - - - 1.10 - 1.30 1.40 - - - eo

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 101.93 102.36 104.49 102.66 99.85 104.05 104.40 101.45 103.73 101.89 97.48 101.26 99.25 101.45 94.82 95.62

NDT 14.84 19.03 24.81 26.34 25.30 26.3$ Iq.85 32.22 32.46 38.05 43.92 33.68 39.71 40.04 37.51 26.36 l-4
0
-::J
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Table 11. Chemical composition of the type samples - continued.
0
00

------------------------------------------------------------------
3Sy 4Sy 5Sy 6Sy 7Sy 8Sy 9Sy 10Sy 11Sy 12Sy 13Sy 14Sy 15Sy 16Sy 17Sy 18Sy 0------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (D

Si02 44.24 46.47 46.68 48.39 44.93 49.85 46.29 45.69 48,,24 44,,11 50,,81 52.18 51.25 51.08 52.69 49.84 0

Ti02 .17 .32 .43 .18 .27 .35 .17 .15 .40 .18 .32 .52 .43 .55 .42 .43 0
A1203 7 . .50 16.71 17.54 17.42 14.26 24.93 14.50 15.30 20.84 12.85 20.31 21.76 19.65 18.11 21.32 17.20 CfS.

(J

Fe203 5.74 2.13 3.85 2.57 2.67 .72 3.24 2.71 1.10 4.30 . 1.74 2.07 1.63 1.63 1.66 1.70 e
FeO 9.05 9.34 8.28 7.94 7.77 3.34 8.32 9.28 5.52 9.23 5.96 4.31 6.01 6.87 5.40 7.51
HnO .18 .21 .18 .19 .22 .09 .23 .22 .13 ~ 25 .17 .14 .17 .19 .15 .19 rn

~MgO 25.79 15.40 13.30 13.80 17.50 4.50 16.40 16.80 8.60 19.80 6.60 4.90 6.60 6.90 6.40 7.20 ~

CaO 6.13 8.79 7.50 8.94 6.91 13.90 8.03 8.49 11.05 6.42 11.80 11.76 11.94 12.10 11.92 11.90 ~
(D

Na20 .36 1.44 1.55 1.54 1.00 2.86 .98 1.28 2.28 1.13 2.51 2.97 2.43 2.22 2.63 2.26 ~

K20 .00 .31 .27 .20 .48 .41 .18 .14 .37 .16 .30 .54 .34 .43 .36 .27 0
P205 .05 .02 .05 .00 .02 .00 .00 .00 .02 .00 .00 .05 .00 .05 .0'2 .00 H:.

CO2 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n vd , n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. nod. ":rJ
H20+ n.d .. 1.60 2.80 1.90 4.10 .90 3.20 2.20 2.00 2.70 .70 1.10 .80 1.20 .80 1.50 5·
H20- n.d. .06 .11 .09 .16 .04 .04 .06 .04 .09 .04 .03 .04 .04 .05 .02 ~
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ::s
Total 99.21 102.80 102.54 103.16 100.29 101.89 101.58 102.32 100.59 101.22 101.26 102.33 101.29 101.37 103.82 100.02 p..

td
Cr .039 .023 .010 .028 .020 .005 .042 .030 .012 0032 .009 .008 .006 .008 .005 .010 §
V .010 .010 .010 .010 ..010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .020 .020 .020 .020 .020 (D

Ni .147 .070 .066 .054 .079 .017 .061 .077 .035 .090' .013 .010 .012 .010 .010 .012 rl-

022 .008 .007 .009 .003 .007 .008 .011 ..006 .006 .011 .012 .014 .008 .009 OOR 5·
012 .010 .010 ..009 ..009 ..003 ..010 .011 ..006 .011 .005 .004 .005 :005 :004

Zn .007 .008 .010 .008' .012 .004 .009 .009 .006 .010 .007 .005 .006 .008 .006
S .040 .060 .080 .010 .030 .001 .040 .020 .030 .020 .010 .000 .020 .000 .010
Sr .000 .020 .030 .020 .030 .050 .020 .020 .040 .020 .030 .050 .030 .030 .030 .030

C.T.P.W. norms (weight %)
Q - - - - - - - - - - - .62 - .07 .10
or .01 1.98 1.81 1.33 3.05 2.75 1.21 .97 2 ..45 1.09 1.98 3.52 2.21 2.75 2.33 1.80
ab 3.05 12.19 13.12 13.03 8.46 21.45 8.29 10.83 19.29 9.56 21.24 25.13 20.56 18.79 22.26 19.12
an 18.84 38.15 36.88 39.96 32.90 53.81 34.56 35.52 45.41 29.45 43.16 44.29 41.61 38.08 45.21 35.89
ne - - - - 1.49
C - - 1.14 - - -
wo-di 4.69 2.23 - 1.83 .52 6.32 2.20 2.76 3.88 1.00 6.42 5.73 7.36 9.03 5.76 9.66
en-di 3 ..55 1.48 - 1.24 ..37 4.05 1 ..54 1.87 2.55 ..72 3.89 3.6,8 4.46 5 ..30 3.59 5.54
fs-di .67 .59 - .45 .10 1.86 .48 .67 1.05 .20 2.19 1.68 2.50 3.29 1.82 3.70
en-hy 24.33 9.34 21.07 17.57 18.51 - 21.67 10.91 5.96 15.02 9.93 8.61 11.58 11.94 12.41 9.77
fs-hy 4.59 3.71 7.39 6.42 5.15 - 6.76 3.92 2.45 4.17 5.59 3.92 6.48 7.42 6.29 6.53
fa 25.59 19.34 8.48 10.95 17.32 5.05 12.40 20.42 9.08 23.56 1.89 - .35 - - 1.88
fa 5.32 8.47 3.28 4.41 5.31 2.55 4.26 8.09 4.11 7.20 1.17 - .21 - - 1.38
mt 8.35 3.11 5.60 3.75 3 ..89 1.07 4.72 3.95 1.62 6.26 2.55 3.05 2.41 2.41 2.45 2.51
il .32 .61 .82 .34 .51 .66 .32 ..28 .76 .34 .61 .99 .82 1.04 .80 .82
ap .12 .05 • .L~ - .U::J - - - ne:: .--. .12 = .12 .05 -.UJ

cm .08 .05 .02 .06 .04 .01 .09 .06 .03 .07 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 .02
pr .07 .11 .15 .02 .06 - .07 .04 ,,06 .04 .02, - .04 - .02 .02
water - 1.66 2.91 1 ..99 4.26 .94 3.24 2.26 2.04 2.79 .74 1 ..13 .84 1.24 .85 1.52
-------------------------------~------------------------------------------ ---------------------- ---------- --------------
Total 99 ..58 103.05 102.79 103.36 100.52 102 ..02 101.83 102.56 100.76 101.47 101.39 102.48 101.44 101.49 103.95 100.16

MOl 15.iO 28.1i 2i.46 26.79 24.17 30.44 . 22.95 26 ..14 31.46 24.36 34.98 37.41 "'lie::. " 36.43 34.48 37.56.;):..J(•• .L.L





Table 11. Chemical composition of the type samples - continued.

............
----------------~------------------------------------- __________________________________________________________ s 0

7Ku 8Ku lLi 2Li 3Li 4Ll 5Li 6Li 7Li 8Li 9Li 10Li " .. .! ,~". ice.L.J.J.J.L .L'-'U

----------------------~-------------------------------- --------------------- ----- --- -----------------------------
Si02 52.87 48.50 48.27 45.98 47.18 44.89 48.47 46.25 50.41 48.59 50.85 49.69 53.40 51.84 64.82
Ti02 1.32 2.12 .22 .32 .25 .25 .18 .17 .53 .60 .43 .27 .50 .45 .95 (1
A1203 16.58 12.58 16.38 10.26 16.18 3.66 16.74 16.76 15.42 14.86 16.47 19.85 23.88 14.60 11.04 I'D

0
Fe203 3.28 6.44 1.44 2.53 2.21 5.72 1.05 2.61 1.90 "" nn 1.02 ' nn 1.40 1.43 2.70 ......."::;.00 .L.uv 0FeO 5.46 10.27 5.79 11.81 7.40 10.37 7.34 6.95 7.99 9.53 7.57 5.44 4.31 6.11 7.01 ce.
MnO .11 .20 .14 .25 .15 .27 .17 .15 .17 .23 .15 .13 .08 .12 • 10 (J

MgO 5.24 4.97 9.75 13.40 8.70 24.70 10.10 12.20 6.30 5.70 5.40 4.90 1.65 9.65 .70 e
CaO 7.29 9.93 10.53 6.58 10.28 5.17 9.40 9.50 10.26 11.53 11.72 13.38 6.81 8.60 1.09 tr:
Na20 3.73 3.00 2.28 1.20 2.04 .11 1.94 1.78 2.72 2.45 2.71 2.68 7.48 2.80 3.81 s::
K20 .25 .61 .23 .12 .17 .02 .16 17 .30 .19 .24 .20 .31 .13 2.94 ~

~
p205 n.d. n.d. • 05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .07 .07 ..07 .09 ;05 e 14 fled .. .30 I'D

CO2 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. nvd , n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n s d , n.d. n.d.
r-<:

H20+ n.d. n.d. 2.78 1.47 1.35 3.34 1.58 2.47 1.52 .93 1.37 .98 1.88 n.d. 1-.14 0
t-+..

H20- n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. nvd , n.d. n.d. n s d , n.d. n.d. .53 I-:l:j
------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------~--------------- ------------------ S·Total 96.13 98.62 97.86 93.97 95.96 98.55 97.18 99 •. 08 97.59 97.56 98.02 98.57 101.84 95.73 97 ..13

~

er .002 .001 .046 .076 .023 .003 .004 .013 .000 .021 .000
:::::s

.055 .088 .050 .006 p..
v .020 .080 .010 020 .010 .010 .010 .000 .020 .040 .020 .020 .010 .005 .010
Ni .003 .008 .084 .423 187 125 .047 107 .023 .008 ..011 .008 .002 .017 .001 td
Cu .002 .019 .067 .233 .366 .084 .029 .067 .009 .018 .012 .001 .000 .006 .005 §
Co .005 .009 .004 .014 .008 .012 .006 .009 .004 006 .004 .003 .002 .005 .002 (!)

M-
.007 .013 .005 .012 .007 .010 .009 .014 .009 .008 .008 .006 .002 .006 .007 S·
n ..d .. n ..d .. ..160 1 ..020 .810 .220 .050 .280 .000 .050 .000 .000 .000 n.d. .000

jIIa.1

Sr n.d. n.d. .030 020 .030 .000 .030 .030 .030 .030 .030 .030 .080 n s d , .010

C.I.P.W. norms (weight %)
Q 6.15 1.74 ... ... ... ... - 1.02 - .85 ... 1.28 24.58
or 1.49 3.63 1.56 .86 1.21 14 1.16 1.22 1.98 1.33 1.63 1.39 2.34 .78 17.45
ab 31.56 25.39 19.29 10.15 17.26 .93 16.42 15.06 23.02 20.73 22.93 22.68 45.45 23.69 32.24
an 27.75 19.05 33.68 22.18 34.39 9.42 36.39 37 ..13 28.88 28.89 31.96 41.44 30.41 26.88 3.45
ne ... - ... ... ... ... ... .- ... - 9.67 ...
wo-di 3.51 12.62 7.61 4.23 6.80 6.64 4.14 3.98 9.01 11.63 10.69 10.28 1.03 6.59
en-di 2.32 6.69 5.14 2.62 4.44 4.89 2.60 2.75 4.84 5.69 5.40 5.70 .42 4.38
fs-di .95 5.53 1.90 1.37 1.89 1.11 1.29 .91 3.86 p ...... P AA 4.18 .62 1.73::J.I;' ::J.U"t

en-hy 10.75 5.82 10.51 26.12 12.06 37.41 11.12 11.73 10.91 8.33 8.13 3.52 ... 19.70 1.78
fs-hy 4 39 4.81 3.90 13.63 5.12 8.51 8.48 3.90 8.71 8.39 7.59 2.58 .. 7.80 9.25
fo ... == 6.35 4.43 5.47 13.89 3.96 11.48 .22 2.10 2.59
fa ... .... 2.58 2.54 2 •.56 3.48 2.16 4.21 .24 .. 1.69 4.22
mt 4.80 9.52 2.11 3.71 3.23 8 ..32 1.55 3 ..78 2.80 4.27 1.52 1.50 2.05 2.08 3.94
i1 2.51 4.03 .42 .61 .47 .47 .34 .32 1.01 1.14 .82 .51 .95 .85 1.80
ap - - .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .17 .17 .17 .21 .12 .33 ... .71
cm .- - 10 .16 .12 .19 .11 .05 .01 ~01 .01 .03 ... .05
pr ... - • 30 1.91 1.52 .41 .09 .52 ... .09 .. ... ... -water - ... 2.78 1.47 1.35 3.34 1.58 2.47 1.52 .93 1.37 .98 1.88 - 1.67

-------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------~~---------------Total 96.18 98.83 98.40 96.12 98.01 99.28 97.50 99.70 97.73 97.78 98.15 98.68 101.96 95.82 96.88

MOl 51.06 53.91 33.38 33.77 32.56 17.54 32.69 28.26 45.53 45.49 45.08 37.87 54.97 39.65 93.78

n.d. = not determined
MOl = Modified differentiation index (von Gruenewa1dt 1973.)



Table

Rare earth element abundances
(For sample number
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in th~ porttivaara section.
see Table 1.)

Sample La Ce Nd Srn Eu Tb Yb Lu f~u/EU* (La/Yb)N ~REE

2Po 1.5 3.1 1.1 .36 .19 .055 044 .30 .13 1.66 3.03 5.63
4po .77 1.3 1.1 .36 .050 .035 027 .14 .095 0.51 3.33 2.75
7Po 5. 13. 6.5 1.4 .52 .23 22 .65 .16 1.14 4.66 20.96

12po ,4.1 B.5 4. .86 .46 .11 082 .54 .092 1.80 4.60 14.66
16Po 2.7 6.3 3.4 .94 .44 .18 12 .60 .14 1.37 2.73 11.30
18Po 3.4 7.3 3.8 .78 .44 .18 19 .45 .091 1.56 4.58 12.64

1Gr 40. 80. 35. 7.4 1.3 .88 54 2.6 .55 Cl.59 9.32 132.73

EU/EU* is the ratio of Eu concentration in sample to the va l ue , Eu*, which
is obtained by interpolation between Srn 'rb from the chondrite-normalized
rare earth e Leme n t fractionation pattern of sample.
(La/Yb) N is the ratio of the chondr ized concentrations of La and Yb.,
2:REE is the SUlm of La+Ce +·Srn+ Eu+Tb+Yb+I.JU in
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